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PREFACE 

THE GREAT DIFFICULTIES that have been experienced by public 
utilities commissions in r<gulating utility rates have to a consider
able extent been due to the large fluctuations in prices throughout 
the greater part of the period in which the policy of admin
istrative rate making by commissions has been in effect. In the 
decade prior to the W arId War the rise in prices was moderate 
and it was possible, although not without some difliculty, to 
make the necessary revision in utility rates. The tremendous 
rise in prices during and immediately after the war necessitated 
large and frequent rev.ision of rates which could not be made 
satisfactorily in view of the general opposition of consumers. The 
short period of relatively stable prices in the 1920'S relieved util-" 
ities commissions to some extent of the burden of frequent rate 
revision. However, with the sharp deeline in prices during the 
recent great depression, difliculties were once more encountered. 
Consumers pressed for large reductions in rates, and utility com
panies faced with a decline in r<venue from decreased sales 
resisted rate revision that would have reduced their net incomes 
even more. 

Even the instability of prices would not have prevented ef
fective r<gulation of utility rates if a satisfactory rate making 
method had been available. Unfortunately, the rate making rule 
established by the courts was too complex in its required pro
cedure to permit the prompt and complete adjustmellt of utility 
rates in the period of rapidly changing prices. The ultimate pur
pose of the rule that utility rates must provide a fair rate of re
turn on the fair value of utility property was to duplicate in the 
field of regulated rates the process of normal price determination 
in competitive society. Although it would have been desirable to 
regulate utility rates in a manner that would generally maintain 
equality of the prices of utility services with their costs of prOo 
duction, this was not in fact achieved under the rate making rule. 
With the complex, dilatory, and expensive rate making procedure 
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required under the rate making rule it was impossible to bring 
about prompt adjustment of rates with changing costs of pro
duction. Utility rates thus acquired an undesirable rigidity en
tirely out of harmony with the purpose of the rite making rule. 
The'experience of the past twenty years shows conelusively the 
futility of attempting to regulate utility rates on the precise 
pattern of the price making process of competitive society. 

Throughout the war and again. in the great depression, com
missions found it was impossible to use J:he rate making method 
and procedure required by the rate making rule. Instead, it was 
necessary to develop new methods of rate making that permitted 
the use of a simpler procedure under which rates could be ad
justed more prompdy to changing operating costs. The rate 
making methods developed during the period of unstable prices 
were designed to introduce greater flexibility in the rate making 
process, and for this reason they deserve consideration with other 
proposals for increasing the effectiven";s of rate regulation. 

It is the purpose of this study to show how the rate making 
rule and its procedure were developed, to consider the difficulties 
that were experienced under this rule, to discuss the new methods 
of rate making that commissions used during the period of rapid 
fluctuation in prices, and to offer a reasonable solution for the 
rate making problem. 

This study of Public Utility RIzk Making and the Price Level 
was undertaken at the suggestion of Professor F. W. Taussig. 
In his Principles of Economics (II, 118), Professor Taussig has 
commentecl briefly on the effect of the abrupt price advance dur
ing the war on the public utility industries. I have tried to carry 
the analysis into various aspects of the rate making problem dur
ing the war and postwar years and during the recent depression. 
The aid and advice of Professor Taussig have been invaluable 
in completing ·the study. 

I should like to record my obligation to the Harvard Club of 
Chicago for the scholarship I held in 192''' and to the authorities 
of Harvard University for the Ricardo Prize Scholarship and the 
University Fellowship in Economics that I held in 1lj28. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE RATE MAKING PROBLEM 

I. THE REGULATION OF RATES 

FOR MOllE nuN sixty years the people of this country have been 
struggling with the problem of regulating the rates for public 
utility services. In this time regulation has advanced from the 
passive and limited control of the early period to the active and 
extended control of the present. Legislatur~Lc2.lJ!.II!issi!!!!.s, and 
courts have passed on the rate making que~tion ~uJ.D~rable· 
times, with· the solution- still far 011. Progress has nevertheless 
been made. The machinery f6r regulating utility rates and the 
technique of rate making ~ave ~een' itpproved, the legal and 
economic aspects of the question h~ve been clarified, and the 
problem is now limited to th~ determination of a ~~\r_,!:~~of 
return on the £air value of the propeI:ty-ysecl In.. producing .!he 
utIlity sernces.-nTIaclliuCs -are-at' hand for a satisfactory solu
ficin oItlie rate making problem. 

The right of the public to exercise some ,control over indu~ 
tries endowed with.a large public mterest was recognized at 
common law. For a time no active effort was made to regulate 
utilities in this country, public control being confined to the 
prevention of discrimination and similar abuses. The public 
interest was not recognized to be so great as to require extraor
dinary regulation.' As in other industries, competition was ex
pected to provide adequate service at a fair price. Rate making 
was left to the utilities, presumably on the theory that self intc;r
est would induce competing coinpanies' to maintain rates 0,1 the 
cost of producing the services. Where cOmpetition was inactive, 
the public looked to the courts for a remedy under the cOmmon 
law rule that rates mu~t be £air to the consumer. In practice this 
remedy was ineffective, for _the ordinary consumer could -;'ot 
undertake an expensive legal struggle for fair rates. It became, 
apparent, therefore, that tile regulation of rates through competi- \ 
tion was unsatisfactory._ 

[3] 
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With the failure of competitive rate making, more stringent 
control was inevitable. The right of legislatures to determine 
the rates of industries with a large public interest was sustained 
by the Supreme Court, 1877, in Munn fl. Illinois (94 U. S. Il3). 
Legislative rate making was· thereafter tried for-thirty years, 
with the problem no nearer· solution than before. Rates were 
drawn in the hurried confusion" of a legislative session by men 
who lacked sufficient knowledge of the problem, and who re
garded themselves as the representatives of .the consumers. The 
difficulty of securing fair rates that the public had experienced 
under competitive rate making, the utilities now experienced 
under legislative rate making. From the point of view of the 
public this seemed to be an improvement, although it obviously 
was not the solution to the problem.1 In the long run the public 
cannot have utility services at less than their cost of production. 
Th...s.fuJ.l~tal fault of legislative rate making was in its 

~obiective: to establish low rates rather than fair rates. 
"<. At this point the peculiarity of the rate making problem in 

this country appears. In England, if parliamentary rates should 
be inadequate, the utilities would have no remedy other than to 
<:onvince Parliament that in the long run the public interest re
quires rates sufliciendy high to assure continued investment in 
these industries. In this country, however, utilities have another 
remedy. The Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution pro
vides that nei state may deprive a person of property without 
due ~'1""" of law, nor may a state deny to any person the 
equal protection of the law." In a series of decisions, the Supreme 
Court has held that inadequate rates are in violation of these 
constitutionlll guaranties on property. This view, although ai-

. .laitn early legislative rate making, see s. J. Buck, TAe Cranger MOtlt:mml. 
A.. . "f{ Hadley in his Principles of Railrod Tnmtporl4l;on holcb the view that 
legiilative£~!makiog checked railroad construction in the J870·s. Low ntes 
u.ndQUb~ad some dfect, but the chief cause of the decline in railroad con .. 
struction at this time; was the completion of the major roads. The depression 
of J 8'3 .... also an impotW>! factor in limiliog railroad construction in this 
~decade. 

• The Fifth Amendment places similar restrictions on the rate making powen 
'of Congress, the Interstate Commerce Commission, and the District of Columbia 
fW1u:. Utilities Commissioo. 
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ready established, was well stated by Justice Brewer in the Texas 
Railroad rate case in 1894. "It is within the scope of judicial 
power, and a part of judicial duty," he said, "to restrain anything 
which, in the form of regulation 'lf rates, operates to deny to 
the owners of property invested in the business of transportation 
that equal protection which is the constitution.al right of all 
owners of other property."s In this aDd in other cases, the fed
eral courts went beyond a statement that rates may be inadequate .. 
They developed the principle that except in special instances 
rates would be inadequate that failed to yield a fair return on the 
property devoted to the service of the public. 

2. THI! UNSETl'LED QuRsTiONS OP RATE MAKlNG 

Rate making under the Supreme Court's rule required the 
establishing of a fair value of the property used in providing 
utility services, and of a fair rate of return to be applied to this 
fair value. The determination of £air value and of fair rate of 
return was left to the consideration of the rate making authority, 
subject to the review of the court ... 'To avoid protracted and ex
pensive litigation, and the danger that rate schedules would be 
set aside as confiscatory, it was· necessary that the rate paking 
power be delegated to a quasi-judi!iW administrative body, such , 
as public. utilities commissions. As the natureancrsignificance 
of this rate making rwe became apparent, such commissions were 
formed in all states. 

It was thought that after commissions accumulated some ' 
experience, administrative rate making under the rule developed· 
by the Supreme Court would be free from the antagonism and 
the litigation that characterized legislative rate making. Unfortu- ., 
nately, this expectation was not fulfilled. It should be noted, 
however, that unfavorable economic conditions contributed to ~ . 
the difficulties that commissions experienced i'; applying the rate 
making rule. The instabili 0 • and interest rates, the 
alternate periods of' ation and dell.ation since 1915, were im
portant factors in preventing effective regulation of utility rates. 

I Rntga •. F"""ers' 1.DtItJ & Tnul Co .• 154 U. S. 399. See also, St. Louit " 
Sa FNncUco Rlli/wtly Co. Po Gi/I. 156 U. S. 64!ih and Collingtorl l!r Lezi"gWtJ 
T-pik' Rod Co • •• S .. dlord. 164 u. S. 578. 
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• Neverthdess, in large part the failure of administrative rate mak
ing may be ascribed to the inadequacy of the rate making rule; 
and it is extremely doubtful whether further progress can be 
made in solving the rate making problem until this rule is 
modified. • 

. The fundamental objection to the rate making rule is that 
the procedure it requires is unnecessarily co,!!plex, expensive, ane' 
time consuming. In 1929, after twenty-two years of cOmIDissio[ 
regulation in New York, the chairman of the Public Service 
Commission of that state testified that "the commission has nol 
the facilities to do the work that it is supposed to do with the 
efficiency that should characterize that work ... • The primar) 
cause of the ineffectiveness of utility regulation is that com
missions are largdy occupied with the difficult task of deter· 
mining £air value and £air rate of return for many utility com· 
panies under the unsatisfactory rate making rule devdoped b~ 
the courts. There is not a state commission in the country thaI 
is adequatdy provided with the facilities and the funds necessar~ 
for effective rate making under the established rule. 

Even under fairly normal conditions, with a moderate degrco 
of stability in prices and in interest rates, the regulatioll of utility 
rates under the rate making rule is a difficult task. With the 
rapid fluctuations of prices and interest rates in the. war and 
postwar period, and aga1'n in the recent great depression, it 
was impossible to regulate rates in accordance with the rate mak
ing rule, a fact that thCiloCOurts were ready to recognize at the 
time. It was inevitable, under tthe circumstances, that commis
sions should devise new methods of rate making that came into 
use in many states. On the whole, these new methods of deter
mining fair value and £air rate of return served a useful pur
pose, for they facilitated rate making in these abnormal. periods, 
they showed the need for modification of the present rate mak
ing rule, and they indicated the nature of the changes required, 

~TestimODy of Mr. William A. Prendergast, then chairman of the Public 5cz'y.:. 

ice Commission of New York, Tile Repot1 and Hetzrings oj the CommissiMJ off 
Revision ollAl! Public SfflIiee Commissions r.."'I' (HUlings. I, 31), The work 
of this legislative commission in New York is considered in detail in Chap. x.. 
bdow. ' 
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It is unfortunate that with the return of fairly normal condi
tions, the courts have hdd that these new rate making methods 
do not provide the protection to utility property that the Con
stirution guarantees. 

The rate making problem in this country is to devise a method 
of determining utility rates that will permit effective regula
tion, not only during periods of stable prices and interest rates, 
but also during those abnormal periods when the need for fre
q uent revision of utility rates is greatest. A new method of rate 
making, to be effective, must be based on the experience that 
commissions have accumulated in regulation under the present 
rate making rnle4It is the purpose of this srudy to show how the 
rate making mle and its procedure were devdoped, to consider 
the difficnlties that were encountered under this rule, particularly 
during period. of rapid fluctuation in prices, to discuss the new 
methods of rate making that commissions used in these abnormal 
periods, and to offer a reasonable solution for the rate making 
problem.) Unless the rate making problem is solved, and present 
methods of determining fair value and fair rate of rerurn are 
modified. to permit effective regulation of utility rates, the policy 
of private operation of public utilities under public supervision 
may have to be replaced by a more direct policy that will assure 
an adequate supply of utility'serviceS'u.t l';tir rates. 



CHAP11!R n 

) THE RATE MAKING RULE 

I. A STATEMENT OF THE R1pJ! 

THE PIIINCIPLII that utility rates must be sufficient to provide a 
fair_~teJ?hetur!, on the fair value of the property used in pro
ducing the utility services was developed slowly by the Supreme 
Court in the 1880'S and 1890's. It was not until the casc.of Smy,h 
II. Ames, 11198, that the court made a complete statement of the 
rate making rule. The court said (I~ U. S. 546) : 

The basis of all calculations as to the reasonableness of rates to be 
charged by a corporation maintaining a highway under legislative 
sanction must be the fair value of the property being used by it for 
the convenience of the public. And in prder to ascertain that value, 
th~oriKina! cost o.~oatcu&.tion, the am~~9i'<!!-<!~~ent 
m.provements, the amount .;n'fiiWKet val~ '1tll!!>ondl_~I!<rStOG!<-;
the present as compared-with the origll;~LfO¢..a£..amsuuctioD,thi: -
probable earning capacity'of thej,ropertyunderparrlcuiallft3tCryl$ 
Scribed by Statute,ana the ~J:equired to mceLoperatingcxpenses, 
are all matters for consideration, and are to be regarded in estimat
ing the value of the property. What the company is entided to ask 
i. a fair return upon the value of that which it employs for the public 
convenience. On the other band, what the public is -""tided,!o de
!!'WId i~ lh* no more bee:xacted from it for ihe use Q1 a public high
way than the .. rvi~s rendered by it are reasonably worth. 

This is the rate making rule, modified and enlarged by sub
sequent interpretations, that commissions and legislatures are re
quired to use in regulating rates. 

In some states, supplementary legislation was enacted direcQ' 
ing commissions charged with the regulation of rates to follod 
the rate making rule. Thus, in North Carolina the law provided 
that 

in fixing any maximum rate or charge, or tariff of rates or charges 
for any common carrier, person or corporation subject to the provi
sions of this chapter the Commission shall take into consideration if 

[8] • 
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proved, or may require proof of, the value of the property of such 
carrier, person or corporation used for 1!he public in consideration of 
such rate or charge or the fair value of the service rendered in de
termining the value of the property so being used for the convenience 
nf the public. It shall furthermore consider thi' original cost of the) 
construction thereof and the amount expended in permanent im
provements thereon and the present compared with the original 
'Cost of construetion ~f all its property within the state; the probable 
'earning capacity of such property under the particular rates proposed 
and the sum required to meet the operating expenses of such carrier, 
person or corporation and all other facts that will eJ\able them to de
termine "hat are reasonable and just rates, charges and tariffs.1 

It should be noted that whether or not state legislation specifies 
that the rate making rule must be followed in the regulation 'of 
rates, commissions are bound to comply with the rule under the,' 
Supreme Court's interpretation of the Constitution. f' 

\ The rate making rule, it will be recalled, left unsettled many 
important questions. There was no statement of the manner 
in V(hich the property actually used or useful in providing the 
services should be determined. Although various factors affect
ing the 'fair value of the property were enumerated, the court 
did not prescribe the relative weight io be attached to these fac
tors in determining fair value. And nothing was said in the 
rate making rule of the manner in which the fair rate of return 
could be determined, or the factors that must be considered. It 
was probably the intention of the Supreme CoIl11t to permit 
legislatures and commissions to develop a procedure for rate 
making, fUbject to the review of the courts on the constitutional 
questions of due process and reasonableness of return. I 

2. THE FAIR RATE MAKING VALUI! 

In their rate making work, commissions have developed a 
procedure that is generally regarded as meeting the requirement 
that rates must be determined by due process oUaw. Rate sched
ules were changed only after a neW valuation of the proper,ty 
used in producing the utility services. This valuation was made 

• CoDlOlidalOd Statutes, North Carolina, Chap. 21, p. 1068. 
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by taking an inventory of the company's property, to which 
was applied fair unit pricts, and from which was deducted 0b
servable depreciation. The inventory was a· detailed record of 
all property of the company used and useful in providing the I utility services: land, physical equipment, overhead costs of ac
quiring or constructing this equipment, and intangible property." 

Land and physical equipment currently used in providing 
the utility services were included in the inventory without qu .... 
tion. As for property no longer in regular use but still useful in 
emergencies, and property acqnired in anticipation of future 
needs, a test of reasonable usefulness was applied. SU£h equip
ment could be included only at its v.lue for its limited uses. 
From the value of this physical equipment, the courts have field, 
must be deducted thILobserv.ble depreciation.s 

The greatest difficulties arose on the inclusion of overhead 
and intangible items in the rate base: The courts decided that 
utffity property irivolvCil more-ntanthe material and labor em
bodied in its construction. In undertaking a utility business, 
costs must be incurred for organization, for legal work, for 
engin:eering and superintendence, and for similar services not 
apparent from an examination of the physical property. These 
overhead costs, the courts have held, must be included in the rate 
base. 

Three itemL<>! intangible property ~e in disp~: going! 
concern value, gooa--will; -and die franchise:-Tlle courts have 
held that the business as a going concern is an additional prop
erty valuo to be included in the rate base; but that ,no special 

• A valuatioJl committee reported to the American Society of Civil Engineer. 
that an inventory for rare making pwposcs should include the following irems: 

~' A. T •• gibles: (a) land and buildings, (b) plant; 
.. B. r"ddnuMI during eotutnu:Iio,,: <a> adrninistratioo, (b) engineering and 
. superintendence. (e) legal expense" (d) brokcnge, (~) promotion f .... (I) in· 

lurance, (g) taXes, (h) bond discouDt, (i) contingencies; 
C. ItJUJJgibles: (a) good will. (b) &ancbise value, (e) going COIlCCfll value, 

(d) working capital. 
In fact. many of these items are not included in the rate making value. 
'On depreciation, sec City 0/ Knozrlille Po Knorllille W/Ikr Co., 2U U. S. 

I ... Observable depreciation mUlt be distinguished from ucertaiD.cd depreciatioa. 
al shown by recordl. The distinction is important, for reserves generally exceed 
observable depreciatioa. 
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value for rate making could be attached to good will or to the 
ownership of a franchise.' However, expenditures incurred in 
securing a franchise must be included among overhead items 
as part of the cost of organization. Although there has been 
criticism of the inclusion of some items in the rate base, the at
titude of commissions has generally been that the question of 
what constitutes property used in the public service is, on the 
whole, satisfactorily decided. 

The difficult question in, determining £air rate making value \ 
was the choice of a method for valuing the inventory. The rate 
making rule prescribed the several factors regarded by the court 
as affecting £air value, and provided that they were "to be given 
such weight as may be just and right in each case." The classifica
tion of property in the inventory was a convenient basis from 
which to approach the determination of fair' value. It was 
easier to reach a conclusion as to the value of a part than the 
whole of a utility company's property. Further, when a valua
tion was contested, it was the practice of the courts to require 

'proof of the omission or under valuation of specific units of 
property. The findings of the courts on the methods of vlluing 
specific types of property ~ere more effective in determining the 
valuation method of commissions than the dicta stating the 
views of the courts on the theories of valuation.-

In th-",,,valuation of land; it, was dtlOided by\hJL£Ql!rts that 
the basis for determining its rate making value must ordinarily 
be the market price of adjoining-lands."Iri the Min1).esota rate, 
cases, 'thecoritrolling-decisionoiillie-valuation of land, the sU-11 
preme Court held that neither the original cost of the land nor 
the present cost of acquiring it for utility purposes was the proper 
measure of its value for rate making (230 U. S. 352). In the 
valuation of overhea1!' and intangible items, two methods were 
wiOe1yusec1nhe-=nctuaHy-in'Curred and a percentage ofjhe 
value of the physic:al"properrr:-Botb.-methods'-were approved 
by courtsilrid \vcre "used by commissions. In the valuation of 

./ physical property other than land, no satisfactory method pf 

• On good will and going concern value. see Cd. Rllpitls GIll Co. It, Cd. 
'RIIpiJs, :la] U. S. 655. and Du Moines Gtu CO. II, IRs Mo;n~s. "'38 U. S. IS3. 

'" ' 
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valuation was devdoped. It is in the valuation of this type 
of propeIty, constituting the greater part of the rate base, that 
the greatest dif!iculties have been encountered under the rate 
making rule. 

To find the fair value"ofthe plant and,~uipment for rate I 
makin~unrt-valiies determmed in accordance With the pre
visions of the rate making rule are applied to the inventory of', 
physical property. The factors to be considered in determining 
fair unit values ar4 prescribed in Smyth tI. Ames: (I) the orig
inal cost of constr~ction, (z) the cost of permanent improve
ments, (3) the par value and the market value of the stocks and _ 

l bonds of the utility company, (4) the present rost of copstruct
ing the property. The first and second factors refer to tlte ac
tual investment in the property. The third factor, the par value 
and market value of the securities, cannot be used in determining 
unit values, although these. values may be useful in checking 
the results as shown by the final total 'Value. The fourth factor 
refers to the cost of reproducing the identical property under 
original conditions but at present prices. 

rte rate making rule thus prescribes only two basic factors 
to be considered in determining fair falue: the investment cost, ' 
and the reproduction cosrJ. The Supreme Court said nothing 
regarding the weight to be given to each of these factors be,Yond 
a general caution that fair and just weight be given in each 
case. In practice, commissions found that the best way to make 
certain that a valuation would be acceptable to the courts was to 
compromise by taking a sum somewhere between the original \ 
cost and the present reproduction cost as the fair rate making, ~ 
value. The avoidance of litigation with its distractive effect on 
administrative duties was so important to commissions that any 
reasonable compromise seemed justified. The absence, of a 
definite formula for combining the factors affecting fair value 
also made it diJIicult for the lower courts to determine with cer
tainty whether the requirements of the rate making rule had 
been met. Where rates were too low to yield a fair return 
und~ either method of valuation, the denial of constitutional 
rights was olwio!lSo But the issue was seldom so clear, partic-

<, 
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ularly after the development of the present complex rate mak
ing procedure. 

3. THE F AIll RAT!! OF Rlmoor } 

In determining the rate schedule for a utility company, the 
fair rate of return is as importaJ}.t a factor as the f:!ir value, for 
the just compensation that the rate schedule must provide is 
the product of the fair value and the fair rate of return. Never_\ 
theless, the differences between. the utility companies and the 
commissions have been largely concern~d with ·the question of 
valuation.\\ There are probably three important reasons for this: v 
first, the greater complexity of the process of determining fair 
value as compared with the determining of fair rate of return; 
seconil, the greater variability of me pnce "I~e1 as compared with 
interest rates; third, the'closer'rel:itionship of depreciation ai-I 
lowance to fair value than to fair rate of return. lilt is not to be 
assumed from this, of course, that po difficulties have been en- • 
countered in determining the fair rate of return on utility prop
erty. On the contrary, the question has been very difficult, par-
ticularly during the recent depression. \ \ • 

, The underlyinK.'princi'l~ ofJh~Jair rate.of . .zeturn-that it 
must be sufficient, when applied_JO the fair value,. to .induce .a 
fontinueaaMadequate supply of cat>ital to enter the utility in~_ 
dustPies-l\-was stated in the early rate cases. Even before the 
rite making rule had been formulated in 1898, the federal courts, 
including the Supreme Court, had recognized that a fair rate 
of return was associated with the need for additional capital. in 
the expanding utility industries. How this fair rate of retwn 
could be determined precisely, the courts did not indicate, the 
question being left to the determination of the rate making au- f 
thorities. But this the courts did decide: that the fair rate of~ 
return varied from place to place, from time to time, and in dif
ferent utility industries. Ultimately the determination of a 
fair rate of return was a matter of judgment, and therefore no 
capable of precise formulation." 

• See pamcularly. lWg<m •. p.,.",.". Lon &- T,." Co., '54 U. S. 36 •• and 
Willcor II. CO,Jlolitl_d Gu Co., 212 U. S. 19. ~ 
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The various fac~ors affecting the fair rate of return were 
slowly recognized by the commissions and the courts. It was 

I noted that the principal factor was the interest rate as sbown 
by the yield on equivalent investments. 'IlIe interest rate, 
however, could not be regarded as the sole factor affecting the 
fair rate of return, particularly as utility companies differed in 
many important respects. If the net return was to be com
pensatory under varying conditions of risk and efficiency, these 
differences had to be taken into consid"",tion. The policy of the 
Idabo Commission on this question was typical. "The rate of 
return in each case," it said, "sball be determined after due con
sideration of the hazard and risk connected with the opera
tion of the utility, the efficiency in operation and economy in 
management, giving to the utility sbowing the highest efficiency 
in operation and the greatest economy in management, and fur
nishing service to the consumer at the lowest possible cost, the 
highest rate of return ... • In 'considerifig the fairness. of the rate\ 

\
0£ ~~~, cO~~.J:Pmiiiissrnns tQOk:mte·-QocouDt..iliC:iQ1er .. 
est rate. the risk. and the elliGiencyand economy. nf-mall!'~mtilit. 

The greater part of the fair return that was allowed to u .. ty 
companies was regarded as .!!I~!CS!.~~_the_capital in.~'es.~~t.1 
It was logical, therefore, that the factor given greatest considera.
tion in determining the fair rate of return was the current yield 
on souod investments. Differences and changes in the interest 
rate were regarded as requiring differences and changes in the 
fair rate of return.\! Thus, the interest rate, and therefore the 
fair rate of rerum, was lower in the East than in the South and 
West. The rising interest rates of the first two decades of this 
century were regarded as requiring corresponding increases in 
the fair rate of return. It should be noted that the weight at
tached to the interest rate as a factor affecting the fair rate of 
return differed in various states. Io general, ·the interest rate 
was given greater weight in the East, where it constituted about 

'Taylor' •• N .... A."" UgM I!r W_ Co .• Public Utility Reports (hacaftao 
cited as P. U. ll.) 1916 A. 372, Compare the six facton considered by the Mis- . 
sourilYCommission: the amount of investment, the stability of mvestment, su.c:· 
cessfu.1 opcratiOD. competition, risk, interest on borrowed mODey. Be K6_/M Cu, 
Elmrit: Ugh' Co .. P. U. R. '9'7 C, 7.8. 
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three-fourths of the fair rate of return, ~ in the West, where I 
it constituted about three-fifths of the fair rate of return. 

lYrhe risk factor was given exceptionally great weight in the I 
MountaIn States. l\Risks were regarded as of three main types: 
'those associated with the utility, with the community, and with 
competition\1The fair rate of return was held to be lower for such 
utilities as water works and telephone companies than for such 
unusually hazardous enterprises 'as natural gas, bridges, and 
ferries. The risks associated with communities were subject to 
great variation. In mining communities a relatively high rate 
of return was not regarded as excessive, largely because of the 
great risk of shifting population. On the other hand, in cities 
such as New York and Chicago, where the deinand for utility 
services was not subject to great or sudden variation, a relatively 
low rate of return was regarded as fair. The risks associated with 
actual or potential competition were not great for most utility 
companies; but where such risks did prevail a higher rate of 
return was generally allowed! 

The third major factor giveq consideration in determining 
fair rate of return was the efficiency and economy of manage,. 
~ 1\ Where the utility's management was unusually efficient 
and economical, a higher rate of return was always allowed. On 
the other hand, where the management was inefficient and waste
ful, a rate of return that would otherwise be regarded as con
fiscatory was often held to be fair. Various tests were applied to 
determine the relative efficiency and economy of the management 
of utility companies. The most common test was a comparison 
of the prevailing rate schedule with the rate schedules of other '" 
companies providinf'the same service under similar condmons. II 

. The Nevada CoDlDl1SS10n, for example, allowed a return of more 
than 10 per cent to a water company whose rates were unusually 
low, and alloWed a return of only 3 per cent to another water 
company whose rates were unusually high. The practice of 
comparing utility rates-thay-is, the use of a yardstick-to de-

"On the n:lation of risks of vaious types to the fair rate of return, see Gatn 
•. Britl,.,." ToU Britl,. Co. (Wise.). P. u. Il. '9'5 E, 60>; Public S..w. Com
missio" fl. NnIIIIllI-ClIlijornia POWn' Co. (Nev.), P. U. R. I~}I5 E, 59:2; Be Mo"". 
,." SlilUl TJqJAolle ir TJegrtlpA Co. (Col.), P. U. ll. 1917 B, 198. 
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termine the efliciency and the economy of the management of 
a public utility enterprise has long been common, and the courts 
have sustained the legality of giving weight to this factor in de-
termining the £air rate of return.8 , 

Consideration has occasionally been given to factors other 
than those discussed above in determining fair rate. of rerum. 
Thus, past earnings or losses have been permitted to affect the 
fair rate of return by some commissions, although the view of 
the courts has generally been that under ordinary conditions, the 
record of past earnings does not enter into the determination 
of the fair rate of return. Again, where the difficulty of raising 
new capital has been found to be unusually great, some com
missions have permitted a relatively high rate of return to be 
earned, partly as an inducement to new investment, partly as 
a means of providing for expansion out of surplus. In general, 
however, the factors given greatest, if not exclusive, considera
tion in determining the fair rate of return have been the pre
vailing interest rate, the risks, and the efliciency of the enterprise. I 

+ THE SUPREME COURT ON VALUE AND RI!TUllN 

Public utilities commissions developed their procedure and 
methods for determining fair value and fair rate of return from 
the rate making rule laid down in Smyth II. Ames. Wrom time to 
time the Supreme Court has attempted to clarify the rate mak
ing rule. In fact, however, the decisions of the court have not 
been sufficiently definite to permit the development of a uniform 
rule for determining fair value and the fair rate of rerum. The 

I inconclusiveness of the court's decisions on the major questioD. 
of valuation and rerurn was a necessary consequence of the com
plexity of the rate making rule. The issues before the co§ 

\ were seldom clearly defined, and they were frequently compli 
cated by a diversity of modifyiog circumstances that did not p 
mit the application of a uniform rule. Although the decision 

-For Nevada, see Re Fori $eolli!t Nt:1Iua LigAt, HUI. Wilier I!t PO"," Co., 
P. U. R. :r:915 P, 512, and Public S~ Communo1l Po C.,ma WtIkf' Co .• 
P. U. R. 1916 D. 618. See also. Milwtllll(t!l! rI. M;lwlIH~ Ligll' Co. (Wise.), 
P. U. R. 19'. F, 833; MIIIIOo • •• Col" C",,"'7 T<I.pAm & Tek"..,A Co. (ID.), 
P. u. R. 1915 C, 660; 11# E/rJII Dewlo"._ Co. (Calil.), P. U. R. 1916 A, 134-
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of the Supreme Court did not establish a valuation formula, 
there was steadily increasing emphasis in its opinions on the im- . 
portance of reproduction i;o~t less depreciation as an acceptable 
measure of rate making v.alue.alli ""alysis of the decisions and 
the opinions of the Supreme 'Court an valuation from 1898 to 
'9'5 will clarify this distinction_ 

The cases before the court in this period did not involve the 
critical valuation question: whether under ordinary circumstances 
a rate schedule offering a fair rate of return on investment or on 
reproduction cost, either alone being taken as the measure' .of 
fair value, was a denial of the constitutional right of protection 
to the owners of utility property. In Smyth fl. Ames, the Su
preme Court decided that rates that did not yield a fair return 
on either reproduction cost or actual cost were confiscatory (169 
u. S. 466). In the San Diego cases, 1899 and '903, the court held 
that rates that did not yield a fair return on actual cost were not 
necessarily confiscatory as the investment may have been made 
under unusual conditions (174 U. S. 739; 189 U. S. 201). In the 
first Consolidated Gas case, 1909, the court approved a valua
tion that was in excess of actual cost, so that the sufficiency of 
rates based on investment was not in question (212 U. S. 19). 
In the second San Joaquin case, 19'4, the court rejected actual 
cost as the measure of the rate base, but it emphasized the ex
ceptional circumstances in the case (233 U. S. 454). In the Des 
Moines case, 1915, the court held that reproduction cost under 
prevailing conditions was not a satisfactory measure of rate mak
ing value, but it did not pass on reproduction cost under original 
conditions (238 U. S. (53). The conclusion from this survey is 
clearly that the decisions of the Supreme Court from 18gS to 
1915 did not establish the predominance of one factor rather 
than another in the determination of fair value for rate making. 

In contrast to these decisions, the dicta of the Supreme Court 
have tended constandy toward greater emphasis on reproduc
tion cost o! the property under original construction conditions. 
In the first San D:2f case, 1899> Justice Harlan said: "What the 

• This IeDden.cy was noted by several writers. See the articles by J. B. Alliscm. 
and by H. V. Hayes, (JlI#I't<rly /otmUil of /leo"",,"", xxvn, .g and 616. , 
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company is entitled to demand, in order that it may have just 
compensation, is a fair return upon the reasonable value of the 
property at the time it is being used for the public" "'54 U. S. 
757). The inclusion of the final qualifying phra,,",s is a signifi
cant . modification of the original statement of the rate making 
rule. In the second San Diego case, 1903, Justice Holmes cited 
this statement, and added: "That is decided, and is decided as 
against the contention that you are to take the actual cost of the 
plant, annual depreciation, etc., and to anow a fair profit on 
that footing over the above expenses" (11l9 U. S. 442). These 
views were cited in many subsequent valuation cases that came 
before the Supreme Court as authoritative precedents for the 
use of reproduction cost as the measure of rate making value. 

By the time of the first Consolidated Gas case, 1909, and the 
Minnesota rate cases, 1913, the dominance of reproduction cost 
in the expressions of the court on valuation was apparent, and it 
was strengthened by the opinions in these cases. In the Con
solidated Gas case, Justice Peckham said: "The value of the 
property is to be determined as of the time when the inquiry 
is made regarding the rates. If the property, which legally en
ters into the consideration of the question of rates, has increased 
in value since it was acquired, the company is entitled to the 
benefit of such increase" (:n2. U. S. 52.). Under exceptional cir
cumstances, the court recognized, a value so determined might 
not be fair. In the Minnesota rate cases, Justice Hughes stated 
what had by then clearly become the definite attitude of the 
court on valuation (2.30 U. S. 454): 

It is clear that in ascertaining the present value we are not limited 
to the consideration of the amount of the actual investment. If that 
has been reckless or improvident, losses may be sustained which the 
community does not underwrite. As the company may not be pro
tected in its actual investment, if the value of the property be plainly 
less, so the making of a just return for the use of the property in
volves the recognition of its fair value if it be more than its cog. 

The property is held in private ownership and it is that property, 
and not the original cost of it, of which the owner may not be de
prived without due process of law. 
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In the period before the war, public utilities commissions had 
little difficulty in determining a fair rate of return acceptable to 
the courts. In the early rate making cases, those before the rate 
making nole of 11l98, the Supreme Court seemed to draw a di .. 
tinction between a just return and a return that was insufficient 
but nevertheless not confiscatory. By 11l98, when the rate mak
ing question was frequently before the court, this view was 
abandoned. Thereafter, the Supreme Court was inclined to re- } 
gard the fair rate of return as a compensatory return, the deter
mination of which must be a matter of judgment, subject to the 
approval of the court. "There is no particular rate of compensa
tion," the court said in the first Consolidated Gas case, "which 
must in all cases and in all parts of the country be regarded as 
sufficient for capital invested in business enterprises. Such 
compensation must depend greatly upon circumstances and l~ 
caIity" (212 U. S. 48). In general, the Supreme Court was di .. 
posed to hold that a rate of return commonly regarded as rea
sonable could not be in violation of the constitutional guaranties 
on property, except in most unusual cases. In the years before 
the war, a return of 6 per cent was generally held by the court 
to be sufficiently compensatory to meet the requirements of the 
rate making rule." 

-In the following cases the Supreme Court approved a ~tum of 6 per cent: 
SlimisialU Co"",y II, StnI. TtHllfui. fT Ki.gs Riur CtnllIl fT lmgaJiotJ Co .• 19:1 U. S. 
20li Willcoz p. Consoli/aid Gu Co .• :an U. S. 19; Cd.,. Rap;tls r;., Co .•• 

Cell",. R4pih. 223 U. S. 655; Do Moi"es r;., Co. fl. Des Moi"es. :a38 U. S. 153. 
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I. FLucruAnoNs IN P1uCES AND INTEIIl!ST RATES 

THI! UNCERTAINTY surrounding the interpr~tion of fair value 
and £air rate of return led to the hope that in fune a uniform rule 
would be developed to eliminate the distractive and expensiv 
litigation in "rate making. The faild to develop a uniform rul 
has led to general condemnation of the rate making principle 
stated by the Supreme Court in Smyth fl. Ame!.'Although 
much of this criticism has unquestionably been justified, some of 
it has been extravagant. It is obvious that in IIl98. when the rate 
making rule was laid down. the Supreme Court could not have 
foreseen the later ramification! of the. question, and could not 
have formulated uniform methods of determining fair value 
and £air rate of return. The difficulties at that time were in
superable. Utility accounting was unregulated. and satisfactory 
records of cost and investment were not available. Valuation 
was of necessity a matter of judgment. Nor could a uniform 
method of determining fair rate of return be established for all 
utilities. Some were pioneers in new and speculative industries; 
others came into fields already well developed in which risks 
were at a minimum. Many utilities, particularly railroads. were 
established prior to the policy of regulation; and no utility en
prise was undertaken in contemplation of any particular method 
of determining fair return.,_,' .... 

Even today the economic aspects of rate making are so com
plex that a uniform rule on valuation and return must be de
veloped with great care. A uniform rule would hare to be ap
plied to such diverse industries as railroads, street railways, gas, 
electricity. telephone and telegraphs, water supply. and the nu-

• See. for example. the: anidCl by DeaD Goddard, Mic!Jiptl r..w lInkw. xxn. 
652.777. the: orticle by Judge Hand. MicAi,.,. r..w RMew. XXIV. 466. and the: 
dissenting opinion of Justice Brandeis in SOld"fII~1krfJ &II TeI~lwne Co . ... 
PrtMk Senit:< c"",..,;m"" of MiutnIri. 26. U. S •• 76-

[20 ] 
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merous minor utility industries. .;rhese industries are confronted 
with different p:onornil: probfems. For some, the £Uture will 
bring a need fur tremendous JEpansion, for others there is the 
prospect of gradual decline. ~ he demand for the services of 
some utilities is~astic, for others~. Some utility services 
enter into further proauction, others do not~ These are obvious 
differences. The lWisdom of indiscriminately applying to such 
diverse utilities a uniform rule on valuation and return, developed 
and applied after the companies have heen operating for some 
time, may be doubted. .. 

Although the legal and economic difficulties have been a 
great obstacle to the development of a uniform rule, the prin
cipal obstacle has unquestionably heen the great fluctuations in 
prices and interest rates. \\ With a stable price level, ihe tWo 
£Unaamental m7tliiicrs of valuation-prudent investment and re
production cost-tend to be theasame. There is then no great 
financial advantage to consumers or producers of utility services 
in either method of valuation, and there would probably he no 
objection to the gradual development of a uniform method of 
valuation. Similarly, with stable interest rates, the £air rate of 
return would he subject to little variation. With rising and 
falling prices and interest rates, however, fair value and fair 
rate of return show such large and important movements that 
companies and consumers have a great interest in establishing 
their views on rate making\ The litigation in rate making cases 
has varied with the size of the financial stake-that is, with the 
magnitude of fluctuations in prices and interest rates. II The tre
mendous rise in prices and interest rates from 1915 to 1920 in
tensified the eagerness of utility companies and consumers to 
have their methods of rate making adopte4.· With the rapid 
decline in prices and interest rates from 1929 to 1933, the situa
tion has changed somewhat. It may be that the financial inter
ests of utility producers and consumers are now so nearly bal
anced with different methods of rate making that an acceptable 
uniform rule may be developed. 

The manner in which a rise or fan in the price level affects 
producers and consumers of utility services is obvious. With a 
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rise in prices, the operating expenses of utility companies are in
creased, and their net return at given schedules of rates is de
creased. The return being insufficient, the utilities demand new 
schedules with a higher level of rates. The proc.ess of revising 
rates must involve, under the due process elause' as interpreted 
hy the courts, a new fair value and a new fair rate of return. In 
the new valuation consideration must be given to reproduction 
cost, which increases with the risc in prices. A higher rate base 
must therefore be established. Similarly, .the rise in prices will 
have been accompanied by higher interest rates, and a higher 
fair rate of return will have to be allowed. On the other hand, 
with a fall in prices, consumers will object to the maintenance 
of prevailing rate schedules, particularly as their incomes will 
have declined. The lower operating expenses, and the decreased 

\ 
reproduction cost and rate of return, will require a downward 
revision of utility rates. 

These rate making problems are always before commissions, 
for even moderate movements of the price level are accompanied 
by requests for rate revision. But when the change in prices is 
large and .apid, the necessity of revising rates, fair value, and 
fair rate of return under the complex rate making procedure 
required by law imposes a heavy burden upon utilities commis
sions. It is just at such times that the need is most ·urgent for a 
uniform rule for determining fair value and fair rate of return 
by methods not involving great expense or delay. A considera
tion of the feasibility and desirability of establishing a uniform 
rule requires an understanding of the relative merits tlf the differ; 
ent methods of determining fair value and fair rate of return. 

2. VALUATION AT CURRENT REPRODUCTION CosT 

In this brief discussion of the economic aspects of reproduc
tion cost, prudent investment, and fair rate of return, the con
stitutional question will not be considered. It is not the purpose 
of this study to determine whether the Supreme Court's inter
pretation of fair value and of fair return is legally sound. No 
consideration, therefore, is given to the legal theories that the 
taking of utility property is done once for all at the time the 
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original investment is made-thus justifying the use of prudent 
investment; or that the taking of utility property for public use 
is a process continuous with the provision of utility servicell
thus justifying the use of reproduction cost. Probably either in
terpretation is legally sound, provided it is the intention of the 
legislature and of utility investors to regard one or another of 
these~'ews as determinant in its ~on and in their invest
ment The purpose of this study is to determine which of the 
meth of measuring fair 'Value and £air rate of return is 
economically most desirable, and to consider the best means for 
establishing the uniform .use of the most desirable rate making 
method., 
,/ It is gl:nerally argued by those favoring the use of repro

duction cost as the measure of rate making value, that in a s0-

ciety of free enterprise this mediod of determining fair value is 
likely to bring about the most'desirable volume of production of 
utility services.Wnder free enterprise, the proportion of the pro
ductive resources of the community blgaged in supplying goods 
and services of various kinds is determined by the community's 
demand for these commoditi~ it prevailing costs· of production. 
In a period of changing demal'\d, it is recognizefl that for a time 
the quantities of some goods and services produced may be more 
or less than this eConomically desirable amount, for where prO
ductive equipment is dprable it is diflicult to diminish the 
amount of production, and where productive equipment has a 
long period of gestation it is difficult to increase the amount of 
production, in short periods. Nevertheless, the desirable amount 
of productive dIort engaged in supplying the various goods and 
services tends to be the amount that will produce the quantity 
of commodities that can be sold at 'approxiniatdy prevailing costs 
of production. • ." 

If the £air value for rate making is determined on any other 
basis than the current reproduction' cost of the utility's pro§ 
erty, the price of utility services to the public must be somewhat 
more or less than the prevailing cost of producing these services. 
It must then follow that if rates are too low, !on. undesirably 
large amount of the labor and ca~ital df the cOmmunity will be 
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engaged in providing utility services-and some of the labor and 
capital producing utility services would be more useful eco
nomically if they were devoted to other production. On the 
other hand, if rates are too high, an undesira~ly small amount 
of the labor and capital of the community wIn be engaged in 
providing utility services---<Uld some of the labor and capital 
producing other commodities would be more useful if they were 
devoted to the production of utility services. \ Only the use of 
reproduction cost as the rate base, it is- argued, can bring about 
the pr~ division of the productive resources of the community 
between industries .providing utility servi~es and industries pro
viding other goods and services. \ 

There can be little doubt of the fundamental soundness of 
this view. It is necessary to observe, however, that in practice 
the use of reproduction cost as the rate base does not succeed 
in fixing utility rates at the prevailing cost of produCing these 
services. The reason for this is clear when the method used in 
determining reproduction cost is cOnsidered: Reproduction cost 
in the economic sense means the-current cost of constructing 
util!ty plants using the equipment and methods of production 
of a representative firm. Thus: if larger units or different types 
of equipment have become more economical, it is the cost of 
producing utility services with larger units of the newer equip
ment that is the economically ideal rate for utility services . .!k:. 
production cos.~SQ~pr~~s thc cost DE copstn1cting 
a represen~~~,:~odE!! .PJ.a~.PabJc of ~QvLding.eqll.iYaknt 
services In fact, however, the Supreme Court has held that in 
viiluing utility property reproi:luction cost must be defined as 
the present cost of constt,:c!lng\ ilie·~st!n&"l'l .. nU!Dd ...... igi--. 
na! conditions. unaer ilie circumstances, reproduction cost is 
very unlikdy to be the proper basis for _ ':lte making, particu
larly in those utility industries in which rapid technical progress 
has been made." 

Two other' points, indicating t/lat reproduction cost is not 
the ideal rate base, are worth noting. The reproduction cost 

'. For a more extended consideration of this point. see J. Bauer and N. Gold, 
1'rIh1i< UtiNly VIII"';o. for Por(Io«' of R4k Co.tnJl. Chap. VI. See also, Chap. 
X, scctioa 2 below. 
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under present valuation procedure is determined by estimates 
that cannot, in fact, be tested in actual construction. Strikingly 
large differences are commonly found in reproduction cost esti
mates made by engineering experts for commissions and for 
utility companies. It should also be noted that under present 
valuation procedure many months, occasionally years, may elapse 
between the time the valuation is made and the time the new 
rates are put into effect. Consequently, even at best, the use of 
reproduction cost a. the rate base does not result in establishing 
rates equal to the current cost of producing utility services, but 
rates equal to the approximate cost of production at some more 
or less recent time in the past; It is useless to atte~mpt to secure 
through a rate base determined by reproduction cost as defined 
by the courts, a precise duplication of the forces that regulate 
prices in competitive industry. 

It is sometimes argued that reproduction cost is the most 
desirable basis for determining £air return from the point of 
view of the inve~r. A change in the value of money will mani
£est itself in a c ange in the current cost of constructing utility 
property. A fait return on a rate base determined by reproduc
tion, cost may be a variable money return, but in terms of' pur
chasing power, it is said, the return is likely to show a great 
degree of stability. As between a stable return in money or in 
purchasing power, there can be no question that greater justice 
is attained through the latter. It must be emphasized, however, 
that a rate base determined by reproduction cost does not give 
a stable income in purchasing power to each class of utility in
vestor. The larger part of the investtnent in utility companies 
is in the form of fixed income securities----bonds and preferred 
stock. The use of reproduction cost as the rate base would notj 
alter the money income of such investors with changing prices 
and would not assure them a stable return in purchasing power. 
On the other hand, the use of reproduction cost would tend to'! 
give the owners of common stock an extremely large return in. 
purchasing power during periods of rising prices, and an ex
tremely small return in purchasing power during periods of 
falling prices. The use of reproduction cost cannot assure in-' 
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vestors a more stable real income from their investment in utility 
enterprises. 

Whatever the supposed advantages of the use of reproduction 
cost in valuation may be from the economic point of view, there 
Can be little question that from the administrau1re point of view, 
its use necessitates an undesirably complex valuation procedure, 
costly in time and in money. Further, the differences in esti
mates of reproduction cost, even when made by disinterested 
experts, are so large that litigation is. encouraged. These ad
ministrative difficulties are the fundamental objections to the 
use of reproduction cost as the rate base. 

3. VALUATION AT PRUDENT INvEsTMENT 

\The great advantages of prudent investment valuation are all 
related to the ease with which the rate base may be determined 
by this method of valuation .• When once the prudent invest
ment in a utility enterprise is established, the fair value at any 
given time may be determined from the accounting reCor4s:Jto 
the original cost is added the cost of additions and betterments, 
and from this is deducted the cost of property retired and the re
serves allowed for depreciation. In contrast to the ease of de
termining fair value in this manner are the difficulties of valua
tion by the reproduction cost method: the preparation of a do
tailed inventory, the determination of fair unit prices, the con
flicting opinions of experts for companies and for consumer$, 
and the prospect that differences that cannot be settled must be 
taken to the courts. All of this procedure is expensive, and pro
vents the prompt and proper adjustment of rates to changing 
conditions of cost. 

Even from the ~onoItllc point of view there are adval!!3ges 
so great as to justify a preference for pruQeii(investiilcnt rather 
than reproduction cost valuation. If operating expenses have 
risen, and with them reproduction cost, the determination of 
new rates under the present valuation procedure requires an en
tirely new valuation. When many utility companies request rate 
revisions, years may elapse before new valuations can be com
pleted. In the meantime, it is conceivable that actual rates will 
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remain below the level that would be promptly fixed if fair 
value were measured by prudent investment. Similarly, a de
cline in operating expenses, and with it probably in reproduc
tion cost also, cannot result in an immediate revision of rates. 
Thus, with reproduction cost valuation the community does 
not have the correspondence of rates and costs that is commonly 
assumed. In fact, the use of reproduction cost necesitates con-, 
siderable rigidity of rates because of the time required for valua-

. tion. Rate making by the prudent investment method would 
bring about a more prompt, although perh~ not so complete, 
adjustme1l!J1tJates to costs. It may Ulerefore be argued that 
ev~ the economic point of view prudent investment is 
the superior basis for valuation. 

Another factor to be considered is that the present rate mak
ing procedure is unusuall¥ expensi,ye, largely because of the im
portance of the reproduction cost method of valuation. This 
expense is part of the cost of providing utility services to the 
community. It may be said with justification that in the long 
run the total cost of producing utility· services would be less 
with the use of prudent investment valuation than with the 
use of the reproduction cost method. This lowered cost may 
be more than sufficient to offset whatever remains of the the
oretical advantage there may be in the reproduction cost method . 
of valuation. The expense of valuing utilities in this country in 
the period of rapidly changing prices, I9I6 to I936, has been 
in the hundreds of millions of dollars. This is an economy in 
the use of the prudent investment method of valuation that can
not be overlooked. 

There is one other question that must be considered: whether 
the use of prudent investment valuation will permit the con. \ 
tinued How of funds necessaty for the expansion of the utility 
industries. As has already been indicated, the greater part of 
the investment in utility enterprises has been by holders of 
fixed income securities. For such investors prudent investment 
would be the more desirable rate base. \ A sufficiently large fall in 
the reproduction cost of utility property could imperil the basis 
for the earnings necessary to meet the contractual obligations 
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to such investors., Prudent investment as the rate base would add 
further assurance to the relative certainty of their income. I It 
is probable that with prudent investment valuation, the provi
sion of capital for utility undertakings throug!. bonds and pre
fcired stock could be made at lower interest and dividend costs 
than now. As for holders of common stock, it is 'possible that 
their purchase of such securities indicates a preference for a 
variable money income with greater stability in the purchasing 
power of that income. In fact, there' is little stability in the 
purchasing power of the income of common stockholders in 
utility companies. By necessity they become speculators on the 
prospective movement of prices. A rise in prices means that as 
beneficiaries of a higher rate base they gain in real income as 
well as in money income; and with a fall in prices they lose 
in real income as well as in money income. 

Two important motives for investment in common stock 
may be recognized. First, some purchasers of common stock. 
feel that the larger return is more than compensatory for 
the additional risk. It is probable that the average return on 
common stocks is sufficiently larger than the average return on 
bonds and preferred stocks to offset the greater risk. Second, 
some purchasers of common stocks are willing and eager to take 
the risks of price and interest movements in the hope of profit
ing from a fortuitous rise in prices and in interest rates. The 
stockholders who invest in common stocks because of the larger 
net return may not all be desirous of assuming the risks of price 
and interest changes. Such stockholders would be benefited by 
a prudent investment rate base. Few investors in utility securi
ties, it seems, would be adversely affected by prudent investment 
valuation. There is reason to believe, therefore, that capital for 
the utility industries could be raised at less cost, on the whole, 
with prudent investment than with reproduction cost valuation. 

4. CAPITAL CnsT AND RATE OF RBTURN 

In discussions of rate making, less emphasis has been given 
to the problem of determining fair rate of return ilia!! to the 
problem of valuation. In fact, the fair rate of retiun..has never 
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been a matter of major controversy except in periods of rapidly 
changing interest rates. There are two reasons why Iitde con
troversy has devdoped on the question of the rate of re~. " ' 
First, £air rate n£ return is less variable than is £air value mcas- . 
ured by the reproduction cost method. Thus, in the period sill 
'900, the lowest rate of return that has gener,ally b~ appr~ved 
as £air was 6 per cent. In the periods of r~pidly rising interest 
rates, during the war and again in the late 1920's, a rate of ~e
turn of 8 or 9 per cent was generally regarded as the maXimum 
necessary for a compensatory return. The difference between 
these highest and lowest £air rates of return is large, hut it Js 
not as large as the highest and lowest construction cost levds. in 
the same period. A second reason why the rate of return is a 
less controversial problem in rate making is that its determina
tion is free from complex and expensive proced\ll'e .. Although 
there are differences of oplDlOn as to what may be a fair rate 
of return, there is no attempt to prove the fairness of one rate 
rather than another in the daborate and cosdy manner in which 
£air value is proved. 

The most important factor in determining the fair rate of re- , 
turn is the prevailing interest rate. The tendency for the interest 
rate to remain rdativdy stable has been noted by many writers; 
but this assumed stability is a long run normal phenomenon. 
In periods of social, political, or economic disturbance, there may 
be considerable variation in interest rates. Large fluctuations in 
interest rates are generally associated with war and with extreme 
changes in business conditions. Obviously, wartime is a period 
of great demand for loanable funds. The gr""t deslrUctioQ and 
consumption of war goods necessitates government borrowing 
and price inflation, both of which affect interest rates. The rise 
in interest rates in wartime is generally followed by a $low de
cline in the postwar period. Similarly, a period of great pros
perity is accompanied by a rise in interest rates, and a period of 
great depression by a £all in interest rates. For these reasons the 
£air rate n£ return on utility property, as determined by courts 
and commissions, fluctuated considerably from 1916 to 1936. 

The rClurn paid to bondholders and to preferred stockholders 
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is fixed by the terms of their contracts; and any variation in 
the fair rate of return generally affects only the common stock
holders.lIn a period of rising interest rates, common stockholders 
gain an unexpectedly larger return. On the other hand, in a 
period of falling interest rates, the return to bondholders and 
to preferred stockholders must be maintained. \ The loss then 
falls entirely on the common stockholders. Because the va
riability of the fair rate of return introduces an element of un
certainty in the earnings of utility companies, it is probable that 
the interest rate on utility bonds, and the dividend rate on utility 
preferred stocks must be somewhat higher than they would 
otherwise be. Nor are common stockholders always desirous of 
assuming the risks of variable utility earnings. Their fortuitous 
gains and losses with fluctuations in the interest rate serve no 
useful purpose, and may add to the cost of securing utility cap
ital through the issue of common stock. 

Apart from the pOssible increased· cost of raising utility cap
ital, there is another objection that is occasionally raised to the 
present method of determining fair rate of return. Uncler the 
present method, consideration is given to the prevailing interest 
rate, the risks of the business, and the efficiency of the manage
ment. Noconsideratlon IS gtven to tne manner in which the 
capital is raised-whether in the form of bonds, preferred stock, 
or common stock. Thus, if a fair rate of return of 6 per cent or 
8 per cent is allowed to a utility company, this rate of return is 
not affected by the fact that the company may have an un
usually large part of its capital provided through bonds and 
preferred stock. Indirectly, of course, this factor may enter into 
the determination of the fair rate of return. A utility com
pany whose business is regarded as being unusually free from 
risk may be allowed a lower rate of return; and it is precisely 
such companies with more stable earning power that ordinarily 
raise much of their capital by the issue of bonds and preferred 
stock. 

Neglect of the capital structure of a utility company in ~e
termining the fair rate of return may result in giving,: to com
mon stockholders an unusually high return. ThIH, assuming> 
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that a utility company raises 60 per cent of its capital from the 
issue of bonds and preferred stock on which the average return 
is 6 per cent, and assuming that the fair rate of return allowed 
on the £air value of the property-say, actual investment-is 8 
per cent, then the return to the common stockholders of this 
utility company will be II per cent. The larger the proportion 
of securities bearing a fixed return, and the greater the differ
ence between the fair rate of return and the average return to 
preferred security holders, the larger will be the net return to 
common stockholders. It cannot be doubted that this method 
of applying the rate of return to the value of the property may, 
under certain conditions, yield an unfairly high rate of return to 
common stockholders at the expense of the consumers of utility 
services. 

In competitive business, the return that is earned by a com
pany is not independent of the Dianner in which the business 
may be financed. Thus, if certain industries, because of greater 
stability of earnings, are able to raise a large part of their capi
ta! through issues of low rate fixed income securities, the return 
to the common stockholders will not for this reason become un
usually large. The tendency in competitive industry must be 
toward equality of return to common stockholders, allowance be
ing made for differences in risk. Under normal condition .. 
prices in competitive industry arc sufficient to meet operating 
expenses and capital charges, provided capital is raised in the 
economical manner available to a representative firm. By anal
ogy, the fair return for public utilities should be determined by 
allowing the fixed and contingent chargcs-say, as capital op
erating expenses-and then determining the £air rate of return 
on the basis of the Common stockholders' interest in the utility 
property. Thus, a return of 8 per cent would mean 8 per cent 
on the common stockholders' share rather than on the total fair 
value of the utility property. 

These perplexing problems of valuation and return are un
avoidable if the present rate making procedure is continued, 
and if ",ethods of production, prices, and interest rates continue 
to change. So diflicult arc these problems in periods of rapid 
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change that it becomes impossible, from an administrative point 
of view, to make efficient use of the present rate making pro
cedure. Partly for this reason special methods of determining 
fair value and fair rate of return were devised and used in the 
abnormal war and postwar periods. It is signi1:cant that these 
war and postwar methods of determining value and return of
fer a suggestion for a way out of our present rate making diffi
culties. 



CHAPTER IV 

WARTIME REGULATION AND RATE MAKING 

I. THE OBJlICTS OF W Al!.TIME RAm MAKING i \ 

THE OUTSTANDING feature of the wartime regulation of public 
utilities is the extensive control exercised by state and federal 
authorities. Under the pressure of war needs, the federal gov
ernment undertook the operation of railroads and telephones, 
and through its numerous war boards it exercised considerable 
indirect control. In nearly all states, the regulatory powers of 
utilities commissions were extended . by . laws granting them 
extraordinary emergency authority. Even. more importaot was 
the extension of commission autilPrity with the implied con
sent of the courts and the utility companies. The greater fed
eral control during the war was distincdy helpful to state com
missions. It relieved them of the burden of regulation and rate 
making for an important group of utilities at a time when com
missions were hard pressed for facilities to carry on their work. 
Further, the increase in railroad and telephone rates under fed
eral operation was a useful precedent for granting to local utili
ties the higher rates essential for the maintenance of service. 

lIPublic utilities commissions had two objects in wartime rate 
making: to maintain uninterrupted' serylce, imd to ininimize 
the rise in utility rates.' With the rapidly rising price level of 
1915 to 1920, these objects could not have been attained if com
ptissions had not been permitted to determine rates without the 
use of the established rate making procedure. The magnitude 
of the increase in operating expenses between 1915 and 1920 is 
indicated by the 100 per cent rise in union rates of hourly 
wages, and the 170 per cent rise in the price of biturninol1's coal. 
With such a large and rapid increase in operating expenses, few 
utility companies could maintain service with the revenues de
rived from the prewar rate schedules. To secure a ia.ir lceturn 
on the 'alue of their property, whether determined ~n the. ba~ 
of investment or reproduction cost, ~ otit of the question for 

Q [33] . 
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many utility companies. The immediate need was to increase 
revenues suiliciently to meet the higher operating expenses. 

It is difficult to overestimate the importance that the federal 
government attached to the maintenance of 10GSl utility service 
during the war. A breakdown in the operation of street rail
ways, gas, and electric power plants would haye restricted pro
duction in essential war industries. To maximize war efforts, 
these utility services had to be maintained by assuring to 
utility companies rates suilicient to meet the costs of operation 
and other necessary expenses. In a letter to President Wilson in 
February, 1918, when operating expenses had risen to a very 
high level, Secretary McAdoo emphasized the danger of a gen
eral suspension of production in the utility industries unless 
state commissions took action to remedy the situation. He called 
for a sympathetic attitude ,oward the needs of utility com
panies in the period of high prices. So pnportant was the mainte
nance of local utility service for successful operation of the war, 
that a general breakdown of production under local regulation 
would inevitably have led to some form of federal control of 
local utilities for the duration of the war.1 

Despite the urgent recommendations of the federal authorities, 
many commissions were disinclined to raise utility rates, par
ticularly to the level necessary to yield a fair return on the fair 
value of the property. With the continued rise in prices in the 
early postwar period, the situation became even more serious. In 
March, 1919> the President called a conference of Governors and 
Mayors to meet at the White House to discuss, among other ques
tions, the plight of the public utility companies. The utility execu
tives presented a strong plea for increased rates, but the conference 
made no immediate recommendations. The situation had be
come so serious, particularly for street railways, that the Presi
dent appointed the National Electric Railway Commission "to 
investigate, study, and report upon the general problem and 
status of the electric railway industry of America generally, 
without taking up any local sitqation, in order that state and 

'For the letter of Scac:tary McAdoo and the reply of Presideo. Wd",n. lEe 

P. U. Il. 19tB D, 223-25. 
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municipal authorities may have the benefit of full information 
and of any conclusions reached ... • The difficulties were not, in 
fact, confined to the street railways. The proceedings of the va
rious utility associations from 1917 to 1923 show that the rapid 
rise in expenses and the lagging change in utility rates presented 
a difficult problem to utility companies in this period. 

2. THI! DOCTRlNE OP CORPORATE NEEDS 

Rate making procedure before the war was designed to pro
vide careful and deliberate consideration of the legal rights of 
<a utility company that was operating under an inadequate rate 
structure. Rarely were rates so low as to provide less revenue 
than the operating expenses. There was, therefore, no great dan
ger of suspension of service, and a utility company could await 
a careful investigation of its needs, with a view to determining a 
schedule of rates that would yield'a fair rate of return on the 
fair value of its property. Inadequate rates were a particular, 
not a genera~ condition. Commissions could undertake a rate 
case in the deliberate manner that had been developed to meet 
the constitutional requirement of due process. Under war con
ditions, with the need for frequent general revision of rates, com
missions could not use the ordinary procedure without risking 
a suspension of service during the long period required for rate 
making. It was clearly impossible for commissions to under
take new valuations and to determine new fair rates of return 
whenever higher rates were necessary. A change in rate making 
procedure was essential 

Even under normal conditions rate making was a slow and 
expensive process. If the company was small and of local im
portance, the fair value and the fair rate of return could be de
termined within a few weeks at a cost of I or 2 per cent of the 
rate base. If the company was large and served a wide area, the 
rate proceedings might last for two or three years, and the cost 

• For reports of the conferc.nce, sec TAe New York Timet, February 26 to 
March 6, 1919. For reports of the Commission'. hearings, and for other utility 
iovestigations at this time, see TAt: H'MI YOl'k Timet, May 21, 2i.2i. 30, June 6, 
August .5'. September 15 to 19. and September 30, 1919. 
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to all parties might be more than 4 per cent of the rate base." 
To adjust rates promptly in this period of rapidly rising prices, 
commissions frequently dispensed with the determination of a 
new fair value. The situation was aptly summarized by the 
Missouri Commission. In refusing a request filr a new valua
tion in a rate case, the commission said: 

As much as the Commission desires to have before it a complete 
inventory and appraisement of a public utility before reaching a con
c1wion as to a reasonable rate to cover the service rendered, it has 
found it wholly impractical in many instances during these extraor
dinary times in the world's history to demand it as a condition 
precedent. The Commission is not unmindful of the fact, with labor 
and fuel price. ascending skyward by leaps and bounds, that during 
the interim of time that the expert doctors are making a diagnosis 
by a long, laborious inventory and appraisal of the public service 
utilities of our state, the patient would very likely succumb, and the 
resultant thereof be that the public would be without service.-

The necessary simplicity and elasticity in rate making pr()o \ 
cedure were provided by emergency rate making laWs. Under 
these, commissions were authorized to fix new rates without 
the formality of the customary procedure. The existence of 
an emergency was established by proof that revenues under rate 
schedules in force were insufficient to meet operating expenses. 
Under such conditions new rates could be fixed on the basis 
of a temporary or prima fad" rate making value without ref
erence to the fair value of the utility's property as usually de
termined. To hasten the revision of rates, commissions frequently 
granted a horizontal increase, and to assure the adequacy of the 
rate schedule for some time, provision was occasionally made 
for a slidmg scale of surcharges-the familiar fuel price device. 
Such rates were necessarily makeshift, and in some instances 
they were probably unfair and oppressive. However, they ac
complished their primary purpose: to adjust rates promptly and 

~ The length of time required. for valuation and rate making in Peo.asylvania 
averaged two and a half years in nineteen important rate cases. Sec M. L. Cooke. 
1'rIhli< Utility R.goJati ... P. 235 . 

• Re City Lig'" & T"";"n Co. (Mo.), P. u. R. '9.8 F, 938. 
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to assure continued service in a period of rapidly rising operating 
expenses." 

In neglecting to determine rates that would yield a fair rate 
of return on the fair value of the utility property, commissions 
in reality abandoned the long established rate making rule. The 
new emergency rule, it may be said, was that rates should be at 
least sufficient to meet the corporate needs essential to the mainte
nance of service. The origin of the principle that corporate 
needs must be the basis for emergency rate making is obscure. \1 
In his letter to President Wilson, Secretary McAdoo said that 
"united effort will be necessary to meet alike the public require
ments for service, and the corporate financial needs upon which 
that service depends." Even before the war, however, some 
state laws provided that rates must be at least sufficient to meet 
the obligations of the utility company under its security issues. 
The Maryland Public Service Commission Law of 1910, for ex
ample, stated that every rate making "valuation shall be so 
made and ascertained by the Commission that as far as possible 
it shall not distUIb the value of bonds of any of said corpOIations. 
issued prior to the passage of this act ... • It is possible that in 
providing that consideration be given to the par and market 
value of the bonds and stock~ of the utility company in valua
tion, something similar to the doctrine of corporate financial 
needs may have been implied by the Supreme Court in the case 
of Smyth II. Ames. 

The great usefulness of the rule of corporate financial needs 
for emergency rate making is apparent. Its general applica
tion, even during the difficult rate making period of the war, 
was ncverthdess impossible. Although the courts were tolerant 
in permitting commissions to fix utility rates at a lcvd much be
low that required under the rate making rule, they never en
tirdy abandoned the principle that rates must yidd a fair rate 
of return on a fail value of the utility property. 

• For an cxtended note 011 devices for adjusting rates, sec P. U. R. 1919 C, 876w 
• Section 30 of the Law of Ig[o. Cited by the Maryland Commission, R6 

U,,;,tt/ Railllltlyt &- Elmri" Co. 01 BaltimrJ1't:. P. U. R. 1919 C, 74. 85. and held 10 
be mandatory, P. U. I.. 1920 A. I. The doctrine of corporate needs is further dis
wucd. in Chap. WI, scctioD. 4. below. 
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It is interesting to note the relation of the doctrine of corporate 
needs to the prudent investment method of determining fair 
value and to the common stock basis for return. In norma! timCl, 
rates based on corporate needs would yield revenue sufficient to 
meet operating expenSCl, including depreciation," the interest on 
bonded debt, the required dividends on preferred stock, and the 
Dorma! dividends OD commOD stock. If the issue of securities 
were controlled by the commission, as it generally is, the rate 
base would then be equivalent to prudent investment, and the 
fair return would be determined by the capital cbarges required 
to meet the obligations incurred through the issue of the se
curities. It should be added that in fixing rates on the basis of 
corporate needs, commissions did not always regard normal 
dividends on common stock as part of the essential corporate 
financial needs in the war period. 

3. UTILITY RATES AND THE BPRDENS OP WAll. 

One of the primary objects of wartime rate making was to 
avoid, so far as possible, the large increase that would be neces
sary if utility rates were fixed to yield a fair rate of return on 
the fair value of the utility property as these would be deter
mined by the usual rate making procedure_ By interpreting 
fair rate of return and fair value to mean normal rate of return 
and normal ''V'alue, commissions avoided giving effect to the 
higher wartime interest rates and the higher wartime construc
tion costs. To justify the use of normal rate of return and nor
ma! value, commissions laid great emphasis on the unusual COD
ditions that prevailed during the war, and on the supreme im
portance of the public welfare in determining the proper level 
of utility rates at such a time. 

In establishing this policy of maintaining rates at a level be
low that necessary to yield a £air rate of return OD the reproduc
tion cost of utility property, commissions relied for authority on 
Justice Peckham's opinion in the first Consolidated Gas casco 
Although in this case the court said that "if the property, which 
legally enters into the consideration of the question of rates, has 
increased in value since it was acquired, the company is entitled 
to the benefit of such increase," a specific exception was made 
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"where the property may have increased so enormously in value 
as to render a rate permitting a rerurn upon such increased value 
unjust to the public" (212 U. S. 52). To many commissions, the 
special circumstances of war seemed reason enough for invok
ing the exception that Justice Peckham recognized to repro
duction cost valuation. 

At one time or another nearly every state commission an
nounced that it would not allow the higher interest rates and 
construction costs of the war period to hecome the basis for 
utility rates. "There is no foundation in equity, justice or law," 
said the Missouri Commission, "for using abnormally high cur
rent prices • • . in fixing value for rate making purposes" 
(P. U. R. '919 E, 211). The Nebraska Commission said: "If 
conditions promised to make such prices permanent there might 
be good reason for using them as a basis for valuation figures, 
but it is universally conceded that present conditions are ab
normal and may terminate at any time" (P. U. R. '917 E, 475). 
The Washington Department of Public Works said that it nei
ther considered nor allowed current prices to affect its valua
tions in the period of high prices (P. U. R. 1921 D, 7<'5). To 
comply with the rate making rule, these commissions fixed rates 
that yidded a normal rate of return on the normal value of the 
utility property. 

Commissions gave great emphasis to war factors as a justi
fication for low utility rates. It was commonly charged by con· 
sumers' organizations that in seeking a rate structure based on 
wartime prices and interest rates, utility companies were at
tempting to profiteer. Even Chief Justice Hughes, then acting 
as referee for the New York Supreme Court, hdd in his report 
in the Brooklyn Borough Gas case that to allow rates to be 
based on abnormally high current reproduction costs would 
be to permit a public utility company to profit from a public 
disaster. He said: "To base rates upon a plant valuation sim
ply representing a hypothetical cost of reproduction at a time 
of abnormally high price due to exceptional conditions • • . 
would result in allowing a public service corporation to take 
advantage of a public calamity by increasing its rates above 
what would be a liberal return not only on actual investment, 
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but upon a normal reproduction cost" (P. U. R. 1918 F, 347-
J.I8). 

Even greater stIess was laid on the great sacrifices the coun
try was making to carry on the war as a justification for re
quiring public utility companies to share in 'fhese sacrifices by 
accepting somewhat less than their normal return. "The war's 
burden in the form of taxes," said the Arizona Commission, 
"has been laid heavily upon the entire population, and we are 
of the opinion that the public utility .;ompanies should be con
tent with something considerably less than their normal return" 
(P. U. R. 1919 C, 877). The Minnesota Commission did not 
go quite so far, but it hdd that "corporations as well as indi
viduals must bear their share of the burdens of war and must 
sustain some loss of income without llinching" (P. U. R. 1919C, 
877). A conciliatory view of the position of utility companies 
in this abnormal period was taken by the Connecticut Commis
sion. In the Hartford Street Railway case, the commission said: 
"The natural result of war conditions is to add burdens, but 
these burdens should as far as possible be equitably distributed • 
. • • That which in normal times would be a fair return in 
the way of dividends for capital invested might in wartime cause 
an unequal distribution of the burdens in favor of the stock
holders" (P. U. R. 1918 C, 6n). 

This attitude toward utility rates and utility earnings was in 
many instances carried to undesirable extremes. The California 
Railroad Commission prided itsdf that while during the war 
and the early postwar period prices had advanced as much as 
'P to 300 per cent, the average advance in utility rates in Cal
ifornia did not exceed 40 per cent. "The utilities were not per
mitted to earn a larger percentage upon the value of their prop
erty than in the prewar period. The Commission did not aUow 
them to earn unusual or unreasonable profits, even despite the 
fact that money invested during the period in almost every other 
form of security or enterprise earned higher returns than it had 
before.'" How far the earnings of utility companies might 

• H. W. Btwldige, RepJ""'" .f Po61ir: UtiJiliel. Ca1ifornia Railroad Conunia
...... Report for ,guo 
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have been reduced under the theory of sharing the burdens of 
war it is dillicult to say. The movement in this direction was 
checked by the decision of the Federal District Court in the 
Toledo street railway case, 1919, that a utility could not be re
q uired to operate at a loss on the ground that it ought to share 
the burdens of war." 

+ W AIlTIME MEntODS OF VALUATION 

During and immediately after the war, commissions used va
rious valuation methods for the purpose of maintaining rate 
making values of public utility property below reproduction 
cost at current unit prices. Each of these methods was ostensibly 
in compliance with the valuation principles of Smyth fl. Ames 
as originally laid down in IIl98 and developed by the courts since 
then. Despite the explicit statement of the factors affecting fair 
value in the rate making rule, comtnissions found little difficulty 
in applying methods appropriate for maintaining low valua
tions. It is important to note that for a time some of these war
time methods of valuation were approved by the courts as con
forming to the requirements of the rate making rule. 

Wartime valuation methods may be conveniently classified 
in three groups. The first gave great weight to the extraor
dinary war conditions and admittedly departed from accepted 
methods of valuation. The valuations of this type were of a 
tentative nature, resembling in many respects the emergency 
valuations discussed above. The second group gave considera
tion to all the factors required by the rate making rule, but gave 
little or no weight to reproduction cost in the final rate basco 
The third group gave consideration to all factors, and also gave 
weight to reproduction cost, although not the dominant weight 
that had been given to this factor in prewar valuations. This 
was by far the most important group of valuations. They took 
into account the requirements of the rate making rule, but mod
ified the earlier interpretation to permit the fixing of rate mak
ing values much below the reproduction cost at current unit 
prices . 

• H. L. Doluny & Co . •• Toledo 1I4iI""'"P & ug'" Co., P. U. 11. 1919 Co 230. 
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The use of tentative, prima ja&ie, approximate, and mini
mum valuations was a device that aided in the prompt deter
mination of rate making value and avoided the expensive p~ 
war procedure. In the Georgia Railway & Power case, 1918, 
the commission did not attempt to determine a definite rate base, 
but found a minimum valuation which was considered satisfac
tory for the purpose of passing on the pending application for 
higher rates (P. U. R. 1918 F, 62.j). These informal methods of 
valuation, in which tentative rate bases were fixed, were an early 
stage in the development of the more formal wartime methods 
of valuation. Tentative and approximate valuations were seldom 
made after 1919. It is questionable whether the courts would 
have permitted commissions to use such valuation methods after 
the war had ended. 

The valuations based on some form of investment retained 
the simplicity of these informal valuations and had the added 
merit of determining one of the factors requiring consideration 
under the rate making rule. In general, in this group of val
uation methods some consideration was also given to repro
duction cost, but the rate base was fixed at approximately the 
investment cost.. Because it was an eHective means of main
taining low valuations, investment cost in its various for~ 
capitalization, book cost, historical cost-was extensively used. 
These were not, however, essentially wartime methods of valua
tion. The various measures of investment cost were revived 
rather than developed to meet war conditions. Ordinarily valua
tion at investment cost had not been regarded as conforming to 
the principles of Smyth CI. Amel, and for this reason was of 
limited usefuloess. When utilities undertook to litigate such 
valuations, the courts invariably sustained the contention that 
investment cost valuation was a denial of the constitutional 
rights of owner. of utility property. 

The third group of wartime valuation methods was definitely 
developed for the purpose of maintaining low valuations while 

• See, fur ...",plc, KImns ciJy lIItiI"""I Co .•• KImns CiJy (Mo.), P. u. R. 
19.8 Eo '90' Re Minoori & ICmuoI TeI.p/uJJJl! Co. (KaJu.), P. u. R. '9.8 Co 777' 
Re We".". ColtmJdo Po_ Co., P. U. R. 19.8 Eo 629. 
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conforming to a liberal interpretation of the rate making rule. 
These valuation methods were used in the most important cases, 
and for a time they had the approval of the courts.10 Further, 
they offered a new basis for a permanent valuation policy in 
which reproduction cost at current unit prices would be given lit-
tle weight, and in which the expensive and dilatory prewar 
valuation procedure would be modified. Recently there has 
been revived discussion of the possibility of adapting these r 
methods of valuation to present needs. For these reasons, the 
principal wartime methods of valuation-reproduction cost at 
average unit prices, the use of corrective indices with basic valua-
tions, and the split inventory-merit extended consideration. / 

:10 See the analysis of wartime valuations in Justice Brandeis', opinion iD. the 
Southwestern Bell Telephone case, 262 U. S. 2,6, 301.2, note 14. 



CHAPTER V 

VALUATION: REPRODUCTION £OST AT 
AVERAGE UNIT PRICES 

~ THE PUWAlt USE OP AVERAGE PRICES 

THE RATE MAkING rule required that jn determining the fair 
value of 'a utility's property, consideration be given to the present 
as compared with the original cost of construction-that is, re
production cost. In the valuation procedure developed before 
the war, reproduction cost was found by applying unit prices 
to an inventory of the utility's property. These unit prices were 
based on current prices of labor and materials, on average prices 
for a period of years before the valuation, or on predicted prices 
for a future period following the valuation. Prior to the war, 
current prices were most commonly used. During the war, 
and for a time after the war, average prices were frequendy 
used in place of current prices in reproduction cost estimates. 
Whether current prices or average prices were used, the in
tention was to find the reproduction cost of the property. It 
was recognized, however, that reproduction cost was not neces
sarily equivalent to rate making value. 

Average unit prices were most commonly used before the 
war in railroad valuation. Professor Cooley in appraising rail
roads for the Michigan Board of Tax Commissioners, in 1900, 
used unit prices which represented the fair average cost during 
the nve-year period preceding the appraisal. The Wisconsin 
railroad valuation for rate making, in 19"30 was on the basis of 
average prices for five and ten preceding years.1 When the 
Valuation Act of 1913 was passed, the railroads submitted a brief 
asking that in the determination of unit prices, consideration 
be given to "actual prices (weighted average) and conditions af
fecting labor and material markets during a period of tett years 
preceding June 30, 19140 with appropriate consideration to the 

1 TrtI1UtIdiotU of 1M Amn'ktm Soddy tlf Ciw E"ginnrr. LXXD, 43. 7S. 

[44 ] 
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existence or non-existence of actual railroad construction in that 
period." In the valuations made by the Interstate Commerce 
Commission, the value as of a given date was found by applying 
average unit prices for five and ten years preceding 1914.' 

There was some use of average unit prices in the valuation 
of local utilities by slate commissions before the war. The prac

. tice of the Wisconsin Commission was to take "the reproduc
tion cost new of each item, • • . always guarding against ex
treme lIuctuations in market prices by adopting a five-year aver
age basis for prices wherever practicable" (4 Wise. R. C. R. 509). 
The Pennsylvania Public Service Companies Law of '9'3 pro
vided that in ascertaining and determining fair value, the com
mission must consider the reproduction cost of the property 
based upon the fair average prices of material and labor (P. U. R. 
'927 c, 427). The North Dakota law contained a similar pro
vision: "In valuing the property on the basis of the cost to re
produce the same, unit prices of material and labor entering into 
construction shall be based on the average prices of a sufficient 
period of years to secure normal results" (P. U. R. 192' E, 1W). 

I\Although the use of average unit prices was not the prevail
ing method of determining reproduction cost before the war, it 
was an established and well-recognized method of valuation, and 
in many states it was hdd to be preferable to the use of current 
unit prices. The object in using average unit prices was to avoid 
the determination of unusually high or low rate making values, 
as might conceivably result from the usc of current prices at the 
peak of prosperity or in the trough of depression. The period 
for which average prices were taken varied. In the valuation of 
railroads the period was comparativdy long, five to ten years, 
in the valuation of local utilities the period was much shorter, 
two to five years. A distinction must also be made between 
valuation at average unit prices before tho war; and such valua
tion during and after the war. Before the war the purpose was 
to eliminate cyclical inlIuences on rate making value while avoid
ing any bias in favor of high or low valuations. Mter 1917, 

• V_IUlliOll Btirl of 1915. p. 141. For. fuller di.acussion of the valuatioa 
method of the Interstate Commerce Commission. sc:c Chap. VD, section 4. below. 
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however, commissions used average prices for the purpose of 
eliminating the effect of prevailing high prices on valuations. 

2. FIVB-YI!AIl AVERAGE PRICES 

When the great rise in the price level became apparent in 
19'7, many commissions that had used reproduction cost as the 
mea~ure of rate making value sought some way of continuing 
their valuation method while avoiding the high valuations that 
would result from the use of current unit prices. Such com
missions found the use of average priceS particularly appropriate 
for this purpose. The change from reproduction cost at tur
rent unit prices to reproduction cost at average unit prices was 
in form not very great, but in effect was of tremendous impor
tance. The earlier use of average unit prices had accustomed 
courts, commissions, and utility companies to this method of 
valuation, so that its later use did not seem to be too great an 
innovation. Valuation at average uni~ prices had been a widely 
accepted practice before the war; it became an almost universally 
accepted practice during and after the war. Even utility com
panies were not hostile to the early wartime use of average 
prices. In the valuations they submitted to commissions in 1917 
and 1918 they frequently made use of average unit prices in com
puting their estimates of the reproduction cost of their property. 

It was not difficult to justify the use of average unit prices in 
the war period. The temporary and abnormal conditions that 
rendered unfair a reproduction cost valuation at current prices 
in ordinary times were even more extreme in wartime, and the 
need for average unit prices was, therefore, greater. The doc
trine of fair value, which is the basis of the rate making rule, 
became under war conditions a doctrine of normal value. With 
normal value accepted as the proper meaning of fair value, the 
reproduction cost method of valuation at average unit prices 
came into general use. Its development from 19'7 to '921 em
braced three phases: the extension of the method to states that 
had formerly used reproduction cost at current prices, the stand
ardization of the five-year period for average prices, and the 
application ~ this method of valuation in all rate making cases 
in many states. 
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The extension of the use of reproduction cost valuation at 
average unit prices began early in 1917 with the ratheI hesitant ' 
use of three- and four-year average prices by commissions that 
had formeIly used current prices. The Brooklyn Borough Gas 
case, July, 1918, was especially helpful in extending the use of 
average unit prices. In this case the company submitted a valua
tion based on reproduction cost at aVeIage prices for the five 
years ending in 1916. Chief Justice Hughes, then refeIce for the 
New York Supreme Court, rejected the proposed valuation as 
too high. He pointed out that the company's expeIt "properly 
shrank from predicating the validity of rates on a hypothetical 
cost of reproduction on DecembeI 31, 1916. • • • His endeavor 
was to get at a basis for rate making by seeking a fair repro
duction value based on a pexiod of five years and thus to avoid 
what he regarded as an ahnormal reproduction cost" (P. U. R. 
1918 F, ,348). With Mr. Hughes rejecting reproduction cost at 
five-year aVeIage prices as excessive, utility companies could not 
very well complain of unfair treatment if commissions were gen
erous enough to base rates on a valuation deteImined in this 
manueI. 

Before 1918, aVeIage prices for a period of two to live years 
had been in geneIal use, with the live-year peIiod the most com
mon. By 1918 tile liv~year period had become the standaId 
because shorteI pexiod aVeIages no 10ngeI succeeded in main
taining low rate making values. The California Commission, 
which had formeIly used two- and three-year averages, in 1918 
rejected a valuation submitted by a utility company based on 
four-year aVeIage prices, and accepted the valuation of its own 
engineers "based upon prices obtaining during the live years 
directly preceding the recent abnormal increase due to war con
ditions" (P. U. R. 1918 E, 563). The illinois Commission had 
formeIly used current prices, but in 1917 it began the use of 
three-year aVeIage prices, and in 1918 liv~year average prices 
for reproduction cost valuations (P. U. lL 1918 D, 1:11). By the 
end of 1918, aU commissions that used reproduction cost at aver
age prices had accepted the live-year pexiod as the most suitable 
for deteImining fair value. • 
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In more than fifteen states, reproduction cost at five-year 
average prices was the principal method of valuation, and in 
some states it was for many years the only method of valua
tion commissions used_ Before the war, the Indiana Commis
sion had valued utility property at reproductio11' cost at current 
prices. During the war, the commission reversed its position and 
acknowledged the superiority of the prudent investment method 
of valuation. However, as the courts had expressed a preference 
for reproduction cost valuation, the Indiana Commission adopted 
this method, but after 1918 made use of it with five-year average 
unit prices. The commission held that the use of average prices, 
including the high prices of the war years, met the require
ment of the first Consolidated Gas case, that a utility company 
must be given the benefit of a rise in the cost of reproducing its 
property. When prices continued to rise to unexpectedly high 
levels, the commission extended the period for which average 
prices were taken. to ten years, and in some cases to an even 
longer period." 

The Public Service Companies Law of 1913 required the 
Pennsylvania Commission to use average prices in determining 
reproduction cost. Under the circumstances, the commission 
had merely to continue its previous method of valuation' to avoid 
the high reproduction cost estimates that would. result from the 
use of current prices. In applying its policy of reproduction cost 
at five-year average prices, the Pennsylvania Commission de
veloped an interesting procedure. Engineers representing the 
utility company, the consumers, and the commission were formed 
intQ a conference which reported fair unit prices for a five-year 
period prescribed by the commission. These conferences were 
a great aid in minimizing controversy, but they did not entirely 
eliminate litigation, for utilities were not bound to accept the 
valuations of the conferences. The first valuation conference 

• Por the usc of average unit prices in reproduction cost valuations in Indiana, 
see the following easel: Re United Publi~ St:rtIice Co., P. U. k. 1918 F, 316i Re 
CiJi*mr' Telephoru: Co., P. U. R. 1919 B, 353; Be Hom~ TekphoM Co., P. U. R. 
1919 C. 209i Re CmJrtd Union Telephon~ Co., P. U. R. 1920 B. 8I3i Re Uaitna 
Telephone Co., P. U. R.t Ig20 F, 391. See also. Re IntlilmiJpolU W.wr Co.# 
P. U. R. 1917 E, 556. 
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was used in the Spring Water case, in 1919> in which a five-year 
average to 1917 was made the basis for determining unit prices. 
The Pennsylvania Commission continued to use reproduction 
cost at five-year average prices of 1913 to 1917 until late in 192", 
when it turned to the use of ten-year averages in order to find 
lower valuations than had become possihle with reproduction 
cost at five-year average prices.' 

'!o TBN-YBAIl AVEllAGB PRICES 

\ With the decline in the pric~ levd in 192" and 1921, five-. 
year average unit prices exceeded current unit prices in all utility 
industries. By 1919 it had already become apparent that average 
unit prices for the five preceding years were no longer successful 
in maintaining low rate making values. In order to minimize 
the effect of high average unit prices, commissions used two d.,. 
vices, neither of which was entirdy satisfactory. In some rate . . 
cases, the property was valued at five-year average pnces of a 
period antedating the great wartime inflation; and in other rate 
cases, commissions arbitrarily reduced valuations based on five
year average prices because they were excessive. I 

The reduction of valuations based on average unit prices was 
never a common practice, but it occurred often enough to be 
recognized as one method of offsetting high average prices. In 
the Home Tdephone case, in 19'9, the Indiana Commission 
reduced the valuation at five-year average prices by one-ninth 
because it unduly reflected the abnormally high war costs of 
materials and supplies (P. U. R. '9'9 C, 214). The Arkansas 
Commission, in 192", reduced a valuation at five-year average 

• Conw.nc.. on w1uatioa had been wed by the IIIiDois Commission, P. U. R-
1917 Eo .88, and by the New I.,.." Commission, P. U. ll. 1918 A. 178, prior 
to the bearing in lkwoNgll 01 Kmle II. Spring R'iIIUr Co. (Penna.), P. U. R. 1919 C. 
404. The PC.D.DIyivania Commission, however, was the onl, one to continue the 
usc of nluation c:onfereoces. M. L Cooke, Pdlie Utility Repltlt;rnI~ po 238. 
On the usc of avenge unit prices in Pennsylvania. sec the following cases: M~ 
P. V.JI~ R4i1IIIrj' CD .. P. U. ll. 1919 F, 493: B_ofA .f ScoUJ.J • •• C;bo"" 
W4tcor Co., P. U. R. 1920 D. 292; TOflllU"ip 01 Wwlutll •. Cw Spriflg W.,.,. 
Co .• P. U. R. 1920 E. :a84; BorotIglt oj Plymo.,It •. WilkuHrn R.illll.y Co .• 
P. U. R.lg:aoF,677i So""'g}' 0/ VenHIIf •. SrJJwiHm W.ur co.~ P. U. R. I920F. 
94" 
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REPaoDucnoN CoST AT CUIUU!NT AND AWMCII PBlCIIS. 

&n.U'I' R.ur.W.D LloHT AJO) Pown AaTlnCIAI. GAl 

You eu ..... , soy ... 100Year Carnat S-Year IO-Year Curreat S-Ye.r to-Yeu 
P,; ... Av. Av. Pm.. I-~v. A •• .price. Av. A •• 

1914:' •••••••••••• 97 ... ... 92 ... ... 97 ... . .. 
1915 ••••.••••••• 100 ... ... 99 ... ... 100 ... . .. 
1916 .•••••••••••• 120 ... ... 128 ... ... m ... . .. 
1917 •••••••••••• 163 116 ... 16' 116 ... 191 120 ... 
1918 •••••••••••• 192 I3f ... 177 132 ... 211 I .. . .. 
1919 •••••••••••• 205 156 ... 182 150. ... 222 171 ... 
1974 •••••••••••. 2<5 185 1<2 211 I7l \35 2M 20f 151 
1921.. ....•..... 201 201 152 182 18. I" 203 218 162 
lim •..•..•••••. 175 20f 160 161 183 1<9 192 218 171 
1923 •••••••••••• 200 205 170 179 183 1S7 223 221 1 .. 

-.913=100. Adapted from L. R. Nuh. T.v ECOftMfIiu of PUl" Uri/WI. lad editioa. Po 183. 

prices by one-twelfth because some of the unit costs entering 
into the valuation were too high (P. U. R. 1920 D, 755). Sim
ilar instances.occurred in other states. Reductions of this sort 
obviously could not be made the ba~ for a valuation policy. 
In fact, the practice was a departure from the theory of normal 
reproduction cost on which the use of average unit prices was 
based. If five-year average prices were not normal, there could 
be no particular reason for their use. 

A more usual device for avoiding high average prices was to 
choose a five-year period antedating the postwar rise in the 
price level. The Maine Commission and the Penosylvania C0m
mission, for example, used the average prices of 1913 to 1917 
in valuations they made as late as 1920. Although the use of 
five-year average prices for a period three or more years be
fore the date of a valuation succeeded in maintaining low rate 
making values, it seemed more appropriate for determining past 
than present normal reproduction cost. For this rcason utility 
companies claimed that this use of average unit prices was not 
in accord with the present value principle, even if present value 
is defined as present normal value. 

With continued high prices it was futile to look to the past £or 
justification for low valuations. Clearly enough, the view that 
high war prices would be a temporary phenomenon had been 
mistaken. It could still be said, of course, that the higher price 
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level was temporary in the SeDse that a lower price level might 
be expected in the future, and that an average of prices for a 
period longer than five years would approximate this future 
level of prices. This point of view was wdI expressed by the 
Vermont Commission in the Montpelier Electric case (P. U. R. 
1!)20 E, 558) : 

We are of the opinion that reproduction new with unit costs as 
of the present would not be an equitable method of determining fair 
value to be considered in fixing rates for future application. Neither 
do we think it fair to consider "'production new based upon prices 
current in the p",war period. Assuming that prices are at the p=t 
time approximately at the peak and that the future decline i. likely 
to be in some degree comparable to the past rise in prices, we .", 
of the opinion that a valuation based upon average prices for a 
period of teD years, including the war period, ought to produce as 
fair ",suits as it is possible to arrive at. 

The expected lower price level of the future was in this way 
used 'to justify the use of ten·year average prices. It should be 
added that some commissions said that inasmuch as rate sched
ules were intended for application in the future, it was proper 
that the expected furore level of prices should determine the rate 
making value. 

In 1921, when the first postwar price decline set in, current 
unit costs for reproducing utility property were less than five
year average unit costs. Commissions were faced with the prob
lem of returning to current reproduction cost valuation or ex
teDding the period for taking average prices to teD years. In 
favor of ten-year average prices it could be said that their use 
had beeD l"Commended in the Valuation Bri<j of 1915. and that 
this recommendation had been followed in part by the inter
state Commerce Commission. Several state commissions had 
also made occasional use of teD-year average prices in valuations 
in 1917 and later." The deciding consideration in favor of their 

'11. Mo.,., 1 ••• ptoJ ... T,I"Ao" Co. (Neb.), P. u. R. '9" Eo 41" 11. 
AI..,. P.,.k w...,., LigA. & Po ..... Co. (Calif.), P. U. R. '9'9 B, 6,9' R, s",'g
lidtl W...,. Co. (Mo.), P. u. R. '9'90, 853' 11. Unik/l F.d Got Co. (W. Va.), 
P. U. R. '9'.C. 853' R.liI<Afidti W ..... S.pply Co. (ID.), P. U. R. '9 .. 0, 
33"11. Rogtrl Lig'" & W...,. Co. (Ark.), P. u. R. .g •• Eo 3". 
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use, however, was the £act that ten-year average prices made 
possible valuations much below those that would result from 
the use of reproduction cost at current prices. 

Reproduction cost at ten-year average prices was most ex
tensively used in Pennsylvania and in Indiana. 'Ihe Pennsylvania 
Commission had used five-year averages until 1920. To avoid 
the high valuations necessitated by the use of this method of 
determining unit costs, the commission extended the period . 
over which prices were averaged to ten years. This was the 
method the Pennsylvania Commission: used in the valuation 
cases it decided from 1921 to 1923.8 However, the increasing em
phasis on reproduction cost at current prices in several court de
cisions caused the commission to abandon the use of average 
unit prices entirely in 19240 In the York Water case, the com
mission took evidence of reproduction cost on the basis of 
average unit prices, but the final rate making value was fixed 
at current reproduction cost. The coau:nission said: "While these 
ten- and five-year estimates have not been entirely disregarded, 

,the Commission has given a great deal more consideration to 
the remaining reproduction studies, and particularly, in the light 
of decisions of the courts, to the estimate of present day repro
duction cost, depreciated" (P. U. R. 1924C, 680). 

The most important use of reproduction cost valuation at 
ten-year average prices was by the Indiana Commission, par
ticularly in the Indianapolis Water cases. In 1917 the commis
sion valued the Indianapolis Water Co. at ten-Yeal average prices 
for materials and at current prices for labor. In a valuation of 
the same property, in 1923, the commission used unit prices based 
on ten-year averages of labor and material costs. At a rehearing 
later that year the commission refused to increase its valuation. 
How firmly it was fixed in its valuation policy is seen from the 
repart in this case (P. U. R. 1924 B, 327-328). 

Througbout the year 1922 in all valuation cases before this Com· 
mission, and in Cause No. 6613, supra, valuations of physical prop-

• BorougA of BrocktJille fl. Mouu City Wilier Co .• P. U. R. 1921 C, 820; 
Bell~ Vnnon fl. Bdk Vernon WMn' Co .• P. u. R. 1923 B. 193; 1U Kill",,,,i,,, 
Tttlepllone Co .• P. U. R. 1923 B, 84.1. III lJonn4gA 01 Wrig"lWiIk. P. U. R. 
19'3 C. 70S· 
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erty appmximottd !he n:suIts of applying !he IG-yar aver.age cost 
for the last pr=ding and completed ten years, dep=iattd to praent 
amdition. No radical departum from the general manner of han
dling cases at the time was made in said cause, but it was p1aced 
upon praetically the same grounds as other valuation investigations 
amducted during the pr=ding yar. The Commimon bad in mind 
the wrious elements to be considered as laid down in the C25e of 

. Smytll fl. A_s. and approved in many later deci.sioos of the United 
States Supremo Court, and bad in mind the probable general ttend 
of prices and believed at the time that the IG-yeu appraisal made 
by the engineering staff was incidentally .approximately the value of 
the property and would be the ruue for some time to come. 

This valuation was later held to be confiscatory by the Supreme 
Court. It should be noted that the Indiana Commission made 
some use of average prices for periods as long as fifteen and 
twenty yean. After 1924 the commission made no use of long 
period average prices, undoubtedly because the decisions of the 
courts indicated that wartime methods of valuation would no 
longer be regarded as conforming to the rate making rule. T 

+ THE ATIITUDE OP mE CoURts 

Until 192" comtnissions were highly successful in their use 
of reproduction cost at average unit prices. Not only were valua
tions kept low by this method, but comtnissions were little dis
turbed by litigation. The acquiescence of utility companies in 
the use of five-year average prices was partly due to the expec:ta
tion that the courts would sustain the legality of this valuation 
method. and partly to the recognition that the use of five-year 
average prices did no great injustice to utility companies. In 
1918, while the war was still on, there could be little hope for 
successful litigation, particularly in view of the report of Chief 

• F ........ ,.... ..... go, ... lie Norr'-r> 1_ Gtu " Fkarit: Co .• P. U. R. 
'9'9 F. 567, lie LII/~ Ttkp/unIe Co .. P. U. R. 1920 A, 422' lie 1.;- c..
... _ Co .. P. U. R. '920A, 4119, City 01 Fort W.,... •. H...., Tekr_ 
" T~ Co .. P. U. It 19:10 D. 83. F ... IrvI;a.apolis W_ ......... P. U. R. 
'9'7 Eo 556, P. u. It 19>3 D. 449' P. U. It '934 B, 306, aDd the di ..... ,;m ill 
......... bcIow. For .... 8"' period • ...-ogos, ... lie _ 1.;-T~ 
&- TJ.,..p4 Co .• P. U. It 19>1 Eo I~, _~..;Jk •• _~..;Jk Fkarit: eo.. 
P. U. It 1922 D. I; lie City of v-..... P. U. It 1924 B, 57'. 
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Justice Hughes as referee in the Brooklyn Borough Gas case. 
In 1919 and 192", five-year average prices were almost as high 
as current prices, SO that the inducement to contest such valua
tions had almost disappeared. 

When valuations involving the use of five-year average prices 
were taken to the courts, it was the period chosen rather than the 
method itself that was regarded as unfair. With few exceptions 
state courts held such valuations to he illegal. Among the most 
influential of state court cases was that of the Elizabethtown 
Gaslight Co. The New Jersey ColIlllliSsioners had valued the 
property of the utility company acquired before 1918 at the 
average unit prices for the five years preceding 1916. The valua
tion was contested on the ground that the unit prices were too 
low. In 192", the state Supreme Court upheld the constitutional 
right of the company to have its property valued at the prices 
prevailing at the time of the appraisal The court said that "the 
failure to allow for prices at the time. to which the rates apply, 
July I, 1919> was an error. It is not denied that prices were very 
much higher in 1919> and are very much higher now, than the 
average for the years 1911 tu 1916" (P. U_ R. 1920 F, 1003). The 
decision was widely cited as authority for the use of current 
unit prices, even when very high." 

Ultimately, the use of five- and ten-year average prices de
pended on the attitude of the federal courts, for state courts 
did not pretend to exercise independent judgment on methods 
of valuation. Almost without exception, the federal courts held 
that the use of average prices was not in accord with the rate 
making rule as interpreted by the Supreme Court. An impor
tant federal c6i!rt decision on this question was that of Judge 
Learned Hand in the second Consolidated Gas case, 192". A 
special maSter had held for the company in its plea to have the 
New York Eighty Cents Gas law set aside as confiscatory. The 
state asked the court to disregard the recommendation of the 

·State (VUrts rejectal valuations at average pria:s also in etHl Dinrin.POfWr 
CQ . •• _..,;n. (Ark.), P. u. R. '9'4 B, 7.6; Midiga Pdlir UtJitin C ...... 
m;,,,,,,, •• Mkloigtlll S- TekpA_ Co. (Mich.), P. u. R. '9" Co .,8. The 
New Hampshire Supreme Court uphdd the we of ...... ge prices in Pl~ 
_ Po_ Co ••• SUte. P. U. R. 'P31!, 83. 
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master, and showed that the rate yielded a £air return on the 
property valued at average prices for the ten years after 1909. 
In denying the slate's request, Judge Hand said (P. U. R. 1!J20 F. 
487-488) : 

The defendants wish me ••• to take an average over the whole 
period [since 19091 both for the cost of production and capital val
uation. Now whatever may be the proper method, that certainly 
is wrong. The case is not one in which an average can safely be 
<made, because the variations in price which the whole period coven 
are not normally recurrent. Averages pre-suppose that the resulting 
figure will cover 'Variations which, though certain or nearly certain 
within the period taken, are impossible of exact prediction in their 
occurrence. They may, therefore, be spread over a period precisely 
as an insurance loss is spread. The recent rise in prices is not of this 
kind, because there is no reason whatever to suppose that during the 
next period of say five yean, which is long enough to justify some 
present actions, the same causes will operate in reverse as have op
erated in the past. An average would be, therefore, meaningless. 

Judge Hand further defended the use of current reproduction 
cost on the ground that it involved no hardship for consumers. 
With the decreased purchasing power of the dollar, a higher 
level of rates could not be regarded as a burden to the consumer 
or a boon to the utility investor. The decision holding the rate 
confiscatory was sustained by the Supreme Court, although it 
did not pass on the valuation (P. U. R. 1922B, 752). 

The most inIportant case in which the courts passed judg
ment on the use of average prices in valuation was unquestion
ably that of the Indianapolis Water Co. The Indiana Com
mission valued the property of the company at ten-year average 
prices, emphasizing that this had been for some time the policy 
of the commission. In 1924, the Federal District Court ruled 
that the valuation was confiscatory, and that current reproduc
tion cost must be given dominant consideration in determining 
rate making value (P. U. R. 1925 A, 740). On appeal to the Su
preme Court, the findings of the district court were sustained. 
Justice Buder, in the opinion for the court, said (P. U. R. 
1927 A, 24): 
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The validity of the rates io question depends on the property 
value January I, 1924, and for a reasonable time followiog. While 
the values of such properties do not vary with frequent mioor 1Iuc:tua. 
tions in the prices of material and labor required to produce them, 
they are affected by and geoerally follow the relatively permanent 
level and trend of such prices. . . . And we may take judicial no
tice of the fact that there bas' been no substantial general declioe io 
the prices of labor and materials sioce that time. The trend bas been 
upward rather than downward. The price level adopted by the ' 
Commission--dte average for ten years endiog with '92'-was too 
low. . 

The court's view that reproduction cost at current prices was 
equivalent to rate making value was effective in terminating 
the use of all valuation methods other than that based on cur
rent reproduction cost. 

5. SOM!! OB JI!CI"IONS CoNSIDERl!D 

,The principal merit of reproduction cost valuation at average 
prices was the ~with which its use was established. Commis
sions hdd that this method of valuation did not depart from the 
fundamental priociples of the rate making rule. It was not de
nied that the present value of the property must be fixed as 
the rate base, and that reproduction cost was the best indica
tion of present value. Commissions simply ioterpreted repro
duction cost to mean normal reproduction cost. The continued 
use of the dilatory and expensive prewar valuation procedure 
-the inventory, unit prices, and deduction of observable de
preciation-did not contribute to efficient administration. How
ever, without this procedure it might not bave been possible to 
use average prices, for utility companies regarded the procedure 
as a safeguard against arbitrary valuations, and many courts 
required the procedure for compliance with the constitutional 
provision for due process. rOn the whole, the low rate makiog 
valuations and the limited litigation prior to '920 iodicate the 
soundness of the policy of using reproduction cost at average 
unit prices io wartime valuation. I 

The early use of average prices did not iovite opposition from 
utility companies. The higher prices of the war years were io-
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cluded in the averages, aod there was ao implied assurance that 
after five years they would be of dominant importance, or if 
prices should decline, the use of current prices would be re
sumed. It was clear, therefore, that \he use of average prices 
could not long maintain valuations below the level of current 
reproduction cost, unless bias in favor of consumers was delib
erately introduced:\ For these reasons, utility companies ac
quiesced in the use of average prices, particularly as insistence 
on valuation at current prices during the war might incur the 
hostility of the community aod open the way' to a charge of 
profitiog by a public calamity. Besides, there was no assurance 
that the courts would sustain their right to valuation at the 
high current prices of wartime. 

The justification for the use of average prices was the as
sumption that the prevailing price level was abnormal aod tem
porary. It was thought that the use of average unit prices would 
eliminate the temporary abnormalities and prepare the way for 
a return to the prewar method of valuation-reproduction cost 
at current prices. It was ""peeted that five years after the war, 
say by 1923> prices would be sufficiently below t!>e war level to 
be regarded as normal. This view of the probable movement 
of prices was supported by elaborate studies of prices during and 
after the Civil War. By 1921 it had become apparent that the 
postwar price level, although high, was not temporary. To 
offset the effect of continued high prices on valuation, the pe
riod for averages was ""tended to ten years. This innovation 
was not acceptable to the courts, aod after the postwar plateau 
in prices became evident, the hypothetical basis for the use of 
average prices in reproduction cost valuation disappeared. 

One of the great disadvaotages of valuation at average prices 
was the obvious inadequacy of this method as a permanent 
plan for valuation. Reproduction cost at average unit prices, re
gardless of the length of the period for which average prices 
are taken, must ultimately aceed current reproduction cost when 
prices begin to decline. If valuations are not to become acessivel y 
high, the length of the average period must be continually va
ried, or the method must be abaodoned. This was the general 
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experience of commissions that used this method of valuation. 
"The tendency," said the Indiana Commission, "towards the ap
plication of two-, five-, ten-year, or any averages, to this method 
of evaluation, emphasizes its character as a makeshift substitute 
and discloses its weakness" (P. U. R. 1919 A'4+J8). By its na
ture, reproduction cost at average unit prices was certain to re
sult in a return to current reproduction cost as the measure of 
rate making value, once some degree of price stability was at
tained. It was incapable, therefore, of terminating the long ex
isting controversy on valuation. 

A more inIportant objection to this method of valuation was 
its tendency to penalize those utility companies that were com
pelled to expand their facilities to meet war needs. In general, 
wartinIe construction was kept at a minimum. Those utility 
enterprises that did undertake new construction during the war 
were the ones most economically situated and most efficiently 
managed. In using average unit prices to value utility prop
erty, regardless of the time of acquisition or construction, com
missions placed such efficient utility companies in a less favor
able position after expansion than before. A utility that under
took new construction in 1918 would have found that its new 
investment was worth less than three-fourths of the actual cost 
if the property was valued at five-year average prices. The diffi
culty is inherent in the use of averages. "It seems apparent," said 
the West Virginia Commission, "that it would be extremdy 
difficult, if not inIpossihle, to find an average unit cost that would 
be fairly applicable to construction made in part at prewar and 
in part at war prices, especially if the same is to be of value 
as a basis for future rate making" (P. U. R. 1921 B, loS). In 
the conventions of utility operators in 1923 and 1924, great stress 
was plaeed on the necessity of protecting investments made at 
high prices by order of stare comtnissions.· The failure to dif
ferentiate property constructed at high wartime prices from 
property constructed at low prewar prices was the outstanding 
weakness of valuation at average unit prices. 

• See the reporII of the Valualion Committee of the American Electric Railwoy 
AIIociation. PrrKffllitIgl. 1923. P. 187; Pro«t:JitJgs. 1924. pp. 17 If. 



CHAPTER VI 

VALUATION: THE USE OF CORRECTIVE INDICES 

I. REAsONABLE AND NORMAL APPRECIATION 

THE PRIMARY OBJECT of valuation in the war and postwar pe
riods was to give some' recognition to higher current prices while 
avoiding valuations' as high as reproduction cost at current 
prices. Another object of valuation in the war and postwar 
periods was to avoid the dilatory and expensive prewar valua
tion procedure. The corrective index method of valuation was 
well suited to attain these objects. Where a basic valuation at 
prewar prices was available, the present value could be deter
mined without difficulty by applying an index of present £air 
value. This index, if chosen for the purpose, could be made tn 
fix a rate base higher than reproduction cost at prewar prices, 
but lower than reproduction cost at current prices. 

The use of corrective indices began with the addition of a 
sma1l percentage, from 5 to 20 per cent, to valuations based on 
prewar prices to allow for the higher prices of the war period. 
In several states, commissions increased the valuations they 
made by a small percentage because the prices used clearly were 
not fair.l In these instances the usual method of valuation
say, reproduction cost at average prices-did not, for some rea· 
son, sufficiendy reflect higher current prices. The addition of 
5 to ao per cent to the basic valuation served to prevent the in
justice that would result if the usual method of valuation had 
been applied. The use of a corrective index was not the dis
tinctive feature of these valuations. However, from this early 
use of a sma1l additional percentage was devdoped the later use 
of the corrective index method of valuation, in which basic 
valuations at prewar prices were corrected by application of an 
index number of reasonable, normal, or present prices. 

I.See. for ezample, Be POIomtlC EI«W POIIIt:r Co. (D. C.). P. U. :a.. 1917D, 
,63; R6 U"ited RtU/w.ys Co. (Mo.). P. u. ll. 19r8 D. 392i Be Cily 01 Retltli_, 
(CaIil.), P. U. R. 1919 p. 415. 

[59 ] 
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Prior to 1921 the New Jersey Commission valued utility 
property by applying five-year average prewar prices to prop
erty acquired before the war. The state Supreme Court held 
that such valuations gave no recognition to h~h current prices 
alld were, therefore, unconstitutional. The commission then 
modified its policy to the extent of increasing such valuations 
by the use of an index re/lecting the reasonable increase in con
struction costs. The policy of reasonable appreciation is well 
illustrated by the valuation in the Coast· Gas case, 1922. A valua
tion made at 1913 and 1914 prices was increased by 30 per cent 
to give the estimated average cost of reproduction predicted for 
the five years from 1922 to 1926 (P. U. R. 1923A, 349). The cor
rective index was determined by a rather complex method. The 
price trend was projected from IB93 to 1921i on the basis of the 
average annual increase in prices from 1893 to 1914. The index 
number of prices by this trend method was averaged with the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics index nllmber of wholesale prices. 
The final index, 130 on the prewar base, was made the reason
able corrective index to be applied to the basic valuation. Until 
the resumption of current reproduction cost valuation, the New 
Jersey Commission used such corrective indices to increase basic 
valuations at prewar prices to their reasonable present value. 

Quite similar was the development of the policy of normal 
appreciation by the Virginia Corporation Commission. Until 
1921 the commission valued utility property acquired before the 
war at five-year average prewar prices. When the state Supreme 
Court of Appeals refused to sustain such valuations, the com
mission adopted the policy of allowing normal appreciation in 
construction costs. The principle was formulated in the Vir
ginia Railway I!c Power valuation, in 1921. The basic valuation 
was at 19'4 prices, and to this the commission added' its 
estimate of normal appreciation. "Had there been no war," 
said the commission, "there would have been .a gradual rise 
in prices due to increasing costs of production. Thus we have 
a basis which allows the company the benefit of appreciating 
values in normal times, based on prewar values, plus actual ad
ditions made at war prices" (P. U. R. 1921 C, 1!13). As this nor-
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mal appreciation was estimated to be 2 per cent, later 3 per 
cent, annually, the policy in practice gave little recognition to 
high current prices. Thus, in the Lynchburg Traction case, 1921, 
the normal appreciation was fixed at 10.8 per cent-2 per cent 
annually compounded for five yean-which was added to the 
reproduction cost at 1916 prices (P. U. R. 1921 E, 87). At this 
time the construction cost index for street railways was 60 per 
cent, and for electric power companies 40 per cent, above the 
1916 level. 

The Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals rejected valuations 
in which a corrective index of 10 and 20 per cent were used, but 
it held that an appreciation of 40 per cent gave due consideration 
to reproduction cost at current prices as required by the present 
value principle (P. U. R. 1925 A, ~). The policy of normal 
appreciation was never approved as such by the state Supreme 
Court of Appeals. The court concerned itself entirely with the 
question whether sufficient consideration was given to repro
duction cost at present prices. It was only when the index of 
normal appreciation gave this recognition to current prices that 
the court approved a valuation. In many instances corrective 
index valuations by the commission were held to be too low, and 
for this reason the commission increased its normal corrective 
index from 10 per cent to 40 per cent. Finally, as in other 
states, when the courts insisted that present value was equiv
alent to reproduction cost at current prices, the Virginia Com
mission abandoned the use of corrcctive indices in valuation. 

2. CoRRECTIVE INDEX VALUATION IN MISSOURI 

The corrective index method of valuation was more" ex
tensively used in Missouri than in any other state. Before 1920 
th~ Missouri Comxnission used reproduction cost at five-year 
average prices in its valuations; but after 1921, when five-year 
average prices exceeded current prices, the comxnission changed 
to actual investment cost as the measure of the rate base. In 
several instances utility companies requested the comxnission to 
increase its investment cost valuations to give some recognition to 
higher postwar .prices. In 1921, the Macon Telephone Co. and 
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the Home Telephone Co. of Joplin requested the commission 
to value their property by increasing prewar cost valuations by 
60 per cent, a request that was refused. In 1922 the utility com
panies modified their demands, and requested that prewar cost 
valuations be increased by 33 1/3 per cent, a "rmula that had 
been used by the Federal District Court in Texas (see section 3, 
below). The commission rejected this request, holding that prices 
would decline, and cited as evidence the fall in construction costs 
from 192" to 1922. 

A change in the commission's valuation policy was inevitable. 
The rise in prices in 1922 led to successful litigation of com
mission valuations. The Federal District Court had already 
set aside two valuations of the Missouri Commission for failure 
to give adequate consideration to current prices (w, Fed. 584; 
P. U. R. 1921 A, 540), and the Southwestern Bell Telephone case 
was then pending in the. Supreme Court. In the meantime, the 
federal courts were giving their approval to the use of cor
reetive indices in valuation. In 1922 the Missouri Commission 
reversed its former policy and increased a valuation at prewar 
prices by 33 113 per cent to give weight to higher current prices 
(P. U. R. 1922 E, Bas). In 1923, after the federal courts approved 
the use of higher corrective indices, the commission increased 
the basic prewar cost valuations by 50 per cent (P. U. R. 19230, 
332). 

The Supreme Court's decision in the Southwestern Bell Tele
phone case in 1923 was an important factor leading to the ex
tensive use of corrective indices by the Missouri Commission. 
When federal operation of the telephone industry was termi
nated in 19190 the commission issued an order reducing rates 
to a level sufficient to yield a fair return on a valuation at pre
war prices. The order was sustained in the state courts, but was 
set aside as confiscatory by the Supreme Court. The commission 
had justified its valuation on the ground that lower prices could 
be expected in the future. On this the Supreme Court said: "It 
is impossible to ascertain what will amount to a fair return 
upon the properties devoted to public service without giving 
consideration to the cost of labor, supplies, etc., at the time the 
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investigation is made. . . • Estimates for tomorrow cannot ig
nore prices of today." (262 U. S. 2']6, 287). 

The elIect of this decision was to induce the commission to 
make use of higher corrective indices. In several cases basic 
valuations at prewar prices were increased by 50 per cent to 
allow for greater current costs.2 Ultimatdy, however, the com
mission was required to return to the use of reproduction cost at 
current prices as the measure of rate making value. In 1924 
the Federal District Court set aside a valuation of the Joplin 
Gas Co. based on prewar cost increased by 50 per cent, on the 
ground that the commission had given insufficient considera
tion to current prices (P. U. R. 1924 D, 137). Again in 1925 
a valuation of the Springfidd Gas 15< Electric Co. was set aside 
by the Federal District Court, and the commission was ordered 
to give greater recognition to reproduction cost at current prices 
in its valuations (P. U. R. I926C, 858). Thereafter the com
mission gave up the use of corrective indices. In 1928, how
ever, in a valuation of the: street railways of St. Louis, the com
mission used a weighted index of construction costs taken from 
the Engineering News-Record. The £ull indicated increase in 
construction costs was allowed (p. U. R. 1928 E,'I'9)' 

3. CoRRECTIVl! INDEX VALUATION BY FEDERAL CoURTS 

The use of the corrective index method of valuation received 
considerable impetus from the custom of the federal courts of 
comparing commission valuations, usually at prewar prices, with 
current construction costs to determine their fairness. Where a 
considerable difference existed between reproduction cost at pr~ 
war prices and at current prices, the courts on occasion hdd that 
present fair value could be determined by increasing the com
mission valuation-.;ay, by 50 per cent. The use of this method 
by Judge Hutcheson of the Federal District Court of Texas in 
the Houston Electric case (P. U. R. 1920 F, 328), and especially 
in the Galveston case, was influential in bringing about a wide 

• See, for example, R~ U"iktl lWlWflYI Co. of SI. Louil. P. U. R. 19230. 
7.59: & MillO""; Electric Rll:iInxul Co .• P. U. R. 1923 D. 8SI. In Be Hom~ Tnt!'
p"o"~ Co., P. U. R. 1924 A. 253. the commission allowed an increase of 44 per 
cent rather than the customary 50 per cent of the basic valuation, 
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acceptance of this method of valuation by commissions and by 
couns in other states. 

The Galveston City Commission fixed the street car fare for 
that city at five cents. The Galveston Electric Co. applied fOl' 
an injunction restraining the: city from enforcing the fare. The 
Federal District Court did not grant an injunction, but appointed 
a master to take evidence as to the fair value of the utility's prop
erty and the sufliciency of the fare. The master held that the 
proper basis for determining the rate value was the probable 
future levd of prices. The agreed cost at prewar prices was 
therefore made basic, and evidence was introduced on probable 
future prices. At this time, 1921, construction costs were 110 
per cent above 1913 prices. The utility company contended that 
prices would finally settle at 60 to 'jO per cent above the pre
war level. The city commission contended that prices would re
turn to approximatdy the 1913 level. The master recommended 
that the basic value be increased by 33 113 per cent, a recom
mendation accepted by the court. Additions since the basic valu
ation were included at actual cost. On appeal to the Supreme 
Court, the valuation of the special master was sustained (P. U. R. 
1922 D, 159). 

In addition to these decisions of Judge: Hutcheson, two cases 
in the federal couns of Minnesota aided in bringing the COI'~ 
rective index method of valuation into wider use. In 1919 the 
City of Winona valued the property of the Wisconsin-Minnesota 
Light & Power Co. on the basis of average prices for the fifteen 
years from 19"9 to 191+ To give consideration to present priCes, 
the basic valuation was increased by 25 per cent. The utility 
company contended that the increase allowed was insuJlicient, 
and it was sustained in this contention by the Federal District 
Court (P. U. R. 1921 A. 140. In 1921 the case again came 
before the court and the matter was referred to a special master 
£or determination of the rate making value. The master recom
mended a valuation at reproduction cost at 1919 prices. The 
coun rejected the master's recommendation, and said that re
production cost at current prices was DOl: the measure of rate 
making value (P. U. R. 1922(;, .¢I). 
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These decisions were synthesized when the Circuit Court of 
Appeals decided that a rate making value 50 per cent above a 
basic valuation at prewar prices would be fair for the Minne
apolis Gas Co. The case had come to the Federal District Court 
on an injunction proceeding to restrain the enforcement of a 
city ordinance fixing gas rates. The court appointed a master to 
report on the fair rate making value. The master found the 
fair value by increasing the actual prewar cost by 25 per cent 
to allow for higher current prices. The report was confirmed 
by the court and both parties appealed. The Circuit Court 
of Appeals in its decision, 1923. held that an allowance of 25 
per cent failed to give adequate weight to reproduction cost at 
prices prevailing at the tinte of the valuation. Judge Munger, 
for the court, said that "no marked recession of prices has taken 
place since the time this case was heard by the master, and 
there is no present appearance of an assured reduction. Our 
conclusion is that the master's increase of the undepreciated 
cost price • • • is too low, and that this base should be in
creased by 50 per cent" (285 Fed. 827). The Minneapolis de
cision was widely cited by commissions and courts as authority 
for the use 'of a corrective index of 50 per cent. Inasmuch as the 
construction cost index for gas utilities at the time was 120 
per cent above the 1913 level, the decision of the court did not 
give great weight to current prices, unless the property was abnor
mally depreciated. 

IThe corrective index method of valuation became increas
ingly popular after 1923 largely because it offered a plan for 
avoiding prewar valuation procedure with reproduction cost at 
current prices as the dominant element in the rate base. The 
acceptability of the corrective index method of valuation to the 
federal courts was an additional recommendation. In fact, in 
1923 the federal courts seem to have been favorably intpressed 
by the possibility of avoiding the difficulties of valuation pro
cedure by the use of corrective indicesJ Judge Farrington had 
this to say of the corrective index method of valuation: "If it 
were possible to find with confidence the original cost of the 
plant and of subsequent additions thereto, • • • some light 
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might be afforded as to present reasonable value by applying to 
the original cost a percentage factor which represents the dif
ference between present prices and those prevailing during the 
period of construction" (P. U. R. '923 E, 485). 

\ The general attitude of the federal courts toward the use of 
corrective indices continued to be favorable in '924 and 1925. \ 
After the Georgia decision in the Supreme Court (chapter vn, 
section 5, below), the case again reached the Federal District 
Court in 1924> and a special master was appointed to report on 
fair rate making value. The master held that if a corrective in
dex of 60 per cent were applied to a 1914 valuation, and additions 
since then also adjusted to current prices, a £air value would be 
determined. The valuation on this basis was upheld by the 
court (P. U. R. 1925 A, 546). The index of construction costs 
for utilities was then 100 per cent above 19'4 prices, so that the 
application of a corrective index of 60 pcr cent by the court was 
regarded as approval of valuation methods in which reproduc
tion cost at current prices was not given dominant recognition. 

Later in 1924> another corrective index valuation was made 
by the Federal District Court of Minnesota. The Duluth Street 
Railways applied to the court to enjoin the enforcement of a 
rate order of the Minnesota Commission. The court appointed a 
special master to report on the fair value of the company's prop
erty. The master took a basic valuation at prewar prices and 
added to this an appreciation of 21 per cent to allow for higher 
prevailing prices. The court did not accept the valuation because 
the corrective index the master bsed gave insufficient considera
tion to current prices. Instead, the court applied a corrective in
dex of 4D per cent to the basic valuation (P. U. R. 1925 D, 226). 
At this time the index of street railway construction costs was 
more than 100 per cent above the 19'3 level. 

For a final illustration of the use of a corrective index by a 
federal court, the Maryland telephone case may be cited. The 
Maryland Commission valued the property of the utility com
pany on the basis of '9'4 prices, with wartinIe construction valued 
at actual cost (P. U. R. 1925 B, 545). In 1925 the case reached 
the Circuit Court of Appeals where the valuation was held to 
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be confiscatory. The court said that a fair rate base could be do
termined by correcting the commission's valuation by the in· 
dicated rise in wholesale prices shown by the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics index (P. U. R. 1925 D, 4"7). At the time of the com· 
mission's valuation in 1<)24, wholesale prices were 50 per cent 
above the 1913 level, while tdephone construction costs were ']0 

per cent above the 1913 levd. The use of wholesale prices in· 
stead of tdephone construction costs thus resulted in a rate base 
bdow reproduction cost at current prices. 

+ DISAPPROVAL OF INDICES BY THE FEDERAL COURTS 

The emphasis of the courts on current reproduction cost, in· 
dicated in part in the previous chapter, led ultimately to the 
abandonment of the corrective index method of valuation. The 
Mobile Gas case was one of the first in which a federal court dis
approved the use of a corrective index. The property of the 
utility company was valued by the Alabama Commission at 
prewar prices with 50 per cent of the basic valuation added to al· 
low for the higher level of current prices. The case was carried 
to the Federal District Court where the valuation was held to 
be confiscatory. The court said that to value "a utility for rate 
making purposes by valuing its property at prewar prices, and 
then adding thereto one-half of the increase in prices between 
that time and the time of the valuation, • • • is nothing more 
nor less than an effort to confiscate so much of the company's 
property as is represented by one-half of the increase in market 
values between the war period and the present time" (P. U. R. 
1924 B,6+I). 

The insistence of the courts after 1924 on the predominant 
importance of reproduction cost at current prices was rcHected 
in their attitude toward the use of corrective indices. The valua· 
tions made by the federal courts showed a steady rise in the 
corrective index that was regarded as necessary to give present 
value. While in 1920 a corrective index of 33 113 per cent of 
the basic prewar value was regarded as adequate, in 1<)24, a cor
rective index of 60 per cent of the basic prewar value was held to 
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be inadequate. The decisions of the Federal District Court of 
Missouri in the Joplin and Springfield cases foreshadowed the 
end of corrective index valuation (P. U. R. 1924 0, 137; P. U. R. 
1926 C, 858), for nowhere was this method of valuation more 
thoroughly established than in Missouri. ~ 

.In the Monroe Gas case a valuation based on a cor
rective index was conclusively rejected by the courts. In 1924 
the Michigan Commission valued the company's property at 
average prices for 1905 to 1914> and increased the basic valua
tion by 60 per cent to allow for higher prevailing prices. The cor
rective index was determined in the following manner: the 
ten-year average of prices from 1905 to 1914 was made basic, 
and from this an index of present construction costs was found 
by comparing with the base actual average prices paid for con
struction by the company since 1915. The index of actual average 
costs determined in this manner was approximately 160, while 
the index of current construction costs for gas utilities in 1924 
was 220 on a 1913 base and even higher on the base used by 
the commission. The final valuation fixed by the commission 
was considerably less than present reproduction cost (P. U. R. 
1924 C, 808). 

This was unquestionably an extreme application of the cor
rective index method of valuation, and it was not surprising 
that the Federal District Court held it to be confiscatory. The 
court ruled that failure to give dominant consideration to re
production cost at current prices deprived the utility company 
of its property without due process of law. In an earlier litiga
tion involving the same company, the court had held that re
production cost must be considered in determining fair value 
(P. U. R. 1923 E, 661). The court now went farther and said: 
"We think that the Supreme Court has now adopted the rule 
that, at least in the absence of special circumstances controlling 
otherwise, and not present here, the dominant element in the 
fixing of a rate base in a case such as is now before us is the 
reproduction cost" (P. U. R. 19260, 13). The opinion was 
widely cited, and the case became a leading authority against 
the use of wartime valuation methods. It should be noted, how-
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ever, that the Supreme Court did not reject a corrective index 
valuation in this period.' 

~. AN APPRAISAL OP COIUU!CTIVl! INDEX VALUATION 

Although the use of corrective indices was not as impor
tant a method of valuation as reproduction cost at average unit 
prices, it was probably superior for the purposes commissions 
had in view. Because of continued high prices, the use of aver
ages had to be abandoned in 1921, at a time when the difficul
ties of valuation were still great. At this time commissions 
sought a valuation method that would minimize the complexity 
of prewar procedure and that would maintain valuations below 
reproduction cost at current prices. The corrective index method 
was admirably suited for these purposes. Not only could com
missions dispense with the procedure that was ordinarily used 
in reproduction cost valuation at average prices, but by allow
ing only part of the indicated rise in construction costs they 
could avoid high valuations. 

The great fluctuation in prices after the war intensified the 
valuation controversy from 1919 to 1925. Every considerable 
change in prices brought pressure from utility" companies or· 
consumers to revise rates. An examjnation of commission re .. 
ports indicates the frequency with which revaluations were un
dertaken in this period. Under the circumstances, commissions 
were not equipped to undertake precise valuations. By the use 
of corrective indices, the former daborate procedure could be 
avoided, for such valuations frequently started with a basic 
valuation already available. By applying to this basic valuation 
a corrective index that made allowance for higher prices, £air 
present value could be determined without great difficulty. Even 
when commissions did not intend to find a low rate making 
value, the corrective index method was used to simplify valua
tion procedure. Its usefulness for this purpose was widely rec
ognized by the federal courts. 

• During the rec:ent depressiOD the Supreme Court did reject: a corrective index 
"aluatiOD in the Maryland telepbone casc. 8 P. U. It. N. S .• 433. In fact. the 
index used in this case was the most elaborate the commis5iOD could devise for 
its purpose. See Chap. IX. ICCtion 4, below. 
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. " ~ corrective index method of valuation was unquestionably 

helpful 'in maintaining low rate making values. It i. remark
able that at a time when utility companies were litigating valua
tions, and courts were emphasizing the importance of current 
prices, commissions succeeded in fixing low rate making values 
by use of this method. This was done by allowing less than the 
full rise' in prices that would be shown by the use of accurate 
indices of utility construction costs. The final rate making value, 
when a corrective index was used, depended upon how the in
dex was determined. Theoretically, the index showed the rela
tion of fair prewar value to fair present value. In practice, va
rious indices were used for this purpose.IIFor simplicity, they 
may be classified in four groups: special indices designed for 
particular valuations, the Bureau of Labor Statistics index num
ber of wholesale prices, indices of general construction costs, and 
indices of construction costs for particular utility industries. 
These groups of corrective indices ",ill be considered in some 
detail. 

(1). When a special index was used, it was not difficult to 

devise one that would result in a low valuation. Thus, in the 
Monroe Gas case, the Michigan Commission's index compared 
average prewar prices with average actual prices paid by the 
company from 1915 to 1934. The index of current construction 
costs for gas utilities in 1934 was 221 on a 1913 base, the index 
of ten-year average costs was 191' on the same base, and the in
dex by the commission's method was 160. The special index 
used by the New Jersey Commission in the Coast Gas case is 
another example of this kind. The normal appreciation added 
to the basic valuation was found by averaging two indices--an 
index of normal prices found by extending the prewar price 
trend, and the Bureau of Labor Statistics index number of whole
sale prices. The resulting index, 30 per cent above the 1913 base, 
allowed less than one-third of the increase in valuation that 
would have resulted from the use of current construction costs 
for gas utilities. 

(2). The Bureau of Labor Statistics index number of whole
sale prices was widely used in valuations, particularly to es-
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tablish the nature of actual or hypothetical price movement'jo
In some instances, as in the Maryland tdephone case, the fair 

. value for rate making was determined by converting a valua
tion at prewar prices into a present £air value by allowing ~e 
price rise shown by the index number of wholesale prices. In 
other instances, as in New Jersey and in Virginia, the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics index number was used to establish trends to 
determine normal or reasonable price changes. Because whole
sale prices rose less than construction costs, the use of this 
index permitted commissions to fix valuations much bdow re
production cost at current prices. 

It was sometimes said by courts that allowing utility com
panies higher valuations did not result in giving them a return 
with greater purchasing power than they had before the price 
rise. Thus, Judge Hand in the second Consolidated Gas case 
said that an increased valuation adds nothing to the profits of 
the company, for while the profits are paid in more dollars, 
the dollars have proportionatdy less purchasing power (P. U. R. 
1920 F, 483). A special master for the Federal District Court 
of Arkansas went so far as to say that "a dollar invested in a 
public utility shall be permitted to earn such income as will 
enable such income to buy the same amount of other things 
that the prevailing income on a dollar bought at the time the 
dollar was originally invested in the public utility" (P. U. R. 
1924 C, 73). This theory would require that fair return be va
ried according to a retail price or cost of living index. In fact 
no use was made of cost of living indices, although some com
missions regarded the wholesale price index as an approximate 
measure of the purchasing power of income. It should be noted 
that to allow utilities a constant real return during periods of 
high prices would permit utility common stockholders to re
ceive an enlarged return in purchasing power, for the capital 
represented by bonds and preferred stock receives a constant 
money return. 

(3). In Missouri and in other states the Engin~t:ring News
Record index of construction costs was frequently used in valua
tions. This index was based on the weighted average prices· 
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CoNSTRUCTION CoSTS, WHOLESALE PRICES, AND RETAIL PruCES. 

Year ConluuctioD Colli Wholu.le PriCti 

19141................... 88.6 98.1 
1915'...... .....•....... 92.6 100.8 
1916........ ...... •.... 129.6 126.8 
1917................... 181.2 177.2 
1918....... ..•......... 189.2 194.3 
1919................... 198.. 206 .• 
1920................... 251.3 226.2 
1921....... ........ .... 201.8 146.9 
1922 ................. " 17... lta.8 
1923................... 214.1 IS3.7 
19M.. ••••... •••••...•• 21S.4 149.7 
19%5................... 206.7 158.7 

Retail Pricel 

102.7 
104.7 
116.6 
US., 
166.9 
19U 
195.6 
174.8 
170.3 
174.1 
174.3 
181.! 

-1913=100. The coOllruction COlli inde.z il from. the E"rjuwi", N_t-RtcoN, the wholalaJe 
and retail price indica are thOle of the Bureau of LAbor Srau,tic:e • . 
of labor, steel, lumber, and cement: Because 'If tbe limited col
lection of commodities, tbis index could not be an accurate meat
ure of construction costs for utilities. Furtber, differences in con
struction costs for various utilities. were surprisingly large. In 
genera~ constructi'ln CQSts f'lr gas 'and water c'lmpanies tQsc 
much higher tban constructi'ln CQSts f'lr telephone, street rail
way, and electric P'lwer c'lmpanies. F'lr tbis reason use 'If tbe 
Engineering News-Record index 'If construction CQSts resulted 
in valuations above current reproducti'ln C'lst £'lr S'lme utilities 
and belQW ~urrent reproducti'ln COO f'lr 'lthers. Despite tbese 
'lbvi'lUS deficiencies, tbe general constructi'ln costs index was 
very widely used. 

(4). The index tbat m'lst nearly represented reproducti'ln 
C'lst at current prices was tbe constructi'ln C'lsts index for a par
ticular utility industry. Even with tbis index, inaccuracies were 
inevitable. Indices f'lr c'lnstructi'ln costs for utility plants in 
tbe same industry might differ by as much as 2() per cent. Tele
ph'lne c'lnstructi'ln C'lsts, f'lr example, cannot be expected t'l 
remain tbe same for c'lmpanies 'lperating under ·different C'ln
diti'lns. The invent'lries of tbe pmperty 'If the New York Tele
phone C'l. and tbe Chapel Hill Telephone Co, t'l take an ex
treme instance, W'luld differ c'lnsiderably. Teleph'lne poles 
and tbe cmt 'If placing tbem would be an imp'lrtant item in 
Chapel Hill; tbey W'luld be 'If minm imp'lrtance in New Y 'lrk. 
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GENERAL AND P AllnCULAR CoNSTRUCnON CoSTS· 

General Electric: Street Anificial Water 
Year Conltruction Power RailwAYI G .. Telephone Wort. 

19 ........ 89 92 97 97 96 95 
1915 •••. . 9' !» 100 100 101 99 
1916 .... . IlO 128 120 m II' 129 
1917 .... . lSI 16' 16' 191 135 197 
1918 •• ••• 189 177 192 2ll 149 m 
1919 .... . 198 18' 201 222 166 212 
1920 .... . 251 2ll ,.5 ,.. 192 271 
1921. ... . 202 182 202 203 ISf 220 
1922 .... . I7f 161 I7S 192 I7l 197 
1923 ..... 21. 179 200 223 177 ". 
192L ... liS 180 lOS 211 110 1<3 

·1913=100. The coolltl'1lction COIti indel il from the Eflti~,"flf NtIJ!l·R,co~: the eleclnc 
p:nrer, .treet raih,a, and artifidallfU indiua are from 1.. R. N ... h, EcoOlo .. ic. 0/ PMbiic UljJjliu, 
21ld edition, p. 183: the telerbone and water worb indice. are from Raver, Jo~ai oj J..,.,j .... 
PlJIlk UliJiq Eco..OfIIia. II • 3"3-60. 

The cost of laying underground cables would be included in 
the New York inventory, and omitted from the Chapel Hill 
inventory. The proportion of wire mileage to instruments would 
be different because of population density. Many such differ
ences could be enumerated. They bear out the contention that 
no general index, even for a particular utility industry, can ac
curately rellect changes in reproduction cost for all utility enter
prises. 

Finally, it should be noted that apart from the choice of an 
index, valuations were maintained at a comparatively low level 
by allowing only part of the indicated increase in construction 
costs. When the courts began to hold that valuations must re
flect fully the indicated rise in costs, commissions gave up the 
use of the corrective index method of valuation. For a long 
time, however, commissions succeeded in their policy of allow
ing only part of the increase in construction costs. This policy 
was defended on the grounds that reproduction cost was not 
equivalent to rate making value, for original cost must also be 
considered; that the rate base. must be applied to a future pe
riod rather than the current period, so that reproduction cost 
should be based on expected future prices rather than on current 
prices; and that under any circumstances utility companies could 
ask only for normal or reasonable reproduction cost. The valua-
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cion methods 'developed in the war period proceeded on the the· 
ory that current prices were unreasonable and abnorma~ and 
need not be fully reRected in the rate base. The corrective index 
method of valuation applied this theory by allowing a lower 
index of present value than would be found hf using prevailing 
prices. 



CHAPTER vu 

VALVA TION: THE SPLIT INVENTORY 

I. THE SPUT INVENTORY METHOD OF V ALUAnON 

THE SPLIT INVEN'l'ORY was the most important of the valuation 
methods used by commissions and COUits in the period from 
1916 to 1926. More than any other method, it succeeded in at
taining the objects of valuation in this period of high prices: 
to maintain low rate making values and to avoid the complex 
valuation procedure. The split inventory method of valuation \ 
divides the property to be valued into two parts on the basis 
of the date of acquisition, and values these parts of the inven
tory at different unit prices. The property in existence on a 
given date in the past is generally valued at reproduction cost 

on that date at current or average unit prices, and all property 
acquired or constructed thereafter is valued at actual invest
ment. Land is invariably valued at the market price of adja
cent lands.' 

A common form of the split inVel'ltory was built up value.' 
In this method of valuation an earlier appraisal generally made 
before the period of high prices was accepted as basic, and the 
present value for rate making was found by adding the cost 
of the property acquired since the earlier valuation. It must 
be noted that a built up valuation, by utilizing an earlier ap
praisal, obviated the need for a new valuation proceeding. The 
basis for a built up valuation was usually an earlier rate base; 
but when a satisfactory rate base was not available, com-

• A prototype of the .plit invCDtory. what ma, be called the classified io
VeDlDry. has always been accepted as an approved method of valuation. By this 
method utility property was divided into three: d.assc:s: land, equipment, and in
tangibles. Land was invariably valued at its full market value, equipment was 
generally valued at more than investment but at less than reproduc:cion cost, and 
intangibles in the form of oyerb~d, etc., were valued at actual CDSt. There has 
been considerable discussion of the inconsistency of the classified inVeDlOI'f. See. 
for example, Co,uolitltUnl GIu Co . •. Prentlergut (N. Y.), P. u. R. 19:25 B. 798; 
and UrUkJ FM G.s CO. II. PtJNie Sn.i« ComnUssiort (W. Va.), P. U. It.. 19:37 A. 
707· 

[ 751 
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missions occasionally used a valuation made for capitalization, 
sale, or consolidation." If the appraisal was made at the lower 
prices that prevailed before 19,8, such a built up value did not 
differ in result from the usual split inventory v<i1uation. 

To maintain low valuation. it was essential to choose a 
satisfactory date for dividing the inventory. In this, as in other 
valuation methods of this time, commissions sought a date that 
might be regarded as representative of normal prices. From 
1916 to 1920, the usual split inventory division date was in the 
period before the United States entered the war, The effect 
of the choice of this division date was to fix the basic valua
tion far below current reproduction cost. As the period of 
high prices continued, commission. chose later division dates. 
Thus, in New York, where the split inventory method of valua· 
tion was used from 1916 to 1926, the commission. used 19'4 as 
the division date in valuations made before '920, and '917 and 
1918 as the usual division dates in Valuations made from 1921 
to 1!)26. Continued high prices thus resulted in higher rate 
valuations as the division date was advanced into the war 
period. In many states a uniform division date was generally 
used in all split inventory valuations, although no uniformity 
in the choice of a division date can be seen in the different states 
that used the split inventory method. 

The importance of the division date for the inventory is in 
its relation to unit prices. Many commissions modified the eJJect 

• of a later division date hy the use of average prices in valuing 
the basic inventory. Five-year averages were frequendy used, 
and longer period averages were occasionally used.' The object 

Os.., h 1 __ A. M...., (CaIif.). P. U.1t.19I,C, s .. ; lID .... M ..... """'. 
~ & M .. ~ .. _ Co. (PcmIa.). P. u. It. 1919 p. '14: K6aMS CitJ 
RMJ..., Co ••• K6aMS Cdy (Mo.). P. U. R. 1918 E, 190; h MiI_ & Mil_ 
l_ T~_ Co. (Wuc.). P. u. It. '9%Oc, II.; L.,... •. w.,... TN
,-Co. (N. Y.). P. u. R. '9>' A. 38S; Re 1>14;"'" 1kU T~_ Co .. P. U. R. 
1_ E, 46; Re C_~. & p_ T~_ Co. (W. Va.), P. U. It. 19>1 B, 
97· 

oRe 1IIioois N"""- Utilities Co .. P. U. R. '9'" D. 979; h Utd C. & 
~. Co.. P. U. R. 19ZOC, 8s .. III N __ 1kU T~ Co. (MiDa.). 
P. U. R. I_C, 76>. 
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in Using average prices, particularly when the division date 
was later than 1917, was to maintain low basic valuations while 
complying with the rule that the prices of the time of valua
tion must be given consideration. The fundamental purpose 
of commissions in using the split inventory was to maintain 
low rate making values, and this was done by eliminating or 
minimizing high current prices in the basic and in the supple
mentary valuations. 

After hesitant use in 1916, the split inventory method came 
into common use by 1918, although it was less important at this 
time than reproduction cost valuation at average unit prices.
The great stimulus to the increased use of the split inventory was 
the decision of the New York Supreme Court in the Brooklyn 
Borough Gas case, in 1918. This was the most important early 
split inventory valuation considered by a court, and it had the 
added prestige of the approval of Chief Justice Hughes, then ref
eree for the New York Supreme Court. The Brooklyn Borough 
Gas Co. had applied to the court for an order restraining the en
forcement of rates prescribed by statute which the company al
leged to be confiscatory; The utility company requested a 
reproduction cost valuation at average prices of 191Z to 1916. 
The commission had used a built up valuation with 1914 as 
the division date. In approving the commission's valuation, Mr. 
Hughes said (P. U. R. 1918 F, 348) : 

When the value of a plant bas been properly determined by the 
Rgulating authority, and suitable allowance is made for the in
vestment in subsequent additions, it is manifestly proper to calculate 
the fair Rturo upon this basis, • • • and theR is no ","son why 
there should be substituted for the official appraisal a bypothetical 
estimate of reproduction cost under abnormal conditions ","ching 
an amount vastly in excess of investment. I conclude that the Com
mission's appraisal plus an allowance for investment in subsequent 
additions as shown by the plaintiff's books, affords in this case a 
proper basis for calculating the fair Rturo to which the plaiotilf is 
entitled. 

"The split inventory was used before July, 1918, in California. District of C0-
lumbia. Illinois. Indiana. Maryland. Missouri. New H~pshire. New Jeney, New 
York. Ohio, Oregon. and Wisconsin. 
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The opinion was widely cited, and because of the authority of 
Mr. Hughes carried great weigQt with courts and commissions. 
In particular, the refusal to allow a reproduction cost valuation 
at five-year average unit prices induced many commissions to 
change from this method of valuation to the split inventory. 

2. THE SPLIT INVENTORY IN NEW You: 

The Public Service Commissions of the first and second dis
tricts of New York were among the first to make extensive 
use of the split inventory method of valuation." As early as 
1916 the commission of the first district valued the Newtown 
Gas Co. by increasing a basic 1914 appraisal by the estimated 
additional investment (P. U. R. 1916 D, 825), and later in that 
year q,.e same commission valued the New York Edison Co. 
on a 1913 split inventory basis, the earlier property being valued 
at 1913 prices and the latter property at acrual investment cost 
(P. U. R. 1917 A, J64). 10 upstate New York, the commission 
of the second district began the use of the split inventory early 
in 1918, when the Lockport Electric Co. was valued at repro
duction cost of 1912, with additions from 1913 to 1916 valued 
at actual cost (P. U. R. 1918 C, 675). Thtteafter, until 19:.6, 
the commissions of the first and second districts were definitely . 
committed to the split inventory method of valuation. 

Until 1920> the split inventory valuations were accepted with
out question in New York. 10 that year the policy of the c0m

mission of the Sttood district was tested in the state Supreme 
Court. 10 the Mt. V croon Water case, decided in 1920> the conn 
approved a valuation of the referee in which a corrected ap
praisal of 1913 was built up by aI10wing the acruaI cost of ad
ditional investment £rom the division date to the time of 
.~ !his poriod then: ...., ___ ill Now Yed -. 

The """...;";.,, of .... 6nI .......... jariodX1iaa ia New Yed Cdr ..... 
ClMDm;";" of .... ..- ...... ia ........ of .......... The poti<y of ..... 
CIMD"';";'" ... pncio:Iy .... __ ODd ............. mm-_ of .... poti<y 
_ ., ' ..... 0Il .... "--' of .... ....., ODd &doni ........ thcn: is __ 
., CDIIOidc< ..... .- ..... """,","". At,....... thcn: is ...., __ _ 
CNnm;";" ill Now YoR.. Some of .... _ of ......... • .. .. .... 
6nI ...... an: _ ... "*_ .., .... TnDoio 0- of .... CilJ .. New 
YoR.. 
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the new valuation. As in other split inventory valuations, the 
full appreciation in the market value of land was included 
in the rate base. In his opinion, Judge Tompkins quoted at 
length £rom the Brooklyn Gas case, and emphasized that "this 
method of arriving at the present value of the plaintiff's prop
erty was approved by Judge Hughes" (P. U. R. 1920 D, 520). 
In 1920 and 1<)21, the New York Commissions continued to use 
the split inventory method, generally in the form of built up 
valuations." The court decisions of 1920 and 1921 that induced 
other states to abandon the split inve!!tory method of valuation 
did not affect the policy of the New York Commissions.' 

An unfavorable decision of the state Supreme Court in the 
Iroquois Gas case (P. U. R. 1921 B, 485), however, resulted in 
a modification of the valuation policy of the New York Com· 
missions to the extent of advancing the inventory division date 
to 1917, when the higher prices of the preceding year could have 
some eHect on the rate making value. The later division date 
was used in the Utica Gas & Electric case, in which the basic 
inventory was valued at reproduction cost in 1917, with addi· 
tions valued at actual cost. "[The basic 1 valuation . . • mid· 
way between 1914 and 1920," said the commission, "reflects the 
increased war costs of the period. The additions allowed since 
1916 reOect the further increases in costs up to the present time" 
(P. U. R. 1922 A, 149). The commission of the first district 
adopted the same division date, 1917, in its valuation of the 
Long Island Gas Co. In denying the applicability of the Iroquois 
decision, the commission emphasized that its valuation method 
was in close agreement with that of Chief Justice Hughes in 
the Brooklyn Borough Gas case (P. U. R. 1<)22 B, 19) • 

• L Gletl COile Telephone Co .• P. U. R. 1920 D, 52g; LyotU II. W.,lft TeTe
pAoni! Co., P. U. R. 192.1 AI 285; Re King/IOn Gu & El«tric Co .. P. U. R.. 
1921 B, ,6; Rtf SOll,lrem New York POt1m' & Railwll1 Corp •• P. U. It 1921 D, 
135· 

'See the decisions of the New Jeney Supreme Court in the Elizabethtown 
cue, P. U. 1. 1920 PI 1001; the Missouri Federal Districl Court in the St. Joseph 
cale, P. U. R. 1921 A, 540; the District of Columbia Court of Appeal. in the 
Potomac case. P. U. R. 1922 B, 684. In these cases the courts rejected the split 
inventory, despite the argument of commiuiOlU that the method had the approval 
of Chid Justice Hughes. 
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Even this modification of the split inventory method of 
valuation in New York to bring it into closer conformity to the 
present value rule was not sufficient to satisfy the courts. In 
the New York State Railways case (P. U. R. 19:>2 E, 675) the 
state Supreme Court, and in the New York Telephone case 
(P. U. R. 1925A, 491) the Federal District Court held that 
split inventory valuations were not in accord with the law. 
Thereafter, the split inventory method was used only in isolated 
instances in New York in which recent" valuations at postwar 
prices were built up to give present value. This was done in the 
Peekskill Electric case in which a 19Z2 valuation was increased 
by the cost of subsequent additions (P. U. R. 19250, 593), and 
in another Brooklyn Borough Gas case in which a reproduction 
cost valuation of 1923 was increased by the investment in addi
tions since the basic valuation (P. U. R. 1927 A, 200). 

3. THE Spur INVENTORY IN WISCONSIN 

The Wisconsin Commission was the strongest advocate of 
the split inventory method of valuation. Before the war this 
commission had used reproduction cost at average unit prices. 
In 1917 the commission abandoned reproduction cost and adopted 
the split inventory method of valuation. In that year in valuing 
the Racine Water Co. for municipal purchase, the commission 
used a 1914 split inventory, the basic property being valued at 
a live-year average of the prices of materials with partial recog
nition of the upward trend of labor costs (P. U: R. 19170,717). 
The commission did not use the split inventory again until 1918 
when it valued the Milwaukee electric system at a 1914 split 
inventory with the basic property appraised at ten-year average 
prices (P. U. R. 1918 E, I). Later in the same year, the com
mission made a built up valuation of the Green Bay Water Co. 
by taking an appraisal of 1916 as basic and adding to it the 
cost of subsequent additions (P. U. R. 1918F, 59). 

By 1918, therefore, the split inventory method of valuation 
had become the accepted policy of the Wisconsin Commission. 
When a valuation of 1916 or earlier was available, the commis
sion built it up; otherwise, a new 1914 split inventory valua-
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tion was made.8 The commission made frequent use of tentative 
and temporary valuations. Where such valuations were built 
up for use in rate proceedings, it was expressly "stipulated that 
they could not be used in later proceedings as evidence" of fair 
value.9 There was no pretense that valuations fixed in this in
formal manner represented fair present value with accuracy. 
They were regarded "as an expedient for simplifying valuation 
procedure in an abnormal period. For this purpose built up 
valuations were idea~ for thcy could be completed quickly and 
economically from previous appraisals and from records of re
cent investment. 

While other commissions were returning to current repro
duction cost valuations after 1921, the Wisconsin Commission 
continued to use the split inventory and defended the method 
as conforming to the rate making rule. The split inventory, the 
commission held, gave due consideration to prevailing prices 
(P. U. R. 1922 C, 829); and it was fairer in the long run to the 
utility companies and to consumers (P. U. R. 1922 A, 259). 
Nevertbeless, the policy of the commission did not go unchal
lenged by the utility companies. Until 1925 the state Supreme 
Court upheld the commission's valuation method. When, how
ever, the federal courts held that the split inventory did not give 
adequate consideration to the present value of utility property, 
the state court reversed its position and the commission changed 
its valuation policy. 

The favorable attitude of the state Supreme Court is ap
parent from its decisions in various split inventory cases. In 

• For built up valuations, see I« Twi" City TJqJ"one Co .• 2:l Wise. R. C. ROJ 
229; R~ Porttlg~ Amt!rictm Gill Co., 22 Wise. R. C. R" 275; R.e Wisconsin Trae
,,'on. LirA" HetII 6- Pawn' Co., P. U. ll. JS1I9 B, 224; Re Wood Co"n,y Tel~ 
pnone Co., P. U. R. 1919 F, 2:16; Re Roc'd0rd 6- Interurhan Railway Co .• P. U. ll. 
1920 C, 1010; Milwauk« fl. Milwaulr..« Gill ug'" Co., P. U. R. 1920 PI 833; 
R.e BelOIt Willet', Gill 6- EI«II'ic Co" P. U. R.. 19:11 A, 299: Re ROle Milling Co .• 
P. U. R. 1922 A, 587. Re WiJconsin Telephone Co., P. U. R. 1922 Bt SS3; Re City 
.f lAC"'''', P. U. R. 192. A, 586 • 

• R.e Erutertl Wisconsin EI~clric Co .• P. U. R.. 1919 F, 640; k Elk/,,"" l.4~.t 
Ugl" 6- Pown- Co., P. U.lt 1930 A, 34'; k MillOft IY MillO" l"tlm'"" Telep"o,,~ 
Co., P. U. R. IStaoe, 110: Re Wimmn,. Telephoft, Co., P. U. R.. 1920C. 116; 
Re CommOfllllntl,b Co .• P. U. IL 1923 A, 689. 
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upholding a 1912 split inventory valuation in the Waukesha 
case, the court stressed the compulsory nature of the utility 
business and the consequent need to protect the investment 
rather than the reproduction cost of utility pr~erty. "Before 
the jurisdiction of the court can be successfully invoked," said 
Judge Rosenberry, "it must appear that the property of the 
plaintiff is being taken, not that it is deprived of the benefit of 
market fluctuations in the value of materials and labor" (P. U. R. 
1923 C, 339). The court refused to consider objections to the 
split inventory method as such, holding that the 'ultimate test 
must be the valuation' found rather than the method used. 
"The constitutional rights of a utility are not invaded by the pur· 
suit of a wrong method of valuation," the court said. "It is not 
its method that is to be reviewed, but the result reached by the 
Commission" (P. U. R. 1922 B, II3). While upholding the 
split inventory, the state Supreme Court nevertheless empha. 
sized that because of the constitutional issue, the judgment of 
the federal courts would be decisive. 

In 1925 a split inventory valuation of the Ashland Water 
Co. was set aside as confiscatory by the Federal District Court 
in Wisconsin. The commission had valued the property of the 
utility company on a 1916 split inventory basis, with ten·year 
average prices appreciated by 15 per cent applied to the basic 
inventory, and additions after the division date valued at in· 
vestment cost. The federal court held it was a denial of the 
present value rule to appraise the basic inventory at prices pre
vailing eight years before the valuation, and that it was also 
repugnant to this rule to value later additions at investment in
stead of reproduction cost (P. U. R. 1926B, 292). The state 
Supreme Court accepted the decision as binding and on a 
rehearing of the Waukesha case reversed its previous ruling 
(P. U. R. 1927 B, 545). Under the circumstances, the Wisconsin 
Commission abandoned the split inventory method of valuation. 
In the Wisconsin Telephone case, 1927, the commission recog
nized that rate making value must be "substantially based on 
present day prices" (P. U. R. 1928 B, 434). 
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+ THE VALUATION OF THE RAn.ilOAllS 

In carrying out the provisions of the Valuation Act of '9'3 
and the Transportation Act of '92", the Interstate Commerce 
Commission used the split inventory. The Valuation Act re
quired the commission to determine the value of the property 
of the railroads, giving consideration to the dements of value 
recognized by law. Specifically, the commission was required 
to determine the original cost, the reproduction cost new, the 
reproduction cost less depreciation, the value of carrier lands, 
the original and present cost of acquiring the lands, and such 
other values or dements of value that the commission might 
find. The act did not specify the purpose for which the values 
were to be fixed, but it was expected that they would be useful 
in rate proceedings (75 1. C. c. ,). 

The commission experienced great difficulty in determining 
original cost, for a good deal of railroad property was acquired 
through gifts, aids, and donations, and it was uncertain how 
such property should be included in the original cost. Even 
for comparativdy recent property' the precise original cost could 
not be determined with accuracy because of the diversity of 
railroad accounting methods prior to '907. The commission 
therefore contented itsdf with stating the original cost of such 
property as it could determine, and giving a probable maximum 
original cost for the property of the carrier as a whole. 

The greatest importance was assumed by the reproduction 
cost less depreciation estimates. The inventories upon which 
these appraisals were based were made by the commission's 
engineers assisted by the carriers. The inventories were taken 
as of June 30, of the years '9'4 to 19'1}, nearly half of the in
\>CDtories being as of June 30, '9,6. The unit prices were se
cured &000 returns made by the railroads. They were requested 
to report the prices paid for matCrlaIs in the two largest pur
chases of each year &000 '!lIO to 1914. For materials that fluctu
ated considerably in value, prices were taken from the four 
largest purchases of each year from '905 to 1914. Labor costs 
were taken &000 actual wage rates paid in railroad construc
tion at quarterly intervals &om '9'0 to 19'4 (75 L C. C. 35). 
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Although the inventories were taken as of different dates, the 
unit prices applied were the five- and ten-year averages to June 
3D, 19140 despite the protest that the use of quantities as of 1915 
and later years in connection with unit prices as of 1914 did not 
give the value of the property on the inventory <late (75 I. c. C. 
192.)· The rising prices of 1915 to 1919 were a strong factor 
in inducing the commission to apply prewar unit costs uni
formly for all carriers. Depreciation was estimated on a straight 
line basis. The railroad lands were valued at the average mar
ket price per acre of similar adjoining or adjacent land. Any 
special value that the lands might have for railroad purposes 
was taken into account. The present cost and the original cost 
of acquiring the lands were not determined by the commi .. 
sion, and an amendment to the Valuation Act relieved it of 
this duty.I. The railroads were valued as going concerns, so 
that no separate allowance was made for this or for other in
tangible elements of value. The railroads objected to the valua
tions on several grounds, particularly because no detailed anal
ysis was made of the value of each item of property. Although 
this may not have been necessary under the Valuation Act, 
it would have been wiser to meet the wishes of the roads in 
this matter.n 

The Transportation Act of 192.0 made it mandatory for the 
commission to find a single sum value as a basis for deter
mining fair return, and for other purposes. This value, as of 
the inventory date, was fixed at reproduction cost less depre
ciation, to which was added the present value of land, and a 
further corrective percentage, generally 5 to 10 per cent, to al
low for elements not included in the commission's valuation. 
This additional percentage provided the lIexibility that recog
nized qualitative differences in the economic position of the 
carriers, differences not revealed in physical valuations. To find 

• The land valuation policy followed the: nde of the Minnesota rate cases,. 
230 U. S. 352. For me commi"iOQ'S views, ICe 7.5 I. C. C. 168, 464; 84 I. C. C. 
.8. 

a See H. B. Vaaderblue, RttiJrod VJUllliOtl '" 'lte IttterMU Com",wce Co".· 
miniOtl. For me commission'. view, see 75 I. C. C. 443, 445; for the carrien' 
view, see the PetiJiOll 01 ,lie NtllitnMl CotJlermn otJ V4fllIIUiott. 84 I. C. C. 9. 
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the final value, the commission called for reports of additions 
and betterments since the inventory date (75 I. C. C. 140). These 
additions were valued at actual cost, so that the final values 
were determined by the split inventory method. A minority 
of the commission hdd that the valuations on this basis were 
not in accord with the law, and cited the rulings of the Su
preme Court requiring recognition of present prices in rate mak
ing valuations. 

In 1927 the commission's valuation policy was taken to the 
courts. The St. Louis & O'Fallon Railroad had been valued on 
a 1914 split inventory basis, with later additions valued at ac
tual cost, and land given its present value. The Federal Di", 
trict Court sustained the commission's contention that even 
at the railroad's own valuation it had earned a fair return after 
the recapture of excess income (P. U. R. 19211 A, 740). On ap
peal to the Supreme Court, the lower court was reversed, and 
the commission's valuation was set aside for failure to con
sider all the dements of value prescribed by law (P. U. R. 1929 C. 
161). The decision leaves the railroad valuation question un
settled, although it is not at present urgent, for it is doubtful 
whether many railroads could earn a fair return on a valua
tion higher than that fixed by the eommission. It should also 
be noted that the sharp decline in prices since 1929 may have 
brought current reproduction cost of the railroads very close, 
if not quite equal, to the commission's split inventory valuations. 

5. THE SUPREME CoURT ON THE SPLIT INvENTORY 

The rise and fall of the split inventory followed c10sdy the 
changing attitude of the courts, In 1918 the favorable decision 
of the New York Supreme Court in the Brooklyn Borough Gas 
case led to wider use of the split inventory. In 1921 unfavorable 
decisions in New Jersey, Missouri, and the District of Columbia, ' 
led to its abandonment in these and in othet states. The ulti
mate decision on the use of the split inventory was made, of 
course, by the federal courts, and their attitude was generally 
unfavorable to valuation methods in which reproduction cost 
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at current prices was not given dominant consideration.'" How
ever, until the Supreme Court passed upon the split inven
tory it could not be said with finality whether or not this 
method of valuation was in accord with the law. 

The attitude of the Supreme Court toward~the split inven
tory has been one of hesitation, and despite the O'Fallon de
cision, is still somewhat in doubt. The first split inventory valua
tion that reached the court, the Galveston case, has already been 
discussed as a corrective. index valuation. The £air value of the 
utility company's properly was determined by the Federal Dis
trict Court of Texas on a 1915 split inventory basis, with unit 
prices of 1915 increased by one-third applied to the 1915 in
ventory and with Iatet additions valued at actual cost (P. U. R. 
1921 D, 547). On appeal to the Supreme Court, the valuation 
of the District Court was approved. Justice Brandeis, for the 
court, emphasized that the valuation was not on the basis of 
prudent investment, and in fact exceeded the actual cost of con-
struction (P. U. R. 19l1 D, 159). . 

In May, 1923, the Supreme Court set aside the Missouri Com
mission's built up valuation of the Southwestern Bell Telephone 
Co. When the telephone industry was returned to private man
agement after the war, the Missouri Commission reduced the 
rates of the Southwestern Bell company. No valuation was made 
of the property of the telephone company, except that a 1913 
appraisal of the St. Louis exchange, and early appraisals of 
two other exchanges, were built up to give present value. Al
though approved by the state courts, the valuation was rejected 
by the Supreme Court. A majority held that the rates were 
confiscatory because they did not provide a fair return on a 
valuation reflecting higher prevailing prices. Justice Brandeis 
and Justice Holmes held that the valuation was unfair because 
it was less than actual prudent investment. The case is an 
excellent illustration of the misuse of the split inventory. The 
company had little property constructed at high war prices, 

-The federal courts set aside split inventory valuations in v_ Wtr1' Gtu 
Ligl" CO. IV, Public VtiJiJies Commissio. (Ohio), P. U. R. 1924 C. 722; and iD 
CAeSll~e & PolOmc TJeplwu Co. ., PrJHie S~ Commissio. (Md.), 
P. U. R. '9'5 D, 407. 
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the basic appraisal was made at the low prices of 1913> and the 
valuation was hastily and catelessly made from a part of the 
property of the company (P. U. R. 1923 C, 193)' 

Less than three weeks later, June, 1923> the Supreme Court 
decided two split inventory cases, sustaining the valuation in 
one and setting it aside in the other. In "920 the West Vir
ginia Commission valued the Bluefield Water Co. on a 19"5 
split inventory basis. The valuation was approved by the state 
courts, but was set aside on appeal to th') Supreme Court. Jus
tice Buder for the court held that insufficient consideration was 
given to the higher construction costs of "920, the time when 
the valuation was made. Justice Brandeis concurred in the judg
ment for the reasons he stated in the Southwestern Bell T ele
phone case (P. U. R. 19230, II). Seemingly the same prob
lem was presented in the Georgia case. The commission valued 
the utility's property on a 19"4 split inventory basis. The Fed
eral District Court sustained the valuation (P. U. R. 1920 C, 
744), and it was affirmed by the Supreme Court. Justice Bran
deis, for the court, emphasized that although the basic valua
tion was as of 19"4, the company was allowed the increase in 
the value of its land, and its full investment at high prices al
though the reproduction cost of these additions was then less 
than their investment cost. The court said that "the refusal 
of the commission and of the lower court to hold that, for 
rate making purposes, the physical properties of a utility must 
be valued at the replacement cost less depreciation was clearly 
correct" (P. U. R. 19230, 1). While there is great similarity 
in the valuation methods in the Bluefield and Georgia cases, 
the results were admittedly not the same. For the Georgia 
company the split inventory valuation was in excess of invest
ment, for the Bluefield company it was not. 

When the O'Fallon case came before the Supreme Court 
there was general agreement among those writing on the ques
tion that the court would distinguish railroads from other utilities, 
and would sustain the valuation of the Interstate Commerce 
Commission." In its decision of May, 1929> the court made 

• See !he papers by J. C. IIoDbright and E. C. Goddard, H ... .,.4 lAw lIni • .,. 
XU, 564, 593. 
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no such distinction, and set aside the 1914 split inventory valua· 
tion of the railroad on the ground that it gave insufficient con· 
sideration to the prices prevailing at the time of the inquiry. 
Justice Brandeis and Justice Stone in their dissenting opinions 
pointed out that "the general method pw;,.ued .by the com· 
mission in reaching its conclusion closely resembles that ap
proved by the court" in the Georgia case (P. U. R. 1929 B, 219)' 
In considering the O'Fallon decision in the light of other split 
inventory cases, one must conclude that it is not the split in· 
ventory method that is unconstitutional, but that when im· 
properly used the split inventory will result in a confiscatory 
valuation. What is proper and what is improper use of the 
split inventory is still uncertain. 

" 6. ~ISAL OP THE SPLlT INVENTORY 

As with other valuation methods in the war and postwar 
period, commissions sought to attain two objects by the use 
of the split inventory: to fix low valuations, and to avoid com· 
plex valuation procedure. The first object was realized to some 
extent in the use of average prices and corrective indices; but 
they were open to the objection that revaluations had to be 
made at intervals in the same manner as the original valuation. 
With the split inventory, on the other hand, after the first 
valuation the rate base could be determined from the accounts 
showing additional investment. (I As the Washington Supreme 
Court said, the split inventory contemplated "but one valua· 
tion proceeding. All subsequent proceedings are rate making 
proceedings" (P. U. R. 1927 C, 781). Not iofrequently split in· 
ventory valuations were built up three and four times. 

Another advantage of the split inventory. as a means of val. 
uation in this period of high prices arose from the distinction it 
made between early property constructed at low cost, and later 
property constructed at high cost. The use of average prices 
was certain to antagonize either the utilities or the consumers. 
If the property was acquired largely before the war, consumers 
felt that the utility company was profiting unjustly when aver
age unit prices for a period including the war years were used. 
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On the other hand, if mueh of the property was acquired in the 
period of high prices, the utility company was aggrieved. It could 
argue that its investment, say in 1919, was made at prices 100 
per cent above the 19'3 level because a commission had ordexed 
it to expand' its facilities. To value this property in the "try 
year it was acquired at average prices only two-thirds of the 
actual cost seemed, quite understandably, a fortn of confisca
tion. The split inventory avoided this diflicnlty by differentiating 
property constructed at high prices from property construc:ted 
at low prices. In its valuation, it neither confiscated reCCJltly 
acquired property nor offered a bounty on older property. 

It must be emphasized that no method of valuation can 
permanently maintain low valuations. The ultimate purf,ose 
of the new valuation methods should have been to provid e a 
means for gradually ehanging the level of the rate base £I'om 
prewar prices to postwar prices. The split inventory was ""elI 
suited to achieve this purpose.{ As additional investment 'was 
made, greater weight was given in split inventory valuati:ons 
to the postwar price leve\, and as property was depreciated I or 
retired less weight was given to the prewar price level. Bec,ause 
this took place gradually, the transition from prewar pr ices 
to postwar prices would have occurred slowly but with certainty. 
Eventually, when the whole of the prewar property would h,ave 
been retired, the rate base would have been permanently estab
lished at the prudent investment of the utility company. Throt'gh_ 
out the period of transition, the property rights of utilities wc,uld 
have been protected, for by the nature of the. split inven1tory 
method of valuation, the mininlUm rate base at any time w<mld 
have been equal to or in excess of the actual investment in the 
property. 

It has been said that the split inventory valuations could not 
be in compliance with the rule of Smyth II. Ames. For Doost 
commissions it may be said that they used the split inven1tory 
by virtue of a liberal interpretation of the valuation rule. Where 
the inventory was divided in the period of high prices, sal, in 
'9,8, a considerable part of the property was valued at Dlore 
than actual cost, and land was always appraised at the ma;rkct 
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value of adjolning lands. In this manner, considerable influence 
was exerted by high current prices on every part of the split in
ventory valuation. The fact that the courts, including the Su
preme Court, at times approved this method of valuation would 
indicate that when properly applied the split inventory can 
be £air to utility companies and consumers. Fundamentally, 
the split inventory gave whatever result commissions wished it 
to give. It is not the method but its application in some cases 
that was open to objection. It is not too much to say that if 
commissions had taken a broader view of the situation after 
i923, it might have been possible to modify the split inventory 
valuations sufficiently to make them satisfactory to the courts, 
and even to the utility companies. . 

The desirability of the split inventory as a method for trans
forming valuation from a prewar basis in which reproduction 
cost at prewar prices predominated to a postwar basis in which 
prudent investment at postwar prices predominated must de
pend on the economic merits of prudent investment valuation. 
It cannot be emphasized too strongly that differences between 
reproduction cost value and prudent investment value have their 
origin in changing price levels. With fairly stable prices there 
are no' great economic advantages in one rather than the other 
method of valuation. With fluctuating prices, the economic 
merits of either method are hopelessly confused with class in
terests and conflicts. But the administrative advantages of pru
dent investment valuation in providing an economical and 
flexible method of adjusting rates to changing conditions of 
cost are so great as to warrant a preference for this method of 
valuation. The service the split inventory could have rendered 
the community was to provide a means for gradually estab
lishing the prudent investment as the measure of the rate base. 



CHAPTER vm 

THE FAIR RATE OF RETURN 

t. THE PROBLEM OF RISING INTEREST RATES 

THERI! ARE TWO important aspects of the problem of fair rate 
of return. The first is the factors that should be given consid
eration if a constitutionally £air rate of return is to be determined. I 
On this question there has, on the whole, been little disagree
ment. While differences in emphasis on one factor or another 
arose occasionally, courts, commissions, and utility companies 
have succeeded in arriving at an acceptable method of deter
mining fair rate of return. However, in the period of high in
terest rates during and after the war, controversy arose as to 
the weight to be given to these abnormally high interest rates 
in the fair rate of return. liOn the second aspect of the problem 
of £air rate of return-the base on which a fair rate must be 
allowed-greater difficulties have been encountered.! ,The courts 
have long held that the £air value of the property used and 
useful in providing utility services must be the basis for the 
fair return. In Smyth fl. Ames, the Supreme Court held that 
the utility company's securities cannot be given sole considera
tion, for this apparent value may be fictitious and unfair (IIi9 
u. S. 544). Nevertheless, some economists and commissions be
lieve that the fair return should be related to the capital charges 
of a utility enterprise, if these charges for interest and dividends 
have been prudently incurred.1 

Because there was fundamental agreement on the factors 
affecting fair rate of return, commissions developed the custom, 
before the war, of allowing a standard rate of return that was 
regarded as compensatory for utility companies of average ef
ficiency.· This standard rate of return was not the same in all 

1 See the previous discu§ions on rate of retUrD. Chap. D. ICCtion 3. and Chap. 
UI. section 4. above . 

• See C. O. Ruggles, ""Problelnl of Utility Regulation. and Fair Returo.," 10",.. 
ruol ./ PoIiMlI &O .... y. XXXII. 543' 1. H. Bickley, "A Fair Retum for Public 

[91 ] 
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states, although it was generally fixed at 6 or 7 per cent until 
1918. Because the ioterest rate was the dominant factor in de
termining the rate of return, the standard rates that had long 
been regarded as fair became unacceptable to utility companies io 
the period of high ioterest rates from 1918~to 1924- Commis
sions were therefore faced with the problem of consideriog again 
the fair rate of return that would be just io each case. The ques
tion was a difficult one for commissions at this time, for they 
were already heavily burdened with the duties of frequent 
revaluation and they could not easily assume the additional duty 
of determining at frequent iotervaIs fair rates of return for 
many utility companies. Further, commissions were eager to 
maiotain utility rates at as low a level as possible in this period 
of high prices and interest rates. To accomplish this it was 
necessary not only to mioirnize fair value by giviog little weight 
to current high prices, but also to mioioIize fair rate of return 
by giving little weight to current high ioterest rates. 

\With the reopeniog of the question of fair rate of return, it 
was ioevitable that some commissions would attempt to apply 
the fair rate of return to the stockholders' proprietorship rather 
than to the fair value of the property of the utility company. II 
This method, which requires the commission to allow ioterest 
on bonds and dividends on preferred stock as capital charges, 
and then to determioe a fair rate of return to be applied to 
the outstandiog common stock, had long been in use in Massa
chusetts. Duriog the period of high ioterest rates, the method 
was also used io several other states. Obviously, the common 
stock basis for return minimized the effect of high ioterest rates, 
for any iocrease io the fair rate of return would apply only to 
the common stockholders' ioterest io the utility property and 
not to the entire rate base. This method of determining return 
has seemed so desirable that proposals have recently been made 
to modify the rate makiog rule to permit its use.8 Even com
Ublitics," 101ll'1llll o/lAnJ ."d Public Ulility Economicl. Ill, 6Ij H. D. Dozier, 
·"ReaIODabl. Rate of ReturD in Public: Utility Cases," /.""'" ./ bfPd .. d Pub/;" 
Utility Economicl. IV, 235. 

'D. R. Richbcrg, "A Permanent Basis £Or Rate Regulation,"' yttle LII", !Qlltfltdl 

XXXI. 273. See abo, Chap. X. tcCtion. 3. below. 
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missions that did not use the common stock basis for return 
succeeded in continuing relatively low £air rates of return by 
using the average rate paid on capital invested in the enterprise, 
much of it represented by bonds and preferred stock receiving 
low prewar rates of interest and dividend, as evidence of the 
fair rate of return. 

Although some commissions would have preferred to re
place the present method of determining fair rate of return by 
a new method requiring a fixed return based on the actual cost 
of acquiring the capital prudently invested in the enterprise, no 
attempt was made to regulate rates by this principle. It was 
advocated by Justice Brandeis and Justice Holmes in a concurring 
opinion in the Southw~stern Bell Telephone case, but a ma
jority of the Supreme Court held that it was too far a de
parture from the rate making rule (P. U. R. 1923 C, 193). 
Nevertheless, the desirability of this method of determining re
turn was considered by commissions in the period of high iD
terest rates, and more recently the usc of this method has been 
proposed in the Bauer plan submitted to a New York leg
islative commission as a satisfactory solution of the. rate making 
problem.-

2. A TEMPORARY DEFICIENCY OF RETURN 

The rise in interest rates, and the even greater rise in con· 
struction costs after 1917, caused many commissions to seek 
means to prevent the tremendous increase in the return to pub
lic utility companies that would result from applying a higher 
rate of return to a much higher rate making value. In part 
this was accomplished by the use of new methods of valuation 
that succeeded in maintaining the rate base below reproduction 
cost at current prices. Less spectacular, but nevertheless quite 
important, were the methods used by commissions to prevent 
the fair rate of return from rising commensurately with higher 
prevailing i,p,terest rates . 

.. The proposal for a fixed rate of r'etUm u a solution tq pan of the rate 
making problem u dilOJACd more fully in Chap X, section 3. below. 
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YIELD ON FIPTBEN HIGH GBADB UTILITY BONDS, 1913 TO 1926" 

Year Yield Per Cent 

1913 •..•. ,' •••.. •••.•... 4.9' 
191f., ..••. ,............. 4.87 
1~15....... ...... ....... f.88 
1916. .••••..••...•••.•.. f.79 
1917........ ...... ••. ... 5.09 
1918.................... 5.16 
1919....... ..... ..... ... 5.U 

Y ... 

::::::::::::::~::::: 
1922 .•..•......••••... 
1913 ••••••.•.•.••••••• 
1924, .•......•••••...• 
1925 ...........••..... 
1926 •.••••••••••...•.. 

Yield Per Cent 

6.73 
6.56 
5.46 
5 .... 1 
5.22 
5.06 
'.90 

.~~ SlGinks BtUt Boo!. It .hould be DOted' that the yield OD lo1ftr If,de utiJi17 
lecuntlCl fluctuated more .harply. 

As early as 1917, some commissions stated the view that 
not only must utility companies not expect to receive higher 
rates of return, but that even the normal return need not he 
allowed on the theory that utilities should sh3le the burdens 
of war. When the Utah Commission allowed a return of only 
5-4 per cent, the case was taken to the state Supreme Court 
where the commission's ruling was uphdd. The court said 
that while utility companies 31e ordinarily entided to a fair 
and reasonable return, such a return could not be assured when 
conditions were abnormal. At such a time, "every individual 
and every enterprise must he31 his or its sh3le of the burden 
incident to the great conflict" (P. U. R. 1918F, 377). 

A rate of return bdow that prevailing before the W31 was 
justified by several commissions as a temporary condition that 
would correct itself in time. Even before the W31 it was recog
nized that fluctuations in return were part of the risk of con
ducting a utility business (P. U. R. 1915 C, 525; P. U. R. 1915 F, 
747). The commissions of New York, as well as of other states, 
permitted rates that yielded unusually low returns to continue 
in force for some time with the comment that ordin3lY in
equalities in return for passing periods could not he regarded 
as confiscation (P. U. R. 19190, 76). However, the New York 
Commissions could not continue to neglect fixing rate sched
ules to yield fair rates of return. In the Queens Gas case 
(P. U. R. 1921 A, 530), and in the Kings Gas case (P. U. R. 
1921 A, 737), the Federal District Court hdd that periods of 
more than a year were sufficient for testing the confiscatory 
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nature of rates, and that inadequate rates must be revised, even 
in an abnormal period. In response to this decision, the New 
York Commissions allowed a return of 8 per cent on their 
valuations in '92' and for some years after. 

Whatever tendency there was to fix rates that yidded an 
unusually low return was checked by the unequivocal decisions 
of the courts. The Federal District Court of Ohio hdd in the 
Toledo dectric case, that a utility company could not be expected 
to operate at a loss on the theory that it should sacrifice some 
of its income in the emergency of war (P. U. R. 1919C, 230). 
Even more explicit was the decision of the Supreme Court in 
the Lincoln -Gas case. The court noted that "annual returns 
upon capital and enterprise the world over have materially in· 
creased, so that what would have been a proper return for cap
ital invested in gas plants and simi1ar public utilities a few 
years ago furnishes no safe criterion for the present or the fu· 
ture" (250 U. S. 256). In view of this decision, commissions 
could not contioue the practice of allowing a rate of return b.,. 
low that prevailing before the war. 

3. A NORMAL RATE OF RETlJIIN' 

A method frequently used by commissions to minimize the 
fair rate of return was to allow the prewar standard rate on the \ 
theory that a fair rate of return could be defined as a normal 
rate of return.l This was analagous to the use of normal value 
as a measure of fair value in determining the rat .. base. Many 
commissions made use of the doctrine of normal rate of r.,. , 
turn on occasion. In Indiana and in D1inois it was the policy 
of the commissions to use normal rates of return in their rate 
proceedings from 1918 to 1926. By this means higher interest 
rates were not permitted to bring about a corresponding rise in 
fair rates of return. 

Early in 1918 the Illinois Commission rejected the conten
tion that utility companies petitioning for higher rates should 
be content with returns much less than were ordinarily adequate 
and reasonable (P. U. R. 1918 D, 919). Instead, the commis
sion decided that the prewar standard rate of return should be 
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,continued as the normal rate of return. Throughout 1915 and 
1916, the standard rate had been between 7 and 7.5 per cent, 
and until 1918 the utility companies were content to accept this 
as a fair rate of return. In 1918 the Rockford Tlilction Co. de
manded a return of 10 per cent on its rate making value on 
the ground that higher interest rates justified this rate of return. 
Nevertheless, the commission allowed a return of only 7 per 
cent (P. U. R. 1918F, 840). The commision was affirmed in 
its policy of maintaining the normal rate of return when the 
state Supreme Court held that a return of 7 per cent was reason
able in the important Springfield Gas case (P. U. R. 1920 C, 640). 

In 1920, when interest rates reached their highest level, the 
Illinois Commission announced that it would give considera
tion to this condition in determining fair rate of return. In fact, 
however, it did not modify its policy on the rate of return to 
any noticeable extent, for although it ,allowed rates of return 
slightly in excess of 7 per cent in some instances, there were 
other instances in which a return of only 6 per cent was al
lowed.· In general, it may be said that the Illinois Commis
sion was successful in maintaining its prewar standard return 
of 7 to 7.5 per cent throughout the period of high interest rates; 
and with the decline of interest rates in 1922, the utility com
panies in that state seem to have relaxed their claim to higher 
rates of return. 

The Indiana Commission also made extensive use of the 
policy of allowing only a normal rate of return in the period 
of high interest rates. The standard rate of return in Indiana 
before the war was 7 per cent. In 1917 and 1918, during the 
war, the Indiana Commission held that utility companies could 
not be assured the fair normal rate of return, but must be con
tent with returns of 5 to 6 per cent.· In 1919, with the war over, 

• For a return in excess of 7 per cent, but not exceeding 8 per cent, see Ttl 
CAiago Railways Co .• P. U. R. 1921 A, 466; Re Stming Wain Co .. P. U. It. 
Igal A, 80lj R.t MelrOpoli/(l1J West Side Eletlaled lWIw.y Co., P. U. R. 1921 B, 
229. For a 6 per cent return, see Re Inlet'tlllJe Wdter Co .• P. U. R. 1922 Eo 246; 
lie Rocldord Gu Ligh. & Cok_ Co .• p, U. R. 19" E. 756 . 

• The Indiana Commission hdd that utility companies must share the bur~ 
dens of war iu Re NoblelfJiJle Hut. Lighl 6- POWt:l" Co., P. U. R. 1918 B. 166: 
Re LtzPorte Gu & Eledrie Co., P. U. R. 1918 F, 666i Re I"tlitmllpolir WIIItr OJ •• 
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this rule was modified to the extent of resuming the 7 per cent 
standard rate of return.' It is interestiog to note that in a series 
of rate cases for the Indiana Bell Telephone Co., in this period, 
the commission never allowed a return as high as 7 per cent, 
because poor service, inefficient management, and increased ex
penses from unwise mergers had resulted in rates regarded as 
excessively high (P. U. R. IC}22C, 348; P. U. R. 1921iC, 785). 

The policy of the Indiana Commission of allowing a normal 
rate of return was approved by the state Supreme Court. In 
'92", the Columbus Gas Co. asked that its rates be modified to 
allow a return of 8 per cent, citiog as justification the prevail
ing high interest rates. The commission fixed rates intended to 
yield a return of 7 per cent (P. U. R. 1920 F, 606). When the 
case was taken to the state courts it was found, in fact, that 
the commission's rates yielded a return of only 6.58 per cent. 
Nevertheless, the court ruled that the utility company had failed 
to show that this rate of return, although less than 7 per cent, 
was confiscatory (P. U. R. 1922 E, 602). After this decision, the 
utility companies in Indiana showed little inclination to contest 
the fairness of the standard rate of return; and with the de
cline in interest rates in 1922, it would have been difficult to con
vince the commission and the state courts of the inadequacy of a 
7 per cent return. 

4- INTEREST, DIVIDENDS, AND nIB RATE OF RETURN 

In 1918, when the financial condition of many utility com
panies became precarious, President Wilson and Secretary 
McAdoo called attention to the necessity of allowing utilities· 
a return sufficient to meet their corporate financial obligations. 
At the same time the War Finance Corporation ruled that no 
securities could be issued by any utility company that did not 
meet its outstanding obligations. In response to these views 

P. u. R. 1919 A, 448; lie Irrurstllk Pohlic s ...... Co .. P. U. II; 1919 A, 686; 
~ r"Jitmdpolit Tr«tion &- TermituJ Co .• P. U. R.. 1919 B. 152; Re S.J}i".. 
city W4In Co .• P. U. R. 1919 B. 539 . 

.. Re RetltliflgtOIJ TJepAone Co .• P. U. It. 1919 F, 141; R4 GfII'"J Sind RIIil~ 
WIlY Co., P. U. R. 1930 A, 191; Re U,.;o,. TJepAou Co., p. U. R.. 1920 F, 391; 
Re '"tliluwpolU Strm IWlway Co .• P. U. R. 19:U B. 133. 
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many commissions ruled that corporate financial needs would 
measure the minimum return that would be allowed. In 1919, 
the Maryland Commission suggested that the doctrine of corpo
rate needs replace the rule of Smyth tI. Amf!1 in rate making, 
and. added that in several cases it had been go;erned "by the 
existing corporate requirements" in determining the fair return 
(P. U. R. I920A, I). Despite the suggestion of the Maryland 
Commission, the doctrine of corporate needs was not widely 
used as a measure of fair return, although the commissions of 
New York, Masachusetts, and some other states, were guided 
to some extent by interest and dividend rates on utility securities 
in determining the fair rate of return . 

... Theoretically, the doctrine of corporate financial needs would 
require that the return allowed to utility companies should be 
sufficient to meet interest on bonds and dividends on preferred 
stock at the rates called for in these securities, and to permit 
that rate of dividends on common stock that would maintain 
the market value of the stock at par. Thus the return to utility 
companies would be precisely enough to permit continued opera
tion and to induce sufficient further investment, at par, to pro
vide for necessary expansion. Actually, commissions determined 
the fair value by whatever valuation method they used, and 
applied to this a fair rate of return determined on the basis of 
the interest rate on outstanding bonds and the dividend rate on 
outstanding stock. The corporate financial needs of the utility 
company in this manner indirectly affected the fair rate of 
return.· ij 

In Massachusetts, it had been customary, even before the 
war, to consider interest and dividend requirements in deter
mining the fair rate of return. In allowing the Bay State Rail
ways a return of 6 per cent in 1916, the commission held that 
this would be sufficient, because half of the investment consisted 
of bonds with average annual charges of 4.7 per cent, leaving 
7.3 per cent as the return to the stockholders (P. U. R. 1916F, 
221). Later in 1916 the Massachusetts Commission allowed a re-

• The pia.. of the doctrim: of corporate Deed. in wartime rare making policJ 
iI disaIsscd. in Chap. IV. section a, above. 
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turn of 6.2 per cent in the New Haven Railroad rate case empha
sizing that with much of the capital borrowed at low interest 
rates, this would permit an adequate return to stockholders 
(P. U. R. '9'7 B, 904). During the war, the commission began 
the practice of allowing a return sufficient to meet interest re
quirements on bonds, and to pay dividends of 6 per cent to stock
holders (P. U. R. 1918 B, 231; P. U. R. 1918 C, 515). After the 
war higher returns were allowed to stockholders, although the 
commission continued to determine the rate of return with ref
erence to charges for interest on outstanding bonds. 

The New York Commissions also made extensive use of 
the financial cost method of determining the fair rate of re
turn. In '9'5 the commission of the second district allowed a 
return of 6.75 per cent, because it was sufficient for the pay
ment of 6 per cent to bondholders and 8 per cent to stockholders 
(P. U. R. 1916 B, 940). In 1916 the commission of the first dis
trict held that a return of 7 per cent was compensatory if the 
rate on outstanding bonds was only 5 per cent (P. U. R. 1916 D, 
825). During the war the New York Commissions were in
clined to maintain rather low rates of return on the theory that 
utility comparues should bear their share of the burdens of war. 
The commission of the second district went so far as to say 
that "neither the appeal of President Wilson nor the ruling 
of the War Finance Corporation had in view the maintenance 
in all cases of normal profits" (P. U. R. 1918 D, 918). Never
theless, it was recogoized by the commission that ordinarily 
corporate financial needs represented the minimum fair return 
(P. U. R. 1919 A, 214). When the New York Commissions re
sumed the use of a standard rate of return of 8 per cent after 
'920, this was justified as sufficient in view of the much lower 
interest rates at which outstanding bonds had been issued 
(P. U. R. 1920 D, 257). 

It should be noted that many commissions rejected the doc
trine that corporate financial needs are a measure of the fair 
return. Tbe Illinois Commission said that the principle was 
not in harmony with the rulings of the courts, and that in de
termining the fair return it would not be gnided by the sums 
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needed to pay interest ·and dividends on outstanding securities 
(P. U. R. 1920 B, 726). ·The commission preferred to maintain 
the normal rate of return that it had used in the period before 
the sharp rise in interest rates. The Wisconsin ~mmission sim
ilarly hdd that the fair return must be determined on the basis 
of the fair value, and not by the amount required for dividends 
(P. U. R. 1920 F, 833). The greatest opposition to the considera
tion of interest and dividend requirements in determining the 
fair rate of return came, as would be expected, from the courts. 

5. THl! SUPREME CoURT ON FAIR RATE OP RlmmN 

The rise in interest rates was not so great as the rise in con
struction costs, and courts were for that reason less inclined to 
permit a deviation from the accepted method of determining 
fair rate of return. In the influential Elizabethtown case, Judge 
Swayze of the New Jersey Supreme Court hdd that because 
of the rise in interest rates and the greater risks of conduering 
a business, an 8 per cent return, although fair in 1913> was not 
compensatory in 1919 (P. U. R. 1920 F, 1003). The courts were 
particularly opposed to the practice of determining the rate of 
return with reference to the interest and dividend requirements 
on outstanding securities. The Virginia Supreme Court of 
Appeals said on this point: "That for which the utility com
pany is entided to 'just compensation' is the use of its property 
appropriated to the public benefit, and the value of that use is 
founded upon the fair value of the property so used, and not 
upon the amount of stock it has issued or the debts it may owe" 
(P. U. R. 1922 C, 172). On occasion, however, state courts did 
hold that the financial structure of a utility could be considered 
in determining the fair rate of return (P. U. R. 1922C, 258). 

Despite the higher cost of acquiring new capita~ rates of re
turn between 7 and 8 per cent were generally approved by the 
lower federal courts (P. U. R. 192oF, 328; P. U. R. 1925C, 744). 
There is no indication, however, that they approved the deter
mination of fair return on the basis of interest and dividend re
quirements. The question of fair return in this period received 
more critical consideration in the Supreme Court. Before the war 
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the court had regarded a return of 6 per cent as compensatory. 
In the Lincoln Gas case, 1919, the court decided that a return 
of 6 per cent at that time was confiscatory. In explaining this 
departure from its previous staodard, the court emphasized 
that the continued rise in interest rates aod profits in all indus
tries everywhere had made the compensatory rate of return in 
the utility industries correspondingly higher, so that the pre
war standard return of 6 per cent could no longer be regarded 
as adequate under the rate making rule (250 U. S. 268). 

In subsequent cases, the views of the Supreme Court were 
more definitely established. In the Galveston case, the fair rate 
of return was overshadowed by the more controversial question 
of valuation. The Federal District Court had approved a split 
inventory valuation on which a return of 8 per cent was allowed. 
It was agreed that for the preceding eighteen months the rate 
schedule had not yielded sufficient net revenue to provide a 
return of 8 per cent on the fair value. The District Court held 
that the prospect of a rise in receipts aod a fall in operating ex
penses justified the continuation of the prescribed rate with the 
expectation that it would soon yield a compensatory return. The 
Supreme Court sustained the decision. Justice nrandeis, for the 
court, emphasized the abnormality of the period and the favor
ahle prospect of earning the return of 8 per cent in the near 
future (P. U. R. 1922D, 159). 

The cleavage in the Supreme Court on the question of fair 
rate of return became apparent in the Southwestern nell Tele
phone case. The court was unaoinxous in holding the rate sched
ules of the Missouri Commission confiscatory. A majority of the 
court held that this was because the rates did not yield a fair 
rate of return on the reproduction cost of the property. Justice 
McReynolds, for the court, said that the indicated return of 5.33 
per cent was wholly inadequate considering prevailing interest 
rates. Justice nrandeis and Justice Holmes concurred in the de
cision, but based their conclusion on the principle· that com
pensatoty rates should yield enough to meet the actual finaocial 
charges on the capital prudently invested in the enterprise. 
"Where the finaocing has been proper, the cost to the utility 
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of the capital required to construct, equip and operate its plant, 
should measure the rate of return which the Constitution guaran
tees opportunity to earn" (P. U. R. 1923 C, 214). The financial 
cost theory of return thus received the approval of part, al
though rejected by a majority, of the Supreme Csurt. 

In the Georgia case, the Supreme Court hdd that a return 
of 7.25 per cent on a 1914 split inventory valuation was com
pensatory. Although the court was divided on the question of 
fair value, there seems to have been no difference of opiuion on 
the fairness of the rate of return (P. U: R. 19230, I). In the 
Bluefield case, a 1915 split inventory valuation on which a re>
turn of 6 per cent had been allowed was set aside as confiscatory. 
Justice Buder, for the court, emphasized that a return of 6 
per cent was inadequate to induce continued investment of cap
ital in the utility industry. Justice Brandeis concurred in the 
result, but reaffirmed the views he bad stated in the Southwestern 
Bdl Tdephone case (p. U. R. 19230, II). In 1924> in the 
Dayton-Goose Creek Railway case, the Supreme Court was called 
on to consider the rate of return under the Transportation Act 
of 1920. The Interstate Commerce Commission bad set 6 per 
cent as the basic return for determining recapturable excess earn
ings. The court did not pass on the adequacy of the 6 per cent 
return, however, because the earnings of the railway, after de>
ducting recaptured earnings, were suflicient to yidd a return 
of 8 per cent on the fair value (263 U. S. 456). 

The Indianapolis Water case again brought a division of the 
Supreme Court on the fair rate of return. The rates fixed for 
the Indianapolis Water Co. were intended to yidd a return of 
7 per cent on reproduction cost at ten-year average prices. The 
Federal District Court found the rate hase to be confiscatory, 
and the return suflicient to yidd only 5 per cent on a proper 
valuation. On appeal, the Supreme Court ruled that a reason
able rate of return was not less than 7 per cent, and that the 
commission's rates did not yidd that return on a fair value of 
the company's property. Justice Brandeis and Justice Stone dis
sented, holding that there was no reason for regarding a return 
of less than 7 per cent necessarily confiscatory (P. U. R. 1927 A, 
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15)' It is worth noting that while the case was pending, the 
Indiana Commission in another rate proceeding for the same 
company fixed a fair rate of return at 6.5 per cent, citing as evi
dence of the fairness of this return the yield of only 545 per 
cent on the utility securities held in the depreciation reserve 
account of the company (P. U. R. 1925 C, 431). 

6. SUMMARY AND CoNCLUSIONS. -There is a striki';-i r~blance between the methods devel
oped by commissions to maintain low rate making values and 
the methods developed to maintain low rates of return. In do
termining fair rate of return, as in valuation, commissions sought 
a normal level that would not be a hardship to consumers or 
utilities. The use of the prewar normal rate of return was justi
fied as reasonable in a period of abnormally and temporarily 
high interest rates. Later developments proved that commis
sions were right in their contention that the high interest rates 
of 1920 and 1!p1 were temporary, for by 1922 the yield on high 
grade utility bonds was only ono-half per cent higher than in 
1913. 

Aside from the doctrine of a normal rate of return, no great 
innovation took place in this aspect of rate making during the 
period of high prices and high interest rates. Justice Brandeis 
called attention to the desirability of determining the rate of 
return on the basis of actual charges required to meet interest 
and dividend payments on outstanding securities, but no com
mission made use of this method of determining the rate of ro
turn. In Massachusetts and in New York, and to a lesser extent 
in Virginia, the fair rate of return fixed by the commissions 
was applied to the common stockholders' proprietorship rather 
than to the fair value, the low interest charges on bonds being 
regarded as a capital expense. But the method did not have the 
approval of the courts, and was never widely used. The doctrine 
of corporate needs, which resembles the capital cost method of 
determining return, was an expedient used only for a short time 
in 1917 and 1918. 

Perhaps the most surprising result of the controversy on the 
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fair rate of return was the great rise in the minimum rate of 
return regarded as compensatory by the courts. Until 1916 the 
Supreme Court had regarded a return of 6 per cent as compensa
tory under ordinary conditions. At that time the standard rate 
of return allowed by commissions in most slates was not less 
than 6 per cent, and more often 7 per cent. It is not quite cer
tain why the Supreme Court was so lenient in its attitude to
ward fair rate of return in the period before the war. There 
was a theory advanced that a rate might be unreasonably low 
without being confiscatory, but the Supreme Court never rec
ognized this distinction. Whatever the reason, it is certain that 
after the war the court was less inclined to accept a rate of 
return slightly below the prevailing rate. In the Indianapolis 
Water case, in 1!j26, the Supreme Coun held that a return of 
7 per cent was the minimum that could be regarded as com
pensatory, although the yield on high grade utility bonds in 
that year was actually below the 1913 level. It will be shown 
in the following chapter that during the period of prosperity at 
the end of the 1!)20'S the Supreme Court raised the minimum 
return that it regarded as fair to more than 7 per cent, although 
in the recent great depression it permitted much greater re
ductions in the fair rate of return than it had allowed even dur
ing the war period. 



CHAPTER IX 

RATE MAKING IN PROSPERITY AND DEPRESSION 

I. THE VALUATION QUESTION IN PRosPERITY 

WITH THE REPEATED rejection of new methods of determining fair 
value and fair rate of return, nearly all commissions, after 1!)26, 
resumed the use of the accepted rate making procedure: prepara
tion of an inventory, the determination of unit prices, dominant 

. or exclusive consideration of reproduction cost in valuation, and 
the application of a fair rate of return to the fair value. There 
were a few commissions, particularly the California Commission, 
that attempted to maintain valuation at investment cost, but 
the courts were firm in rejecting their valuation methods.' For 
most commissions the immediate objective of rate making in 
the prosperous years of I~ and 1929 was to prevent the com
plete exclusion of investment cost from consideration in valua
tion, and to prevent the high profits in competitive industry in 
the.. years from raising the accepted rate of return far above 
the 6 or 7 per cent that had long been regarded as fair. 

Although the Supreme Court had repeatedly cited the valua
tion principles of Smyth fl. Ames requiring consideration of in
vestment cost, it nevertheless seemed to identify fair value with 
reproduction cost at current prices. There was protest from com
missions in I~ and 1929 that the practical exclusion of invest
ment cost from consideration was a denial of the valuation prin
ciples that the Supreme Court had always upheld. "The tendency 
has been and is to state that cost of reproduction is not the sole 
evidence of value, but to make it the sole evidence of value by 

1See. for example. Re SoUlA"" Ctdi/ornu, Tele-p"one Co., P. U. It.. 1939E, 
610; Re Los A.ngeles Gu 6- El«tric Corp .• P. U. R. 1931 A. 131; Rt: Stm IHqui" 
ugla' & Pawn Corp .• P. U. It.. 1923 D, 310. The Federal District Court in 
Pacific Gat & Electric Co. p. Ctdilo"";tI RailrotUl Commission held that refusal 
to consider ~productioD cost is a denial of due proceq, 13 P. U. ll., New Series, 
5.lo. In the Southern California Telephone case, the commisaon gave considera .. 
tion to all factors in determining the fair rate making value, 14 P. U. Ro, N. S., 
252 , 

[ 1051 
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ignoring other evidences of valuc," the Indiana Commission 0b
served. "This commission docs not believe that cost of repro
duction sbould be excluded as evidence of value of utility prop
erty, nor does it believe that cost of reproduction should control 
to the exclusion of other evidences of value"1P. U. R. 1928 C, 
2<)6). Even the courts were cognizant of this tendency among 
them to pay lip service to all factors affecting value whilc, in 
fact, making reproduction cost the measure of fair value. The 
Federal District Court in New York ieejected the statement of 
a special master on valuation, emphasizing that reproduction 
cost is not the legal equivalent of £air value, as the master held, 
but only evidence of value (P. U. R. 1930 B, 33). 

Most commissions, although they disagreed with the Supreme 
Court on the desirability of valuation at reproduction cost, held 
that they were bound by law to accept it as the dominant if 
not the exclusive factor in determining fair value. It would have 
been inIpossible for commissions to hold otherwise, for most 
courts were firm in their view that the Supreme Couri: had de
cided that reproduction cost at current prices-was equivalent to 
fair value. pe Federal Di~ict Court in Massachusetts, where 
the commission was inclined to give great weight to investment, 
presented the prevailing attitude toward reproduction cost in 
the Worcester Electric case. "As the decisions of the Supreme 
Court now stand," said the court, "it seems clear that federal 
courts must determine the question of confiscation by reference 
to present value, and that, in cases like the present, the repro
duction value less depreciation is a fair measure of that valuc, 
and in the absence of special controlling circumstances, it may 
be considered as the dominant element" (P. U. R. 1929B, I). 
For this reason commissions valued utility property at repro
duction cost, despite a frequently expressed preference for in
vestment cost as the measure of the rate base. 

2. FAIR RATE OF RETu1N IN PllOSPERITY 

Although commissions had reluctantly accepted reproduc
tion cost less depreciation as the dominant element in valua
tion, they were not willing to allow materially higher rates of 
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return in the prosperous years of 1928 and 1929 than had been 
allowed previously. The yidd on high grade utility bonds in 
1928 and 1929 was approximately the same as in 1926 and 1927, 
and somewhat lower than in 1924 and 1925. Unquestionably, 
profits in industrial enterprises were considerably higher in 1928 
and 1929 than they had been in earlier years of the decade. How. 
ever, commissions had no reason to believe that industrial profits 
must be given greater weight than the current cost of acquiring 
new utility capital in determining the fair rate of return. 

YIBLD ON FIPTBBN HIGH GIWlE UTILITY BONDS, 1923 TO 1930. 

Year Yidd Per Cent Year Yidd Per Cent 

1923..... ......... ...... 5.fl 1927.................. f.78 
192................ ..... 5.22 1928 .•... ,............ f.68 
1925............. ....... 5.06 1929.................. UO 
1926............. ....... ..90 1930.................. f.65 

·S"U.N Slwtiu Btl# Boo!. It thould be DOted that the yidd on lower arade utiliQ' 
RCUriUCI fluctuated more .harpl,.. 

Throughout 1928 and 1929, there were states in which the 
rate of return was maintained at a moderate levd, that is, at 
7 per cent or less. In Maine, the practice was to...uow a return 
of not less than 6 per cent nor more than 7 per cent. In Illinois, 
it was also customary to permit a return between 6 and 7 per 
cent, although for a time in 1929 a return of 7.5 per cent was 
allowed in some cases. In Pennsylvania and in many other 
states commissions prescribed a uniform return of 7 per cent. 
There were several important states, however, in which the 
usual rate of return was from 7 to 8 per cent. Included in this 
group were such well regulated states as New York, California, 
and Missouri. It may be said, therefore, that the prevailing rate 
of return in 1928 and 1929 was from 6 to 8 per cent, with a re
turn of 7 per cent most common." 

• For a return o£ less than 7 per cent, see ~ Camden & Rock1rnul Wakr Co. 
(Me.). P. U.ll. 19291!. 325; lie IIIi • .;. &11 Ttl.,! •• t C •. (Ill.). P. U. R. 1928 E, 
279. For a ~turn of 7 per cent, ICe Kno:rville fl. SOUl" Pimburg" Willer Co. 
(Penna..), P. U. R. 1928 B, 204; Re Mat/iton RoilwfIYI Co. (Wise.), P. u. R.. 
1928 C. 842; Re Sou,htJNJ India". Telephone &- TJegrtlph Ct>. (Ind.). P. U. R. 
1929 E, 641. For a return of mOlT; than 7 per cent, see ~ Iroquois Gu Corp. 
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The views of the federal courts were, on the whole, favorable 
to maintaining a standard return ofi 6 to 7 per cent in 1928 and 
'929. In the Greencastle Water case, the Federal District Court 
in Indiana approved a return of 6.5 per cent (P. U. R. '929 D, 
287). In the Fort Worth Gas case, the Feddal District Court 
in Texas accepted a report of the master who found that a reo 
turn of 7 per cent would be reasonable (P. U. R. '930 C, 203). 
In the Cambridge Electric case,· the Federal District Court in 
Massachusetts refused to grant an inju.nction restraining the en
forcement of rates that yidded a return of less than 8 per cent. 
"We are not at present satisfied," the court said, "that a return 
of less than 8 per cent would ipso /fI&to be confiscatory" (P. U. R. 
1928 E, 258). Commissions were seemingly justified in holding 
that the prevailing fair rate of return, approximately 7 per cent, 
was acceptable to the courts as adequate under the constitutional 
provision protecting utility property. 

Under the circumstances, the Supreme Court's decision in 
the Baltimore street railways case was entirdy unexpected. The 
Maryland Commission in 1928 established fares for the United 
Railways intended to yield a return of 6.26 per cent. The com
pany urged that a return of less than 8 per cent would not be 
fair, although it stated that it would be content with a return 
of approximately 7.5 per cent. In deciding on a return of 6.26 
per cent the commission was influenced by the fact that no street 
railway in the larger cities of the East was earning much more 
than 6 per cent (P. U. R. 1928 C, 604). A majority of the Mary
land Court of Appeals twice approved the commission's rate 
order ( P. U. R. 1928 D, '4'; P; U. R. '929 B, 467). 

Despite the able report of the commission and the previous 
decisions in the state courts of Maryland, the Supreme Court set 
aside the rate order of the commission. Justice Sutherland, for 
the court, said (P. U. R. '930 A, 228, 232): 

What is a fair return . . . cannot be settled by invoking deci
sions of this court made years ago based upon conditions radically 
different from those which prevail today. The problem i. one to be 

(N. Y.), P. u. a. '930 D, 30; lie Los A.og.l" eo. III EI«tri& C",/,. (Calif.), 
P. U. R. 19'9 Co 3; lie Lodd. eo. Li,'" Co. (Mo.), p,.U. R. 1929 C, 56,. 
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tested primarily by present day conditions. • • . In this view of 
the matter, a return of 6.26 per cent is clearly inadequate. In the 
light of recent decisions of this coun and other federal decisions, 
it is not cenain that rates securing a return of 7.5 per cent or even 
8 per cent on the value of the propeny would not be necessary to 
avoid confiscation. But this we need not decide, since the com
pany itself sought from the commission a rate which it appears 
would produce a return of about 7-44 per cent, at the same time in
sisting that such return fell shan of being adequate. 

Justice Brandeis, in a dissenting opinion, said that a net return 
of 6.26 per cent on the present value of a street railway enjoy
ing a monopoly in a large and prosperous city would seem to 
be sufficiently compensatory. 

The cJlect of the decision was to induce the courts to require 
higher rates of return. The Circuit Coun of Appeals held that 
the rates fixed for the Elizabethtown, N. J. Water Co., yielding 
a return of less than 7.25 per cent, were confiscatory (P. U. R. 
1930 E, 375), although water utilities in that state had never 
been allowed so high a return. If the depression had not set 
in at this time, it is likely that the prevailing rate of return would 
have been raised to a minimum of 8 per cent. 

3. THE DOCTRINE OF REASONABLB WORTH 

The severe depression after 1929 brought with it an insistent 
demand for lower utility rates ... With reduced operating ex
penses, construction costs, and interest rates, it would have been 
possible to bring about some decline in utility rates while allow
ing to utility companies a liberally fair rate of return on the fair 
value of their property. What was desired was a decrease in 
rates beyond this level. \ Justification for this departure from 
the rate making rule was found in Smyth II. Arne!, in the state
ment recognizing a limitation on a utility's right ~to a fair re
turn. "What the company is entitled to ask is a fair return upon 
the value of that which it employs for the public convenience. 
On the other hand, what the public is entitled to demand is 
that no more be exacted from it • • • than the services rendered 
are reasonably worth" (169 U. s. 546). 
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It was argued by some commissions that with the fall in prices 
and incomes the value of utility services had declined, and that 
under the doctrine of reasonable worth rates could be reduced 
even if they did not provide a fair rate of r~urn on the £air 
value of the utility company's property.' The Maine Commis
sion stated thatl the determination of reasonable rates involved 
the financial condition and the ability to pay of those receiving 
the services.' The Wiseonsin Commission ruled that even when 
a general reduction in rates could not ·be granted, rates should 
be lowered for rural subscribers, a class that suffered severely 
from the economic depression. In California, the commission 
held that a graduated schedule of rates should be established, 
varying from year to year with the level of prices of the prin
ciRal crops of the community.8 

\obviously the doctrine of reasonable worth was not acceptable 
to the utility companies. Nor were the courts willing to ap
prove extreme application of this doctrine. I "No authority has 
been cited, and we know of none," said the Washington Supreme 
Court, "to the effect that the value to the consumer, or his 
ability to pay, is the prime factor which alone will.warrant the 
reduction of a rate affording no more than reasonable compensa
tion." The court .added: "Public service companies are not el
eemosynary institutions, and they cannot be compelled to devote 
their property to a public use except upon the well-recognized 
basis of a fair and reasonable return therefor" (7 P. U. R~ N. S~ 
18, 19). 

\The decline in commodity prices was also regarded as justify
ing a considerable reduction in utility rates under the doctrine 
of reasonable worth. \ The Tennessee Commission said that with 
the increased purchasing power of money it was to be expected 
that a dollar should buy more electricity than it did in 1<)29 

(P. U. R. I932.E, 386). The Michigan Commission, however, 
did not regard the decline in commodity prices as necessitating 
similar reductions in utility rates, pointing out that in the past 

• Dllmatisrotkl·NewttUll~ Water CO. P. JUt/I (Me.), 12 P. U. It, N. S .. 539; 
M~gm v. FlII'1Itel'l Tel~"one Co. o/l...ant:tJ.dn' (Wisc.), P. u. Il, 1933 B. 420; 
lie &In Sid. c .. 1ll Co. (Calif.), 3 P. U. R., N. S., 307. 
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rates for electricity were falling while commodity prices were 
rising (P. U. R. 1933 E, 193)' The Ohio Commission said on 
the same question: "Unfortunately, it is impossible for us, under 
the law, to fix a rate that may depend upon the cost of com
modities, except so far as the price levels may affect the value 
of property used and useful" (P. U. R. 19330, 164). Despite 
these views to the contrary, it was common for commissions to 
cite the fall in commodity prices as justification for a reduction 
in utility rates. 

\ Having decided that the lower level of incomes and prices 
required a reduction in utility rates, many commissions pro
ceeded to bring about this reduction by the use of emergency 
orders.1 The method used in Wisconsin was to fix temporary 
ra.tes that provided a return of approximately 6 per cent on book 
cost, substantially prudent investment, for the duration of the 
emergency period, generally one year. The commission recog
nized that even emergency rate orders must not be confiscatory, 
but it also held that a return of 5 to 6 per cent on the book 
value of a utility company could not be regarded as confiscatory 
in a period of severe depression.- In New York, the commis
sion, as provided by law, allowed a return of not less than 5 
per cent, usually 6 per cent, on the original cost of the utility's 
property. Despite this, the lower courts in that state held on 
several occasions that emergency rate orders based on the stat
ute were unconstitutional. Ultimately, however, these orders 
were upheld by the New York Court of Appeals.G 

\ The great obstacle to the wider use of emergency rate or
ders was the doubt that existed as to their constitutionality. 
Unless courts and commissions permitted a temporary deficiency 
in the fair return, under the doctrine of reasonable worth, it was 
impossible to use emergency rate orders. There was little hesita-

• For emergency rate orders in Wisconsin. see City of MtIUSton •. Mauston 
TJ~p"oDe Co .• P. U. R. 1933 E.. 161; Gilles •. Tigmon EI«I1'it: Co .• 1 P. U. Rot 
N. S .• 97: Co.oty 0/ Ootid • •. V.II.y EltdTic Co •• I P. U. R .• N. S .• 312. 

II Re Yonkerl E/~d';C u'g'" It Pown- Co. (N. Y.). 15 P. U. R .• N. 5., t32; ~ 
Bronz Gat It El«ITic Co. (N. Y.), 15 P. U. R" N. S., 198. These orders were set 
•• ide by the , .... Supreme Court. but upheld by the Coun of Appcal~ '4 P. U. Ro. 
N. S .• 337. 
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tion among commissions on this point, but the federal courts 
were quite emphatic in their opposition to any departure, even 
temporarily, from the rate making rule. I In setting aside an 
order of the Utah Commission, the Federal District Court ruled 
tha,t confiscatory rates cannot be justified on 1\,e ground that 
they are designed to be temporary (5 P. U. R., N. S., 293). And 
the Federal District Court in Missouri held that temporary rates 
are not exempt from the requirement of providing a fair rate of 
return on the fair value of utility property (6 P. U. R., N. S., 10). 

4. COIUlECTIVl! INDEX VALUATION IN DEPRESSION 

, The rate making problem in a long depression could not be 
jsolved by emergency rate o~ders effective for a year or less. It 
l was necessary to bring about reductions in rates by showing that 
the fair rate of return on the fair value of utility property had 
declined. There was no difficulty in proving this. The authority 
of the reproduction cost doctrine as' a measure of fair value 
facilitated the process of reducing rates, for it was obvious that 
with the decline in the prices of materials and the wages of 
labor, the reproduction cost of utility property had fallen con
siderably. Some commissions, it seemed, were delighted that the 
reproduction cost doctrine could at last be applied in favor of 
the public.\\In the United Fuel Gas case, 19J2> the West Vir
ginia Commission observed (P. U. R. 1932 B, 79): 

The reproduction rule has been accepted only after stubborn but 
respectful resistance on the part of state commissions, very largely 
for the reason that under it the increasing price levels that followed 
the outbreak of the World War, and prevailed for more than a dec
ade, resulted in increased charges for utility service. . .. The down
ward trend of price levels the past few years and the probabilities 
of a continuation of the curve appear to promise some compensa~ 
tion to the ratepayer for whatever he has suffered from the reproduc
tion theory of valuation during the years of high material and COD

struction costs. It may he that the public and the commissions would 
abandon the rule now as reluctantly as they bave hitherto accepted it. 

The decline in reproduction cost endangered the financial 
stability of those utility companies that had acquired much of 
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their property in the period of high prices. Utilities tried to 
minimize the reduction in valuations by requesting the use of 
average prices in reproduction cost estimates. In some instances 
commissions were inclined to give weight to the higher prices 
of the 192"'S, particularly where actual investment had been 
undertaken at these prices.· Generally, however, commissions 
preferred to take advantage of lower current prices to bring 
about large reductions in fair value. It is interesting to note 
that some of the commissions that opposed the use of average 
prices at this time had made use of this device in the period of 
high prices during and after the war. 

An interesting aspect of valuation during the depression was 
the revival of the use of corrective indices. In this valuation 
method, an earlier rate base or the original cost was corrected 
by the application of an index number to give present fair 
value. There were several reasons why commissions preferred 
to use corrective indices. First, the delay and expense involved 
in a valuation proceeding would have prevented prompt reduc
tion of rates. Second, because public utility construction had 
practically ceased, the available unit prices were fictitious, that 
is, quotations made for the purpose of facilitating a valuation. 
Under the circumstances, commissions preferred to use an ob
jective index number of prices or construction costs, particularly 
as the use of a sensitive index number would result in a much 
lower rate base. 

The most commonly used indices were the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics index number of wholesale prices, the Engineering 
News-Record index number of construction costs, and par
ticular indices prepared for specific valuations. The North Caro
lina Commission in valuing the Southern Bell Telephone Co. 
said that the Bureau of Labor Statistics index number of whole
sale prices was the best measure of the decrease in the value of 
utility property since its construction (7 P. U. R~ N. S. 21). 
The New York Commission, on the other hand, held that this 

• R4 SJ~". El«tric u',,,, Co. (N. H.), 7 P. U. R.., N. S., 550; CommercitJ 
Clltb 01 CAambers/Jurl fl. CA.mbersburg GtU Co. (Penna.), P. U. It 1933 D, 
JI?,; Stal~ n rtI. Ougo1l.WtUAinpn Wdkr'SnMce Co. v. D~flf1ment 01 Public 
Workt (Wash.), II P. U • .&., N. S •• 478. 
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index number could not be satisfactory because the commodities 
in the collection were not precisdy those used in utility con
struction, and because wage rates were not included in this in
dex number of prices (P. U. R. 1932E, 218). The South Caro
lina Commission expressed a preference for thc.use of the Engi
neering News-Record index number of construction costs in 
correcting a book value to lind present reproduction cost (P. U. R. 
1923 C>351). . 

The most dabarate use of a corrective index in valuation 
during the depression occurred in the Maryland tdephone case, 
in 1933. To avoid the delay and expense of the usual valuation 
procedure, the company and the commission agreed to the usc 
of a corrective index. A 1923 valuation that had been fixed by a 
federal court was corrected by a "fair value translator" which 
was the weighted average of 16 index numbers of prices, wages, 
and construction costs (I P. U. R., N. S., 346). The company 
objected to the fair value that was fQund in this manner. The 
Federal District Court held that the commission was wrong in 
"assuming that an average trend of all prices, whether absolute 
or weighted, is a true index for the trend of construction costs 
of the special kind of property" of the tdephone company (3 
P. U. R., N. S. 241). On appeal to the Supreme Court, the de
cision that the valuation was not in accord with the require
ment of due process was sustained, although admittedly the 
company had originally agreed to an index number valuation. 
In a vigorous dissent, Justice Stone said that no evidence in 
the record disputed the fairness of the valuation, and that it 
ought not to be set aside merdy because index numbers had 
been used (8 P. U. R. N. s. 433). 

5. THE RAn OF RETURN IN DEPRESSION 

I During the depression, commissions directed much of their 
~ttention to reducing the rate of return that was allowed on 

'utility property. The yield on high grade utility bonds-<>rdi
I narily the most important factor affecting the rate of relurn-

declined somewhat in 1930 and 1931, but rose sharply in 1932 
and 1933. Despite the behavior of the market for utility seeuri-
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ties, commissions succeeded in bringing about a considerable re
duction in the fair rate of return. Justification was found in the 
greatly reduced earnings of industrial enterprises. "It hardly 
seems fair," said the New York Commission, "that every utility 
should be entitled to at least 6 or 7 per cent upon the fair value 
of its property in all periods regardless of the burden which a 
widespread depression places upon all other enterprises." The 
commission noted that "the United States Supreme Court recog
nized an increased rate of return when conditions were pros
perous. Will it accept the corollary of this proposition and fix a 
low rate of return as the limit of confiscation in periods of de
pression?" (P. U. R. 1933 B, 6.j). 

Year Yield Per Cent Y car Yield Per Cent 

1919.................... '.80 1933 ••••.••.••••••..• , 5.18 
1930.... ........ ....... '.65 1934.................. ..31 
1931.................... 4.60 1935.................. ..61 
1932: •••••••.•••••••.. '" 5.36 1936 .•.•••. " •........ ' f.01 

·s .. ,,~tm1 SlaJir,it', BaJl Boolr. It Ihould be: noted that the yield on lower srade utilltJ' 
accuritiu B.uctuated more .harply. 

A similar attitude toward the relation of the rate of return 
to industrial profits in depression was manifested by other com
missions. In Washington a return of 4.6.j per cent was hdd to 
be sullicient"in a period of severe depression (P. U. R. 1933 E, 
2119). The Oregon Commission ruled that the general decline 
in corporate earnings from 1931 to 1933 justified a considerable 
reduction in the fair rate of return to public utilitieS (8 P. U. R~ 
N.s~ 87). The Indiana Commission took testimony of bankers 
and business men that a return of 5 per cent to utility com
panies was adequate in view of the reduced earnings in other 
enterprises (P. U. R. 1932 A, 16). In a discussion of utility rates 
during the economic emergency, the Pennsylvania Commission 
unanimously resolved that so long as depression continued, a re
turn of 6 per cent on the fair value of utility property would 
be adequate and reasonable (3 P. U. R., N. S., 123). 

On the whole, the courts were sympathetic to this point of 
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view. When it is recalled that in 1930 the Supreme Court held 
that a return of 6.26 per cent was confiscatory, and that a return 
of 7.5 or 8 per cent might be necessary, the tolerant attitude 
of the courts toward reduction of the rate of return is remark
able. The Virginia Supreme Court of Appeal' held that a re
turn of 4.98 per cent during depression was not confiscatory 
(7 P. U. R., N. S., 53). The Federal District Court in Illinois 
said that with depressed industrial conditions it would not be 
warranted in finding a probable return of 5.17 per cent inade
quate (P. U. R. 1933 B, 145). Most important, the Supreme Court 
gave an affirmative answer to the question of the New York 
Commission whether it would approve lower rates of return in 
depression. In the Dayton electric case, the court upheld an 
order of the Ohio Commission that yielded a return of 6.5 per 
cent. Justice Cardozo, for the court, said: "In view of busi
ness conditions, of which we take judicial notice, the rate al
lowed was adequate. Whether a lower rate could be upheld is 
a question not before us" (3 P. U. R~ N. S~ 294). 

On the other hand, there was considerable opposition to re. 
duction of the rate of return to public utilities merely beCause 
of the £all in industrial profits. In the West Palm Beach Water 
case, a special master for the Federal District Court in Florida 
said that ~,,!e was no authority for determining the rate of re
turn on utility investments by the standards of return in other 
lines of business (P. U. R. 1930 A, 222). Several commissions 
held that utility companies had not been permitted to make 
fabulous profits during the war and in the great boom of the 
1920'S, and for that reason ought to be protected from the de. 
structive e/fects of depression! 

Several commissions revived the use of the common stock 
basis for return. It was the practice of the New York Commis
sion, during the depression, to set rates that yielded 6 per cent 
on the stated value of the utility's common stock after meeting 
interest charges (2 P. U. R., N. S~ 307). In Massachusetts, the 

,. Re Birmi"g"am au Co. (Ala.). P. U. R. 19238, 241; Re Public Utility 
RM~I tmtl Swm~ (N. C.), P. U. R. 1932 E, 321; Be .Ark_lUlU POWn' b I1glu Co. 
(Ark.), S P. U. I., N. S., 161. 
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commission continued to establish rates that provided fair divi· 
dends to common stockholders-generally 6 per cent of the 
average price at which the stock had been issued (5 P. U. R. 
N. s. 333). In Wisconsin, the commission fixed rates sufficient 
to permit all expenses to be met and to provide a dividend of 
6 per cent on the common stock, with a moderate amount of 
earnings available to increase the surplus. Such a return, the 
commission said, was liberal in an economic depression of grave 
proportions (P. U. R. 1932 D, 7.72). Where the common stock 
basis for return was used, except in Massachusetts, it was reo 
garded as an emergency device rather than as an accepted method 
of determining the fair rate of return. 

Despite these innovations, most commissions continued to 

fix rates based on the principle oti allowing a fair rate of return 
on the fair value of utility property. Quite properly, this fair 
rate of return was hdd to be somewhat lower in depression 
than it had been in prosperity. \ Thus, while 8 per cent was a 
commonly accepted rate of return in 1929, the maximum that 
was generally allowed in '931 was 7 per cent. In 1932 and 1933-
a standard return of 6 per cent was almost uniform throughout 
the country, although some commissions allowed even less. This 
low standard rate of return was continued in"" many states all 
during the period of depression and early recovery. In several 
states, the fair rate of return was raised to 6.5 or 7 per cent in 
1935 and 1936. Thus, at the end of 1936, the fair rate of return 
was again approaching the standard levd of the early part of 
the 197.0'S." 

Although some federal courts were rductant to approve rates 
of return bdow 7 per cent, even in 1933,0 many state and fed· 
eral courts approved returns of 6 per cent or less.'o The Su-

• A return of 7 per cent was commonly allowed in 1931 in Colorado. Indiana. 
Michigan, Missouri. Ohio, Pennsylvania., Washington, and West Virginia. A re· 
turn of 6 per cent was allowed in 193:1 or later in Arizona, Arkansas. Connccti. 
cur. Iodiana. Louisiana. Maryland. Massachusetts. Minnesota, New Jersey, New 
York, North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania. Rhode Island. 'texas, and Wisconsin . 

• Federal courts held that a return of 8 per cent or more was necessary in 
Nevada, P. U. ll. 1933 B, 191; in Kansas, P. U. ll. 1933 B. 2:15; and in Texas, 7 
P. U. R., N. S., .,8 . 

.. State courts approved a return of (; per cent ~ less in North Dakota, Ja 
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preme Court, although more cautious in its rulings, agreed that 
lower rates of return must be accepted by public utilities. While 
a return of 4.53 per cent to the West Ohio Gas Co. from 1!)28 to 
1931 was held to be so low as to be confiscatory (6 P. U. R., 
N. S., 449), a return probably not in excess of 6 per cent was ap
proved in the Dlinois Bell Telephone case. In"this case the Su
preme Court used dividend payments as evidence of non<on
fiscation. "The financial history of the Dlinois Company repels 
the suggestion that during all these years it was suffering from 
confiscatory rates," the court observed. "During this period 
appellee paid the interest on its debt and 8 per cent dividends 
on its stock" (3 P. U. R., N. S~ 337). 

J 6. SUMMARY AND CoNCLUSIONS 

The period from 1929 to 1936 brought no major modifica
tion in the methods of determining fair value and fair rate of 
return, although it emphasized again the difficulties of rate mak
ing in periods of large and sudden changes in prices and interest 
rates. The fall in prices from 1929 to 1933> accompanied by a de
pression of unparalleled severity, necessitated frequent revision 
of the fair rate making value of utility property. It was obviously 
impossible for commissions to make new valuations for many 
utility companies at relatively short intervals. Not only did com
missions lack the facilities required for making numerous valua
tions under the usual procedure, but these valuations, because of 
rapidly changing prices, would have been inapplicable under 
the present value rule by the time they were completed. The 
use of index numbers was a logical method of maintaining the 
present value basis for rate making, although it necessarily in
volved abandoning the usual valuation procedure. It was un
deniable that some types of index number, notably the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics index number of wholesale prices, were not 
satisfactory measures of current construction costs for public util-

P. u. R., N. S., 353; in Ohio, 15 P. U. 1.'1 N. S., 44]; in Oregon, 13 P. U. I. .• 
N. 5., 337; in Pennsylvania. 14 P. U. 1.," N. S., 73; and in Texas, II P. U . .Il., 
N. 5 .. 283. Federal courts approved a retum of 6 per cent or less in Indiana, 
P. U. R. 1933 B, 222; in Illinois, P. U. R. 1933 E, 301; and in Georgia. 2 P. U. R.., 
N. S., 234. 
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ity property. If the necessity 01" the desirability of the present 
value rule is admitted, however, it is difficult to see how the 
use of index numbers, despite their shortcomings, can be avoided 
in periods of rapidly changing prices. 

The fluctuations that were permitted in the fair return from 
1929 to 1936 were mucb greater than would ordinarily have been 
expected. Although rates of return far above the prewar level 
were allowed in the war and postwar period, these higher rates 
of return were justified to some extent by the higher interest 
rates required' to attract additional utility capital. The great 
fluctuations in the accepted fair rate of return in the periods of 
prosperity and depression from 1929 to 1936 were not accom
panied by corresponding cbanges in the interest and dividend 
rates for new utility capital The courts, and to a lesser extent 
commissions, seem to have adopted a new rule, that the fair 
rate of return must follow industrial profits. The danger to the 
stability and growth of the utility industries in the adoption of 
a rule increasing the variability of return must not be overlooked. 
The managers of utility enterprises should not be distracted 
from their task of providing ellicient and economical utility 
service at a fair profit by the prospect of speculative gains or 
losses that a variable return would bring about in periods of 
prosperity or depression. Above all, it is not desirable that the 
financial stability of utility enterprises, involving the possible in
terruption of service, should be endangered in evcty depression 
by a policy of permitting widely variable returns. Finally, it 
must not be overlooked that sharp fluctuations in fair value and 
in fair rate of return arc a cause of protracted investigation and 
expeosive litigation, the ultimate cost of which must be borne by 
consumers and investors. 
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A PROPOSED SOLUTION 

I. NECESSARY CHANGES IN RAn MAltiNG 

THE FREQUENCY with· which public utility ~mmissions sought 
.:'!~~_ rilliJIoosof determining £air value and ~e of return 
during ilie £9:iods oLun~ble prices and interest rates shows 
clearly that the rate making ~e. has not been _eJltirelJ.: satis
factory. Specifically,\the objections are that iisj'r~~duie r$lIn~ 
necessarily compl~ and that it does not provide a method of 
determining fair value and fair rate of return with precision anc! 
~ertai!lty~ The ~c.!1.!!!~ of rate making in· accordance with 
this rule are great under any circumstances, and they become so 
intensified during periodS-ofrapidly changing prices and inter
est rates, that .commissions are compc;lled to ignore the rate mak
ing rule in practice. While it may have been necessary in the 
early days of commission regulation to avoid a rigid rate mak· 
ing formula, the time has come to consider whether the rate 
making rule may not be wisely modified to permit simplification 
of rate making procedure and greater certainty in the deter· 
mination of fair value and £air rate of return. 

From the ~dministrative point of view, the principal ob
jection to the rate making rule is that its procedure is slow, ex· 
Fsive, and conducive to litigation. It has been apparent for a 
long time that the established procedure is an Qb_stacle .. to..dIi:. 
~ient regulation of utility rates. The preparation of a long de
tailed inventory, the determination of £air unit prices, the esti
mate of observed depreciation, the valuation of overheads and 
intangibles, the fixing of a fair rate of return: all this is a cosdy 
and time consuming process. \ The preparation of a rate schedule 
for one large utility company in .this manner may cost several 
hundred thousand dollars and may occupy a commission for 
months, to the neglect of other important duties. Even with this 
daborate procedure there is no assurance that the fair value and 
the fair rate of return, so laboriously determined by the COIl1-

l 120] 
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mission, will be acceptable to the utility company and consumeIs. 
TheIe may then follow extended litigation in state and fedeIal 
courts, while desirable rate changes are held in abeyance~ No 
one will question the desirability of a modified procedure that 
will reduce delay and expense without denying justice to the 
produceIs and consumers of utility services. 

In addition to the simplification of procedure, although not 
unrelated to procedure, 'it is necessary that a uniform rule for 
detetmining fair value and fair rate of return should be adopted.1 
The Supreme Court has frequently said that valuation is not 
a matteI of applying formulas, for\ valuation must ultimately be 
a matteI of judgment. In fact, it is quite impossible for those 
conceIned with so difficult a problem as rate making to avoid 
the use of a more or less definite formula. At the urgent request 
of the utility companies, many state and federal courts have 
applied a current reproduction cost formula in valuation. On 
the other hand, commissions have frequently expressed a pref
erence for the use of prudent in vestment as the exclusive meas
ure of rate making value. The lack of a precise valuation method, 
which if uniformly applied would meet with the approval of 
<he courts, has encouraged litigation in the hope that some 
higheI or 10weI valuation would ultimately be established as 
fair by the courts. Even with the present rate making procedure 
regulation can be made more effective by a precise and un
equivocal statement from the Supreme Court of an acceptable 
uniform method for determining fair value and fair rate of 
return. 

The twofold objective of a simplified rate making procedure 
and a uniform method of deteImining fair ·value and fair rate 
of return could be attained if utility companies would accept 
and the courts would approve the use of prudent investment 
as the measure of fair value, and either the capital cost or the 
common stock basis for deteImining fair rate of return. This 
desirable rate making policy, if properly administeIed, can un
questionably be made attractive to the utility companies, and 
with their consent should not be objectionable to the courts. 
Before discussing various methods that have been proposed 
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to induce utility companies to accept this modification of rate 
making procedure, it would be well to consider once more the 
major objection to the use of prudent investment valuation and 
to the capital cost or common stock basis for return • 

• 
:1. PRUDENT INVESTMENT AND CAPITAL COST 

\ The one great objection to prudent investment valuation is 
that it fails to bring about a precise adjustment of the present 
cost of providing utility services and the rates at which these 
services are sold., A rise or fall in the cost of reproducing a 
utility plant is indicative of a change in the cost of producing 
utility services. Under the circumstances, if prudent investment 
is used as the measure of the rate base, utility services will be 
sold for more or less than their present cost of production. Con
sumers may then be uneconomically excluded from the use of 
utility services by the maintenance of rates above the present 
cost of production, or uneconomically supplied with excessive 
utility services by the maintenance of rates below the present 
cost of production. This inequality of price and cost must re
sult in an improper distribution of the produ~tive resources of 
the community among its various industries.1 Further, if rates 
are not adjusted to the present cost of producing utility services, 
it is possible that under certain conditions an industry may be 
diverted from 'a more to a less favorable locality. For if the rate 
base is measured by investment, the advantage of a community 
in some field of production may be determined by the price 
level at which its utilities were constructed and not by indus
trial factors.· These objections to prudent investment valuation 
may be summarized in the statement that it does not permit 
rates to respond sufficiendy to changing costs of providing utility 
services. 

There is implicit in these objections an erroneous view of the 
responsivHtess of prices to costs under competition, and of the 
desirability of equality of prices and present costs under changing 

1. For • fuller discussion of the relative merits of rcproductio.a. colt and prudect 
investment, see Chap. ro, sections :I and 3, above . 

• H. G. Brown. "Railroad Valuation and Rate Regulation:' lolll'n4l of PoIiIietIl 
Economy, xxxm. 50S. 
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economic conditions. It must not be overlooked that in com
petitive industry prices tend to equal costs only in the long run. 
For short periods, where the time of gestation or the useful life 
of capital equipment is relatively long, prices may be more or 
less than present costs of production for a time. In short periods, 
prices are adjusted by business men to maximize the 'current 
income in excess of operating expenses, and only gradually do 
prices tend to conform to costs. Under changing economic 
conditions, it is better for a community to have its productive 
capacity fully utilized or to induce a necessary expansion of its 
productive capacity, even if this requires a discrepancy between 
prices and costs. Although it is desirable to have a tendency 
for prices to equal costs in the long run, it is not essential to 
have precise equality of prices and costs in the short run. 

\ In fact, prudent investment valuation is more responsive to 
changing construction costs than is generally believed.!Assum
ing that the property of a representative utility company is' re
tired at a uniform rate, that depreciation is calcnlated on a 
straight line basis, and that net investment in the property is 
constant, it can be shown that the prices of recent years will 
have considerable weight in a prudent investment valuation. ' 
With these assumptions, if the average length of useful life of 
the property were ten years, 18.2 per cent of the property in a 
prudent investment valuation wonld be valued at the prices of 
the current year, and ']2.7 per cent 9f the property would be 
valued at tlie prices of the five most recent years •. If the average 
length of useful life of the property were twenty years, 9.5 per 
cent of the property would be valued at the prices of the cur-. 
rent year, and 42.7 per cent of the property would be valued at 
the prices of the five most recent years.' 
I \ If the net investment in utility enterprises is expanding, and 

obviously it is at a rapid rate, prudent investment valuation is 
even more responsive to changing construction costs. \foet us as
sume that the property of a representative utility is retired at a 

• If the sinking fund basis for depreciation is used. the inSuence of rcceo.t 
prices on prudent investment valuation is even greater. For the probable length 
of life of VarioUI types of utility property, sec C. E. Grunsky, Valual;on, Deprer:;.. 
liD,. tmtll"~ Blue Blue. pp. 418-31. 
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PERCENTAGE OF PROPEllTY VALVED AT PuCES OF MOST RBCRNT YEARS 

(Prudent investment, constant net investment) 

MOlt Recut to-Year IS-Year 2O-Yeu 2S-Vear 
Y .. n Avcrlo,e Life Average Life Averaae Life Avcraae Life 

prr cent per ceo' per cat per cent 
I ................. 18.2 12.5 9.5 7.7 
2 .•..•...••...•••. 34.S 24.2 18.6 15.1 
l ................. <9.1 35.0 27.1 22.2 
f ................. 61.8 45.0 35.2 28.9 
5 ••.••••.......... n.7 54.2 .f2.7 lU 
6 •..•••••••••••.•• 81.8 62.S 50.0 fl.S 
7 ••.•.•••••.••••.. 89.1 70.0 56.7 41.01 
8 ....••••••••••••. 9<.5 76.7 62.9 52.9 
9 •••••••••••••...• 98.2 82.5 68.6 SS.2 

10 ....•••.••••••.•. 100.0 87.5 73.8 63.1 

uniform rate, that depreciation is calculated on a straight line 
basis, and that the net investment is expanding 5 per cent an
nually_ Then, if the average length of useful life of the property 
were ten years, 20.9 per cent of the property in a prudent in
vestment valuation would be valued at the prices of the current 
year, and 77 per cent of the property . would be valued at the 
prices of the five most recent years. If the average length of 

• useful life of the property were twenty years, 12.6 per cent of 
the property would be valued at the prices of the current year, 
and 52 per cent of the property would be valued at the prices of 
the five most recent years. 

PERCENTAGE OP PROPER.TY V ALum AT PIlICBS OF MoST RECENT YEAllS 

(Net investment expands 5 per cent annually) 

Mo.t Recent to-Year IJ..Year 2O-Year 2S-Year 
Yan Avenae Life Average Life AveraF Life Awraae Lik 

per cent per ceat per ceat per ceDt 
I ................. 20.9 15.5 12.6 10.9 
2. ............... 38.8 29.2 201.1 20.9 
3 ..•.•.••••.•••••. SI.O 41.3 U.4 30.0 
4 .••.••••...•.•••. 66.6 52.0 43.7 38.3 
S ••••••.••••.••.•• 77.0 61.4 52.0 <S.8 
6 .....•........... 8S.1 69 .• 59 .• 52.7 
7 ••..•••••...••••• 91.f 76 •• 66.0 58." 
8 ..••••••••..••••. 95.8 82.2 71.8 64.S 
9 ...•............. 98.7 87.1 77.D 69.S 

10 ••••..•••......•• 100.0 91.1 8t.. 7f.O 
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The use of the actual cost of acquiring utility capital for 
determining fair rate of return would not permit great re
sponsiveness to changing interest rates. The force of this 0b
jection is diminished somewhat by the fact that interest rates, 
except in extraordinary times, change very slowly. If the fair 
rate of return were determined by capital cost, it would be 
changed only as new securities are issued and as old securities 
are refunded. Because utility bonds are issued for long periods, 
and common stock is issued for the life of the enterprise, re
funding is not likely to have much effect on the fair rate of 
return, if that rate is determined by capital cost. Nor would the 
issue of new securities to the extent of 5 per cent annually of 
the current net investment increase to any great degree the re
sponsiveness of the fair rate of return to changing interest rates. 

The common stock basis for return, on the other hand, would 
show some sensitivity to changes in the current rate at which 
new capital is acquired. Under this method, interest on bonds 
and dividends on preferred stock would be allowed as capital 
expense, and the fair rate of return to common stockholders 
would be fixed at that rate which would maintain the market 
value of the common stock at par. As the issue of common stock 
represents a significant part of the utility capital, considerable 
inRuence on the fair rate of return would be exerted by the mar· 
ket rate for new utility capital. 

3. THE NEW YOllK RAT!! MAKING PllOPOSALS 

The importance of modifying the present methods of utility 
, rate making has been repeatedly noted by commissions in many 
states. There has been a disposition on the part of legislatures 
to take the view that because the federal courts have jurisdic
tion over the fairness of rates under the Fourteenth Amendment 
to the Constitution, nothing can be done by legislation to rem
edy the evils of the prevailing methods of rate making. In 
New York, however, an attempt was made in 1929 to find 
some solution for the rate making problem by a commission 
chosen by the legislature and by President Roosevelt, then gov
ernor of the state. The plans for modifying the present methods 
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of determining fair value and fair rate of return that were con
sidered by this commission olIer thl' hope that a satisfactory 
way out of our rate making difficulties can be found. 

The chairman of the New York Public Service Commission, 
Mr. William A. Prendergast, presented an mgenious plan for 
the use of corrective indices and a modified split inventory as 
a means of simplifying valuation procedure (Reporl, p. 95; 
Hearings, pp. 402-I7).' The plan provided that by negotiation 
and agreement with the utility companies, the public service 
commission should fix the fair value of utility property by the 
following method. A I9I7 inventory of all property other than 
land would be made basic and valued at book cost. At inter
vals of two years the commission, with the consent of the utility 
company, would transform the book value of the basic property 
to present value by the use of appropriate index numbers. All 
property other than land acquired after I9I7 would be valued 
at actual book cost, although it might-be necessary to apply index 
numbers to some items in this category. Land would be in
cluded in the rate base at its present value, and allowances 
would be made for working capital and going value at each 
biennial valuation. Depreciation would be determined by in
spection, although if excessive depreciation reserves were ac
cumulated some allowance might be made for this in the val
uation. 

The Prendergast plan is open to many objections. Under 
this plan utility companies could require the use of the usual 
valuation procedure if it suited their purposes. The calculation 
of accurate index numbers would be almost as difficult as the 
determination of unit prices in reproduction cost valuation. Aod 
the commission would still be required to make frequent reo
valuations-that is, at the two-year intervals provided by the plan. 

A majority of the commission, appointees of the legislature, 
in the report of its counsel, Colonel William J. Donovan, ree-

• The evidence taken; by the commissioD, and the reports of a majority and 
minority of the commission and its counsel, arc contained in four volumes COD.

.atuting TAe Reptwlad H~fJgs QI lite Commissioa 011 RnUUm 01 tAe PuMic 
S ....... Com";'';_ u- (bereaftor referred 10 .. Repon or H..m.gs). 
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ommended the stabilization of the rate base by means of a 
contract between the utility companies and the public service 
commission. A present £air value agreed upon by a utility 
company and the commission would be embodied in a contract 
for a period of ten or fifteen years. Additions to this basic prop
erty after the contract date would be valued at actual cost, and 
retirements and depreciation would be deducted as shown by 
the accounts (R~ort, pp. 10<>-4). After the initial valuation, the 
rate base under the Donovan plan would be determined from 
the accounts. 

The plan has considerable merit, although it is open to the 
objection that the delay and expense of the initial valuation 
would have to be incurred periodically with the renewal of 
contracts. It was estimated that valuation for all utilities in 
New York would cost $30 million, and would require four 
years. If the contract period were only ten years, "a large part 
of this extremely short period will be taken up with the initial 
valuation of the property, leaving only a scant few years of 
grace before the whole miserable and time consuming process 
of valuation must be done over again.'" 

Dr. John Bauer proposed a valuation plan that met with the 
approval of a minority, the Roosevelt appointees, on the New 
York legislative commission. He proposed that legislation be 
enacted directing the public service commission to determine 
the present value of utility property according to the rule of 
Smyth II. Ames. Property acquired after the enactment of the 
law would be valued at actual cost. Depreciation and retir.,. 
ments would be deducted as shown by the reserve accounts of 
the company. In this manner, the rate base would ultimately 
be fixed at the prudent investment in the property (Report, pp. 
392'400). Doubt was expressed of the constitutionality of the 
Bauer plan. It was generally agreed that the legislature could 
prescribe by statute the terms on which future investment in 
utility enterprises would be compensated. It was uncertain 
whether the legislature could by statute fix the present value of 

• From a statement of Dr. James c, Boobright, • member of the legislative 
commissioa, quoted in TAt New Yor~ Timtl, April 2, 1930, 
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existing utility property. For this reason the Bauer plan pro
vided as an alternative that companies could enter into a con
tract with the public service commission for the use of this 
method of valuation for a period of approximately twenty-five 
years. ~ 

'The New York legislative commission also considered plans 
for modifying the present method of determining fair rate of 
return. A majority of the commission proposed in the Donovan 
plan that a fair rate of return be determined for the existing 
property, that this fair rate of return be specified as compensatory 
in a contract for a period of ten or fifteen years, and that the 
return on additional property should be fixed at the actual cost 
of acquiring new capital through the securities issued for the 
purpose (Repurt, pp. 104-8). A minority of the commission pro
posed in the Bauer plan that a fair rate of return on existing 
property be determined by the public service commission, this, 
fair rate of return not to be subject to Huctuation in the future 
because of changing interest rates or the profitability of business. 
The rate of return on additional property would be determined 
by the actual cost of acquiring new capital through the securi
ties issued for the purpose, new issues of common stock under 
this plan calling for a specified return (Report, pp. 415-17). The 
Bauer plan also called for the establishment of an eqlialization 
reserve of excessive earnings that would be available to meet 
deficits in the return of a given year. 

4. A SOLUTION TO THB PBOBLEM , _\ • 

, The importance of modifying the rate making rule to sim
plify procedure and to give greater certainty to rate making 
value is generally admitted./ It is worth noting that every plan 
submitted to the New York legislative commission made pro
vision for the use of prudent investment as a measure of rate 
making value for all property acquired after the initial valua
tion. 1N0 solution to the rate making problem is possible unless 
it olfers some means for replacing the present complex and un
satisfactory method of rate making with a simpler method un-
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der which utility companies would be given a £air return on 
the prudent investment in their property.· I 

The need to simplify rate making procedure, particularly 
in the determination of fair value, must not lead to a neglect of 
other equally important considerations in choosing a new metliod 
of rate making. No rate making plan can be satisfactory in 
die long run unless it protects the legitimate interests of the 
community: the interest of the investors in utility securities and 
of the consumers of utility services. It is necessary, therefore, 
that the new rate making plan should assure to utility com
panies a net income that will attract the capital r uired for 
continued expansion of e u ity in UStrles. ate m ing un
der the new plan should also be sufficiently responsive to chang
ing economic conditions to prevent an undesirable divergence 
01 utility rates from the costs of producing utility services. 

The prudent investment method of valuation meets these 
tests in every respect. It IS simple and definite, so that it facili
tates administrative control of utility rates; and at the same 
time it assures to utility companies protection of their capital 
investment undertaken for the public convenience at the order 
of the rate making authority. There can be no. greater stimulus 
to the economical provision of adequate utility capital than the 
assurance of the utilities commission that the investment, if pru
dently made, will be protected against the hazards of fortuitous 
price changes. At the same time, the continued retirement, re
placement, and expansion of utility equipment would give con
siderable weight to the prices of recent years in a prudent in
vestment valuation.IIThus, the prudent investment method of 
determining fair value would induce continued provision of cap
ital for utility enterprises, while maintaining a responsiveness of 
utility rates to changing costs of producing utility services. 1\ 

The proposals for modifying the present method of deter
mining fair rate of return that were submitted to the New York 
legislative commission do not meet all the tests of' a desirable 

-It will be apparent that a plan for fixing present value with the provision 
that future additions are to be valued at actual investment. prudendy made, i. 
an application of the split inventory method in which the division date is the 
time of the fixing of the initial value. 
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method of rate making. Unquestionably,\ the use of a fixed reo 
turn equal to the actual cost of acquiring capital at the time 
the securities were issued would result in simplifying the present 
method of determining fair rate of return. \ But a fixed return 
would .not be sufficiently sensitive to changiAg costs of pro
ducing utility services, and it would be objectionable on that 
account. Further, it is doubtful whether a fixed return would 
be conducive to investment in the common stock of utility 
enterprises. For if the dividend on common stock were fixed, 
the market price of the shares would fluCtuate with every change 
in current interest rates. Thus, with a rise in interest rates it 
would be impossible to issue additional common stock except 
at a price bdow par. Nor would a large degree of fluctuation 
in the market price of common stock be attractive to those in
vestors who are interested in the regularity and stability of in
come rather than in the speculative possibilities of utility se
curities. 

\ The common stock basis for return would offer a simple 
m~thod of determining fair rate of return, while maintaining \ 
stability in the price of utility securities, and a responsiveness. 
of utility rates to changing costs of producing utility services.\ 
Under this method, rate schedules for utility companies would, 
be designed to provide sufficient revenue to meet operating ex
penses and the capital charges for interest on bonds and divi
dends on preferred stock, and to permit that rate of dividends on 
common stock that will maintain the market price of the stock 
at par or at the price at which issue of the stock was authorized 
by the commission. This is substantially the plan that has been 
used success£ully in Massachusetts (Ht:arinKs, pp. 753-831). 

Granting the desirability of establishing the prudent invest
ment basis for valuation and the cornmon stock basis for return, 
it remains to be considered whether such a rate making plan 
can be established. It is doubtful whether the Constitution per
mits any rate making plan, other than the present rate making 
rule, to be used without' the consent of the utility companies. 
This was recognized in the Donovan plan, and it was admitted 
as a contingency in the Bauer plan. It is necessary, therefore, to 
induce utility companies to agree to the use of the rate making 
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plan pro sed in this section. This can probably be done in the 
mann stated below. 

e egislature sb~uld authorize the issue of new £ranchise\J~, 
to all utility companies that agree to the following rate making'" 
provisions. An initial valuation of the property of the public 
utility company is to be made by a valuation committee joindy 
selected by the company and the commission. Once deter
mined and approved by the company and the commission, this 
initial fair value is not to be subject to later change because of 
price fluctuations. Additions and betterments after the initial 
valuation are to be valued at actual cost prudendy made. De
ductions for depreciation and retirement are to be determined 
from reseIVes accumulated for these purposes as sbown by the 
accOunts. Charges for interest on bonds and dividends on pre
ferred stock are to be allowed as capital expenses. The £air re
turn to common stockholders is to be fixed at the rate that will 
maintain the market value of the common stock of a represent
ative utility company at par or at the price at which the com
mission authorized the issue. This £air rate of return is to be 
fixed annually by the commission, after a hearing, and it is to 
be the standard rate of return for that year for all utility com
panies managed with representative economy and efficiency. De
ficiencies in the return for any given year are to he carried over 
and to be compensated in subsequent years. 

Franchises providing for this new method of rate making 
are to be offered to all utility companies. Those that accept the 
franchises are to he assured of freedom from competition from 
publicly owned utility plants. The public is to he protected. 
however, by the reservation of the right to purchase the fran
chise and property of such utility companies hy the state or the 
municipality at the rate base establisbed by the commission un
der this plan. Utility companies that do not accept the new 
franchises as a basis for the regulation of their rates are to he 
subject to competition from publicly owned plants. 

5. THE PROSPBCl' POll THE NEW PLAN 

There are two reasons for believing that this plan will in
duce nearly all utility companies to accept new £r~nchises pro-
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viding for the use of this new method of rate making. First, 
the rate making policy of the Massachusetts Commission, not 
far different from the proposed plan, has met with little objec
tion from the utility companies of that state. Mr. Henry C. 
Atwill, head of the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, 
teStified before the New York legislative commission that from 
1885 to 1929 only four rate cases were appealed to the courts 
by the utilities of his state. They have permitted the use of the 
prudent investment method of determining £air value and the 
common stock basis for return not only because they have pros
pered under this rate making rnle, but because they know that 
insistence on the rate making procedure in use in other states 
would induce the people of Massachusetts to undertake public 
ownership and operation of utilities (Hearings, pp. 755, 764). 

A second reason for believing that utility companies would 
accept the proposed new franchises is that the rate making method 
for which it provides agrees with the practice of many lead
ing utility companies and with the preference expressed by 
their executives. In the 1927 annual report of the American 
Telephone II< Telegraph Co? Mr. Walter S. Gifford indicated 
that the common stock basis for return would be in harmony 
with the policy of that company. 

The American Telephone II< Telegraph Co. accepts its responsibil
ity for a nationwide telephone service as a public trust. Its duty is 
to provide the American public with adequate, dependable and satis
factory telephone service at a reasonable cost. To attain this end, it 
is the policy of the company to pay only reasonable regular dividends, 
and for part of the new capital needed, to offer from time to time 
new stock to its stockholders on favorable terms, for it believes this 
method of financing will provide the money needed for the business 
cheaply and with more certainty in good times and bad than any 
other. 

The safety of principal and regular dividends bave been the com
pelling motives that have led to the widespread ownership of the 
stock of the company •... Extra or special dividends are entirely 

• inconsistent with this aim and would be unsound. Earnings must, 
of course, be sufficient to permit the best possible telephone service 
~t all tim~s anc;! to pr9vide a reasonable payment to stockholders with 
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an adequate margin to insure financial safety. Earnings in excess of 
the requirements will either be spent for the enlargement and the 
improvement of the service furnished, or the utes charged for the 
service reduced. This is fundamental in the policy of the management 
(R.port, p. 389; Hearings, pp. 2793'95)' 

The railroads, the largest group of utilities operating under 
the present rate making rule, have expressed their preference 
for a rate making method that will provide stable income de
spite price /luctuations. Mr. Alfred P. Thom, counsel for the 
Association of Railway Executives, testifying before the House 
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, asked that 
rates be determined so that they will yield sufficient revenue to 
maintain the railroads in the sound financial condition neces
sary to meet the public requirement for service, with provision 
for accumulating a surplus in prosperity for use in depression.' 
The views expressed by Mr. Gifford and Mr. Thom are typical 
of the attitude of enlightened utility executives all over the 
country. The new rate making plan is entirely in harmony 
with this attitude on rate making. 

The proposal for the issue of new franchises requiring the 
use of the prudent investment method of valuation and the com
mon stock basis for return should be attractive to investors 
in utility securities. The interest they have in the present method 
of rate making is speculative at best, limited to the common 
stockholders in utility enterprises. The holders of bonds and 
preferred stocks, who provide the greater part of the capital 
invested in the utility industries, can have no reason for pre
ferring a rate making method that results in a variable return 
from which they cannot gain and from which they can suffer 
loss. Even among common stockholders there are many who 
prefer the financial security of a moderate and fair return on 
their investment to the risk of a speculative return that /luctu
ates violently with changes in prices and interest rates. The 
recent depression has shown conclusively that the financial 
stability of the utility industries is endangered by the use of:' 
present methods of determining fair value and fair rate of return. 

"71" Ntw Yor.t, Tim", February 21. 193a. 
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The proposed plan for bringing about a change in rate mak
ing methods is probably constitutional. The new franchise would 
constitute a contract specifying the use of a particular method 
of rate making. In the past, the Supreme Court has held that 
rates embodied in a contract are not subject to the constitutional 
test of yielding a £air rate of return on the 1air value of the 
utility company's property. It would seem that the same rea

. soning applies to rate making methods established by contract. 
There is a possibility that the Supreme Court will hold that 
the legislature of a state cannot relinquish the right to regulate 
utility rates, although it is difficult to see how a franchise provid
ing for a definite method of rate making by a state commis
sion can be regarded as a surrender of the right of regulation. 
In fact, there is no great likelihood that the Supreme Court 
would disallow the new rate making plan if it were specified 
in franchises accepted by the utility companies. Rather, there 
i. a posSibility that a legislative act establishing the proposed 
rate making method, without the consent of the utility com
panies, would be held constitutional by the court. Three mem
bers. of the Supreme Court have repeatedly urged that prudent 
investment valuation and the common stock or the capital cost 
basis for returp. are not in violation of constitutional guaranties. 
It is not too much to hope that a majority of the court may 
yet see the need for a revision of the present rate making rule. 

Sufficient time has now elapsed since regulation of public 
utility rates was undertaken to determine finally what public 
policy requires. It is obvious that after forty years of develop
ment, the rate making method. now commonly used is too com
plex, too dilatory, and too expensive to permit effective regula
tion of utility rates. Unless this unsatisfactory situation is speedily 
remedied, the policy of private operation and public regulation 
of utilities will have to be abandoned. The time is now partic
ularly favorable for the establishment of a new rate making 
policy. It is to be hoped that the legislatures of the states, with 
the coOperation of the public utility companies and the public 
utilities commissions, will take positive steps to end the present 
chaos in rate making. 
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